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INTRODUCTION.

JOHNSON'S Lives of the Poets were issued between 1779

and 1781. His original undertaking was merely to

furnish short biographical prefaces to an edition of the

poets from Cowley downwards, which in 1777 certain

booksellers contemplated publishing. The task was one,

-

Macaulay (Biography of Johnson), "for which he was

pre-eminently qualified. His knowledge of the literary

history of England since the Restoration was unrivalled.

That knowledge he had derived partly from books, and

partly from sources which had long been closed; from

old Grub Street traditions; from the talk of forgotten

po<
'

and pamphleteers who had long been lying in

parish vault.-. ; from the recollections of such men as

Gilbert Walmealey, who had conversed with the wits of

Button
; Cibber, who had mutilated the plays of two

generations of dramatists
; Orrery, who had been ad-

mitted to the society of Swift
;
and Savage, who had

dered services of no very honourable kind to Pope.

3 biographer therefore sate down to his task with a

id full of matter. He had at first intended to give

v a paragraph to every minor poet, and only four or

pages to the greatest name. But the flood of

cdote and criticism overflowed the narrow channel.

vii



viii LIFE OF MILTON.

The work, which was originally meant to consist only of

a few sheets, swelled into ten volumes, small volumes, it

is true, and not closely printed. . . The Lives of the

Poets are, on the whole, the best of Johnson's works.

The narratives are as entertaining as any novel. The

remarks on life and on human nature are eminently

shrewd and profound. The criticisms are often excellent,

and even when grossly and provokingly unjust, well

deserve to be studied. For, however erroneous they

may be, they are never silly. They are the judgments
of a mind trammelled by prejudice and deficient in

sensibility, but vigorous and acute. They, therefore,

generally contain a portion of valuable truth which

deserves to be separated from the alloy ; and, at the very

worst, they mean something, a praise to which much of

what is called criticism in our time has no pretensions."

As to the style of the work, Macaulay continues,
" Since

Johnson had been at ease in his circumstances he had

written little and talked much. When, therefore, he,

after a lapse of years, resumed his pen, the mannerism

which lie had contracted while he was in the constant

habit of elaborate composition was less perceptible than

formerly ;
and his diction frequently had a colloquial

ease which it had formerly wanted. The improvement

may be discerned by a skilful critic in the Journey to

the Hebrides, and in the Lives of the Poets is so obvious

that it cannot escape the most careless reader."

Foremost in the rank of English poets of course stood

Milton
;
and if his life as written by Johnson is not

among the best of the series, its inferiority lies not in

want of completeness or thoroughness of research. To

its author the task was no doubt less congenial than in
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the case of any of the other great poets with whom he

had tn deal. A bigoted and extreme Tory, Johnson had

to criticize the principles and political actions of one who

heltl doctrines as extreme, if not as bigoted, in the

opposite direction. A Higli Churchman of the most

unbending type, he was called upon to pass in review

wril iolently latitndinarian, schismatic, and, as the

of Christian Doctrine shows, scarcely to be recon-

ciled with any form of received religion. Think of the

horror and loathing with which Johnson must have

regarded The Tenure of Kings and Magistrates, Eikono-

Hastes, Defi I I

• E ind, tractates in which

kingly power is banned with curses of malignant fierce-

38, in which Charles, the beloved idol of Johnson's

veneration, is insulted, harried, scourged, his divinity

ridiculed, his execution sanctified, his downfall made the

subject of a song of triumph ! How should Johnson not

shudder at the History of Reformation, the Reason of

Ch\ G Chun nt urged against Prelaty, denunciations of

everything sacerdotal that from his early boyhood had

been cherished as reverend, holy, sealed with th • seal of

l's institution and upholding! To him the Doctrine

and Discipline of I . which even to many of Milti

fellow-thinkers was a stumbling-block, must have read

as blasphemous arrogance; the Areopagitica, in whose

trumpet tones liberty of thought and speech is pro-

claimed as an indefeasible right, probably sounded as a

blast of revolutionary special-pleading and unbridled

license of argument ;
while could he have read the long-

lost 7V- Doctrine, with its Pantheistic

Materialism, its heresy as to the Decalogue, its justifica-

tion of Polygamy, it would no doubt have been branded
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as the ravings of lunacy, or the inspiration of Belial.
" Fair is foul and foul is fair

"
might express Johnson's

estimate of Milton's tenets, political and theological.

The gods of the poet are the fiends of the critic. If,

therefore, in the Life he could not even hope to he im-

partial, if here and again he lets fall an unworthy gibe,

belittles Milton's aims and occupations, makes light of

his sufferings and dangers, exaggerates his failings,

questions the sincerity of his political faith, insinuates

acts of baseness, colours as magnanimous clemency the

mixture of policy and disdain which left the poet un-

touched amid the persecution and proscription which

followed upon the Restoration ; if the critic's appraise-

ment of the poet is sometimes marred by a distorted

estimate of the man, and a standard applied by which

he would not have measured anyone else : we may yet
admit that honesty of intention and a conscientious

belief that he was serving the cause of truth were

at the bottom of his severest strictures. Political

and 1 -ligious prejudice, however, was riot the only

difficult;' in uohnson's path. Of Milton's cast of poetry,

whether in its lighter or its more serious forms,

the critic was by nature but poorly fitted to judge.

With didactic, narrative, or satirical verse, he was at
;

home. Where loftier flights were in question, his

imagination failed to follow. His criticisms of the

dramatic powers of Shakespeare, of the epic powers of

Milton, are wholly inadequate ; and from one who 1

down as an undeniable proposition that during the

part of the seventeenth century and the earlier p;

the eighteenth century, English poetry had been

constant progress of improvement, we should be fo
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to expect that Milton's splendour of diction, his varied

music and sonorous rhythm, should be gauged with fitting

measurement Yet his Life of Milton is one which we V
could ill spare. The narrative is vivid and striking, the

i- for the most part manly and straightforward, the

reflections arc frequently just and apposite. It is, more-

over, the portrait of a very gnat and very good man

drawn by one who also was great and good. It is a

story of straggle, distress, and suffering told by one who

himself bore through life a heavy burden of trouble with

scarcely less sublimity of patience and not less undaunted

fortitude. Congeniality of trial and congeniality of

endurance helped, we may well believe, to compel an

admiration not too willingly bestowed; and if a fiercely-

burning antagonism of principle often prompted to

nndu rity of judgment, a generous pride in the

glory of his fellow-countryman bade concede such a

tribute of reverence that in the author of Paradise Lost

the friend of regicides seems forgotten, if not forgiven.

Of literary judgments in this Life, the remarks upon
.ue unite specific than upon any other of Milton's

works. They are also more illiberal, and more indicative

of Johnson's inability for the higher criticism. With
readers of mature taste they will go for little, or rather

will provoke a smile of amused surprise. l!ut upon the

student nut as yet capable of forming an independent
and trustworthy opinion, they may have an effect which

it .-.ems advisable to anticipate by an examination based

upon sounder canons of criticism than those followed by
Johnson. As an antidote to the poison, Masson's

analysis will be effectual. His positions are as follows ;

"(1) It is a sheer assumption that Milton offered the
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poem as an utterance of passion, or intense personal

grief. . . The intimacy and affection [between Milton

and King] were considerable, but less perhaps than what

bound Milton to other friends of his youth, of whom lie

has left no similar commemoration. They were certainly

less than the intimacy and affection that bound him to

one other friend of his youth, of whom he has left

various commemorations. The bosom-friend of Milton's

jrouth, his very friend of friends from his boyhood to the

:ime of his Italian journey, was that Charles Diodati to

vhoni are addressed two of his Latin Familiar Epistles,

he First and Sixth of his Latin Elegies, and one Italian

sonnet, and whose death, as premature as King's, and

>ut one year later, gave occasion to perhaps the most

emarkable of all Milton's Latin poems, Ejpitaphium

hiiiiouis. Only the accident that these pieces to and

bout Diodati are in Latin and Italian has prevented the

ict of Milton's paramount affection for that young half-

ltalian from being generally known, and has led to the

idea that the unique friend of Milton's youth was

Edward King of Christ's. The death of that young

scholar, so melancholy in its mode, did indeed move

.Mil ton, as it must have moved many. Here was one

fine young life cut short, recklessly cut short, when

thousands of coarser lives were spared, and when

England and the Church of England bad need that the

best only should be prolonged. The recollection of the

face and voice of Edward King, and of hours spent in

his society, would return at the news, and would mingle

with the keen imagination of the last scene, when one

meek praying figure was marked on the deck of the

sinking ship, resigned amid the shrieks, the mad hurry,
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and the gargling waters. What more natural than that

Milton should throw his feelings on the event, and the

whole train of thought which it suggested, into artistic

form in a memorial form '.' This is precisely what

las is. It is the same kind of tribute from a poet to

the memory of a friend as a bust, with pedestal and bas-

reliefs, would have been from a sculptor, or some

thoughtful picture, of a few figures placed in a fit

landscape or sea-view, would have been from a painter.

Personal feeling is present; hut it blends with, and

passes into, the feeling of the artist thinking of his

subject. (2) Johnson's criticism would abolish, by

implication, all poetry whatsoever. In that crude sense

of what is 'natural' which his criticism begs, all poetry

is unnatural. No poem, even of passion, can possibly be

'natural
'

in the Bense of being a record of the ea

mental procedure consentaneous with, or appropriate to,

the immediate moment of the passion. If passion 'runs

not after remote allusions and obscure opinions,' if

ion 'plucks no berries from the myrtle and ivy, nor

calls upon Arethuse ami Mincius,
1

neither does passion

form such simple acts of literary art as the construc-

tion of clear sentences, the formation of lines of metre,

or the invention of rhymes. Grief, in its first act, in

poel d other people, consumes itself in ' Ohs '

and

'Abe,' in bods and agitated gestures, in dull numbed

musings incoherent verbal hursts, pacings of the chamber

through the weary night. To poets, however, as booh as

there is a lull of comparative tranquillity, and aiding

perhaps to bring on that lull, there comes the use of

artifices of expression which are with them hardly
artifices any longer, but the very habits of their minds
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Then is produced the lajr of the occasion, the song or

longer poem, recording the grief indeed, and even re-

newing and deepening it, but weaving into the grief all

the beauty of cognate story and meditation that it will

bear. True, there will still be gradations of apparent
closeness to the primary moment or remoteness from it,

according either to the intensity of the original grief or

to the poet's acquired habits of artistic working.

Simplest of all, least removed of all from the original

moment of feeling, and therefore most likely in some

poets, and most natural in seeming to most readers, will

be the direct lyric of sorrow in a few passionate stanzas.

Burns's Highland Mary, and other songs of his, are

examples. But there may be memorial poems, tributes

to a recent or past personal grief, which shall be as true

and natural, and yet be of more extensive design and

more complex feature. These may contain trains of

varied thought and phantasy which the original feeling

has originated, and therefore may claim as its own
; they

may be speculative and occult, or figurative and mytho-

logical, as the habits of the poet's thinking may
determine

;
even Mincius and Arethuse need not be

absent, nor rough satyrs and fauns with cloven heel.

Witness Shelley's Adonais to the memory of Keats. Or

witness Tennyson's /// Memoriam. What is that chief of

memorial poems in the English tongue but an aggreg

tion of lyrics in which, though one deep and endurir

personal feeling moved to them all and pervades the

all,
' remote allusions and obscure opinions,' beyond tl

learning of Johnson's time, are plentifully interwove

snatches of story occur and recur, and all the science ai

metaphysics of the time become relevant to one deat
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•

Now .Milton's Lycidas is not, and does n < • t profess t<> be,

a poem of such personal sorrow, by many degrees, as In

Memoriam. Nay, as Edward King was not a Keats, it is

presumably less a poem of personal sorrow than Adonais.

All the more are tin- traces ..t' deliberate and conscious

an which are visible in it to be regarded as consistent

with tlir p ctual kind ami amount of feeling when

In- wrote it, and his true intention. There an such

Twice in the bodj of the poem, as we hai e seen,

Milton restrains or checks himself, as having pa
somewhat the strict bounds of the strain in which he

had begun ; and at the close there is an epilogue, in his

own name, characterising the poem as a 'Doric lay,' in

which "the tender stops of various quills
1

hail been

touched, and also hinting that the artist is moving on to

other themes, which will require a differenl treatment.

(3) One established, and indeed prevalent, artifice in the

poetry of Milton's day was the artifice of the pastoral
form, and Johnson's criticism exhibits an utter obtuse

nees to the real nature, meaning, and power of this

artifice. 'They never drove a-field and they had no

flocks to batten!
1

nor did Theocritus or Virgil
ever keep Bheep, or pipe on oaten flutes beneath the

beech-trees. Nor did the Portuguese pastoral poets do

the like, nor Sannazaro and the Italians. Nor was

Spenser a real Colin Clout, with Sidney, and Raleigh,
and Shakespeare, and all the other poets, or other

eminent Engli hmen of the day, surrounding him

actual shepherds, called Astrophel, and Cuddie, and

Willie, and Thomalin ! What then? We know what

they meant. It is thing to hold that, the pastoral
form might still suit our modern time., and to wish that

b
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it were preserved ;
it is another to understand what the

form was in the hands of those who did practise it, and

to see its importance in the past history of our literature.

Spenser mid the other pastoralists would have smiled in

scorn at the notion that the pastoral should be an

exhibition of real shepherd-life, of the thoughts and

manners of real shepherds. With them the pastoral

form was a device,—just as metre and rhyme were

devices, but in some respects of larger consequence,
—for

distancing themselves from the ordinary and prosaic, and

enabling them to live and move mentally in a more

poetic air. It was themselves, with all their experiences

and acquired ideas and feelings, that they flung into an

imaginary Arcadian world to be shepherds there, and,

under the guise of that imaginary life, express their own

real feelings, their most intimate experiences, and their

thoughts about affairs, in monologue or dialogue.

Defensible or not originally, desirable or not among
ourselves, as we may think this artifice of pastoralism,

this device for poets of an imaginary removal of them-

selves into an Arcadian land in order to think under

Arcadian conditions, it is gross ignorance not to know

how largely it once prevailed, and what a wealth of old

poetry we owe to it. From the youth of Spenser, himself

the pastoralist-in-chief, on through the lives of the next

generation, or from 1580 to 1040, much of the finest

English poetry is in the pastoral form. During that

period the word 'shepherd' was an accepted synonym in

England for the word 'poet.' They all, the finest of

them all, 'drove afield' together, and 'battened their

flocks' in verse, though they had no flocks to batten.

Milton, an admirer of Spenser, and describable as the
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truest of the Spenseriana till he taught the world a

higher than the Spenserian in the Miltonic, employed
the pastoral form in his Lycidas, as he had employed it

already, though less decidedly, in others of bis
j

ma.

He threw the Btory of his acquaintance with Edward

King and <>(' the sad "loath of that youth by drowning,
and all the train of thought about the -tat.' of England
which that 'Lath suggested, into the form of a pastoral

lament for that shepherd, conceived as spoken by
himself as a surviving shepherd. And who would wish

now that he had done otherwise? What would a simple

narrative of the shipwo-eek, or a few stanzas of direct

regret, have been in comparison with the poem we now

readl It is better than any memorial bust with has

reliefs, better than any memorial picture. It tells the

facts with the minutest fidelity, but it urives them in the

Betting of one long mood of Milton's mind as he mused

over them. And it is this setting that has made the

facta immortal. If we now remember Edward King of

Christ's College at all, or know that there was ever such

a youth in the world, is it not owing to Milton's

monody?" Of Johnson's criticism of the diction, the

rhymes, and the numbers, Masson observes, "The ear of

the eighteenth century, one can see, if this is to be taken

as the opinion of Johnson's contemporaries, must have

been vitiated in proportion to the degradation of its

notion of poesy. For fastidious beauty of diction, and

musical finish of versification. Lycidat is hardly rivalled.

The art of the verse is a study in itself The lines an-

mostly the common Iambics of five feet, but every now

and then there is an exquisitely managed variation of a

short line of three Iambi Then the interlinking and
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intertwining of the rhymes, sometimes in pairs, some-

times in threes, or even fives, and at all varieties of

intervals, from that of the contiguous couplet to that of

an unobserved chime or stanza of some length, are

positive perfection. Occasionally, too, in the poem there

is a line that does not rhyme ;
and in every such case,

though the rhyme is never missed by the reader's ear, in

so much music is the line imbedded, yet a delicate

artistic reason may be detected or fancied for its formal

absence. The first line of all is one instance. We shall

leave the reader to find out the others." Of the

"
grosser fault

"
with which Johnson accuses Milton in

introducing St. Peter, Masson remarks, "Lastly [of the

three figures that pass in succession across the visionary

stage], in still more mystic and awful guise, comes St.

Peter, the guardian of that Church of Christ for the

service of which King had been destined,
—the apostle to

whom the Great Shepherd himself had given it in charge

Teed my sheep.' Not out of place even his grave figure

in this peculiar pastoral. For has he not lost one of his

truest under-shepherds, lost him too at a time when such

.in under-shepherd could ill be spared, when false

shepherds, hireling shepherds, knowing nothing of the

real craft they professed, were more numerous than ever,

and the flocks were perishing for lack of care, or by

ravages of the stealthy wolf]" But it is neither un-

natural nor uncharitable to believe that in his judgment
< >f this poem Johnson's fairness has been largely warped

by his theological bias. Tn Paradise Lost, it is true,

forms of doctrine are put forward which ill accord with

those held by his critic. P.ut they are not put forward

in a controversial spirit, they do not affect contemporary
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events, they do Dot call in question the principles of

church government and organization which Johnson held

with so stern an obstinacy. In Lycidas, Laud and his

party are held up to an execration which to Johnson

must have Beemed something like blasphemy; and had

the celebrated vision of St. Peter been omitted, it may

•airly questioned whether the critic would have found

scope for his indignation as to the want of true feeling

which he obj gainst the poet. Indeed, the in-

sincerity, or at all events the inconsistency, of his

denunciations regarding the form of the poem may be

:i in the fact, pointed out by Hallam,* that Johnson

himself "had in an earlier part of his life selected the

tenth eclogue of Virgil for peculiar praise; the tenth

eclogue, which, beautiful as it is, bel< ime

class of pastoral and personal allegory, and requires the

same sacrifice of reasoning criticism as the Lycidas

If. . . Our sympathy with the fate of Lycidas

may not be much stronger than for the desertion of

Gallus by hia mistress; but many poems will yield an

exquisite pleasure to the imagination that produce no

'ion in the heart; or none at least except through
associations independent of the subject.''

[Jpon
'

, L'Allegro, and // Penseroso, Johnson's

criticisms are at once more favourable and more just;

while if those upon Parodist Lost sometimes betraj an

incapacity to appraise Milton's diction and versification,

the) ne on the whole worthy of their
Bttbject, and hut

little alloyed with political and religious prejudice. T<>

toe objections urged at some length against Milton's

inconsistency in making hi- angels at one time material

*
J. History, iii. '270, 1.
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and at another immaterial, Hallam thus replies
*

:

"Johnson thinks that Milton should have secured the

consistency of this poem hy keeping immateriality out of

sight, and enticing his reader to drop it from his

thoughts. But here the subject forbad him to preserve

consistency, if indeed there be inconsistency in sup-

posing a rapid assumption of form by spiritual beings.

For though the instance that Johnson alleges of in-

consistency in Satan's animating a toad was not

necessary, yet his animation of the serpent was abso-

lutely indispensable. And the same has been done by
other poets, who do not scruple to suppose their gods,

their fairies or devils, or their allegorical personages,

inspiring thoughts, and even uniting themselves with

the soul, as well as assuming all kinds of form, though

their natural appearance is not always anthropomorphic.

And, after all, Satan does not animate a real toad, but

takes the shape of one. '

Squat like a toad close by the

ear of Eve.' But he does enter a real serpent, so that

the instance of Johnson is ill chosen. If he had men-

tioned the serpent, every one would have seen that the

identity of the animal serpent with Satan is part of the

original account."

One question, incidentally noticed by Johnson, the

question whether Milton, in Ids Paradise Lost, owed

much to ancient or contemporary writings, has of late

pears been brought prominently into discussion by the

claim especially made in behalf of the Dutch VondeL

Earlier criticism had discovered, as it thought, plagiarism

various in kind from various sources. Voltaire, in 1727,

suggested that the scheme t)f the poem might have been

*
Literary History, iv. 239, 40, f.n.
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derived from a Scriptural drama, entitled Adamo, by an

Italian, Giovanni Battista Andreini ;
an<l in 1730 a

tchman, William Lauder, published a volume to

prove thai Milton had ransacked modern and medieval

Literature for ideas and language Lauder's charges were

quickly exposed, and afterwards confessed to be for the

most part forgeries. J'.ut the indebtedness of Milton

binned to be a subject of discussion; the Paraph
ixon poet ( Isedmon being ami

the Bources from which he was supposed to have drawn,

while Todd, in his edition of the Poetical Works, gave

a long list of Italian writers to whom by one person or

another it was supposed that the poet had gone for his

inspiration. Of late all these borrowings, the proofs of

which are no proofs, have given place to the more

definite and circumstantial charges of plagiarism from

Vondel'a L which, first broached in England in

dies in (he Literatun of Northern Europe, 18'

\\ >!>• in 1885 elaborated in a volume, entitled Milton

by a clergyman of the name of Edmundson.

ording to this work, the design, Lai

imagery, and charactei of / I
' owe large debts

not only to Vondel'a Lucifer, but to an epic, written in

2, t" a long didactic poem, published in 1661, and to

a tragedy in 1664, all by the same author. A patient

and Bi arching examination of the charges as thu
j

ed

will be found in Masson's Introduction to Vamdist Lost,

ii. pp. 145-64. This examination i- of course too lo

to he followed throughout Hut tin- gisl of th< conclu

dons, which seem to me unanswerable, may l» given
in two short extracts. "Most of the parallelisms, he

S, p. 151, '•more than nineteen-twentieths of them, I
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may say at once, are disposed of at first sight by the

simple consideration, already insisted on, of the heredi-

tary character of the themes of the two poets, and the

established tradition in the mind of Christendom of

certain personages, incidents, and situations, as belonging
to these themes by Biblical and prescriptive right.

Lucifer, Beelzebub, Belial, Gabriel, Michael, and Raphael
were common property; and if a poet introduced Lucifer

or Beelzebub, Gabriel or Michael, into a poem, what

could he do but make them look and speak, to the best

of his ability, in conformity with general expectation ?

The Angelic Wars in Heaven, the rout of the Rebel

Angels, their expulsion into Hell, their wingings thence

upwards again through the spaces of the new starry

Cosmos, the Ptolemaic constitution of this Cosmos, the

infant Earth in the midst of it, and Adam and Eve on

this earth in their Paradise of foliage; and beauty : thi

also were common property; and, if any poet ventured

on these subjects, lie had similarly to conform to

tradition and expectation in essentials, whatever varia-

tion of picturing or of wording his genius might enable

him to effect in particulars."
"
Having given," he adds,

pp. 163, 4, "some specimens of Mr. Edmundson's

collection of parallelisms, I may add that I have not met

in all the rest of the collection a single parallelism that

could convince me <>(' a direcl use by Milton in his

Paradise Lost of any passage in VondeL My opinion,

indeed, after considering all the parallelisms produced by
Mr. Edmundson, i> that it would be quite possible to

maintain the extreme position that Paradise Lost would

have been exactly the same as it is if Vondel's poems
had never Keen written, or if Vondel himself had never
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existed. That position, however, might be too extreme.

Mr. GosBe thinks that Vondel's Lucifer was known to

Milton; and Mr. Gosse's opinion on snch a subji

taken ahum with the already explained historical pro-

babilities of the ease, ought to count for something.

Let the vote, thru, be that Milton «li<l somehow contrive,

amid the difficulties of his blindness, to superimpose

upon all the mass of his previous readings from his

youth onwards some new readings in the Lucifer, and in

other poems, of his celebrated Dutch contemporary.

That is all that is needed
;
and it is a very different

speculation from Mr. Edmundson's. The matter of a

man's reading, in any day or week of his life, does not

remain distinct from his mind as already constituted, or

only as something additional that hie mind can theme

forth work upon ;
it is necessarily, like all his other new

experiences, transmuted, there and then, into the very

substance of his mind, modifying the ver) structure of

his thinking faculty for all its future operations of

imagining, or whatever else. In this sense

only,
— that, when any mind is stirred, all its contents

are stirred,
— is there any worth whatever, I believe, in

any theory of Milton's indebtedness to any particular

author : and all speculations as to Milton's indebtedness

to particular authors in any other and less honourable

sense have in them. I believe, whether they know it or

not, tie lint "i the wretched Lauder's, and

are doomed inevitably t<> the fate that attended their

In the Not .'.'II as in this Introduction, will be

found abundant evidence of my obligations to Professor

Masaon's edition ofMilton's Poems and to hisLiJ I M
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To the latter work especially I owe a great deal more

than can be shown by quotations; and I feel it to be

something like an impertinence to express my admira-

tion for the learning, research, accuracy, and complete-

ness which mark its every page.

To my friend Mr. Maurice Macmillan I also owe my
best thanks for the care with which, as in the case of

my school editions of plays of Shakespeare, he has read

the proof sheets, and for the many valuable suggestions

he has been kind enough to make.



SUMMARY OF JOHNSON'S MILTON.

I. LIFE OF MILTON (pp. 1-50).

Milton's Family (pp. 1. 2), landed proprietors in Oxford-

shire. Bis grandfather, a forest-keeper, a zealous

Papist ; his father, disinherited for changing his re-

ligion, a scrivener, skilful in music
;

his brother,

Christopher, suffered us a Royalist, and knighted by

James II.
;

hi Anne, married Edward Philips j

the poet, born in Bread Street, 1608.

Education (pp. 2-4).
—

Privately instructed by Thomas

Young ;
at St. Paul's School by Mr. Gill

;
at Christ's

College, Cambridge (1624-1632), taking P. A. in 1028

and MA. in 1632. ''Eminently skilled
"

in Latin at

16, but compositions inferior to those of Cowley.

Johnson.—His early works raise no great expectations.

Elegies (II show classic elegance. Left Cam-

bridge witli no kindly feelings, said to have suffi

corporal punishment, and to have been expelled.

BoetiHty to Cambridge shown in TradaU and Way to

Hirelings, Went to Cambridge with intention

enter Church, but refused to do bo because of the

oath of servitude.

John-ion.—Thoughts of obedience to nil Iub indij

tion.
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Residence at Horton (pp. 4-6), 1G32-8, extensive reading
of Latin and Greek. Comus (1634) acted by Earl of

Bridgewater's family at Ludlow. Lycidas (1637),

elegy on death of Mr. King, displays acquaintance
with Italian writers and malignity to the Church,

Arcades, used as part of a dramatic entertainment.

Travels (pp. 6-8), under Sir H. Wotton's directions
;

visited Paris (met Grotius), Florence for two months

(his compositions applauded), Sienna, Rome (kindly

received and praised by learned and great), Naples

(met Manso, patron of Tasso).

Johnson.—All his writings show a lofty and steady confidence

in himself, and perhaps some contempt of others. He

rarely bestows praise.

Political affairs prevented him from going on to Sicily

and Greece. Returning he visited Rome, Florence,

Lucca, Venice, and Geneva. E^ta/pMum Damonis in

honour of his friend Diodati.

Milton as a Schoolmaster (pp. 8-11, 16).

(a) In St. Bride's Churchyard, teaching his sister's

sons (1638).

(1>)
In Aldersgate Street, taking more boys (1639).

Johnson criticises the suggested cause of Milton's

return to England, defends him as a schoolmaster,

doubts the story of wonders performed at his

Bchool, compares his plan to Cowley's, advocates

the study of history, truth, and reason in prefer-

ence to external nature, declares Socrates opposed

to Milton as a teacher, approves of the teaching

of religion, and of Milton's example to his pupils.

(c) In the Barbican (1645-7).
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For a time he sheltered his wife's relations. Philips

tries to prove that Milton was not a schoolmastei

by profession, and that lit- had intended to be-

come a Boldier. Johnson replies with sarcasm.

Controversial Writings (pp. Ill 5, 1 7 23).

,

Religion, i on Reformation ( 1641), intended

help the Puritans. Bishop Ball published A Humble

Hen in defence of Episcopacy. Six ministers

Smectymnuus) answered Hall (1G41). Bishop Usher

attempted a ( 'onfutation of Smectymnuus. Of Pn latical

A', / (1641) was Milton's reply to Usher. The

lengthy title displays
"
puritanical savageness of

manni i

1642. 7 / ason of Church Government and two more

pamph]
Johnson.—He confidently bat nnostentationsly shows his

high opinion of his own powers.

In one pamphlet Milton defends himself from the

charge of being "vomited from the University." His

language is offensive ami malignant.

(},) M .!„,/ Divorce. Marriage (1643) with

Mary Powel, who left him after a month. The Doctrine

wnd Discipi Divorce, Tin Judgment of Martin Bucer

(1644) ;
Tetraehordon (1645).

Prosecution by the Assembly of Divines and general

contempt shown to his doctrines turned Milton against

the Presbyterians. Reunion with his wife contrive. I

by her friends.

(c) Liberty of Printing. Areopagitica advocates

liberty of printing. Johnson _'ive> reasons against it.

-and Penseroso were published in 1645.
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(d) The King's Death. A Treatise justifying the

king's death
;
Remarks on Ormond's Articles of Peace

;

Iconoclastes, an attack on Icon Basilike. Salmasius

published Defensio Regis (1649) by order of Charles IT.

Milton's Defensio Populi (1651) replied, ridiculing the

Latin of Salmasius. Milton's pamphlet was the more

popular. Salmasius died before his reply was com-

pleted. Milton received £1000, and though his sight

was. failing, he continued to be Cromwell's Latin secre-

tary, and to engage in controversy.

His first wife died (1653). Second marriage (1656).

Second wife died " within a year."

Schemes (pp. 23-27).

(a) A Latin Dictionary, left unfinished.

(b) A History of England, stopped at the Conquest.

(c) An Epic Poem, resulted in Pa/radise Lost.

Johnson gives copies of two plans left in manuscript.

Blindness could not obstruct his power of invention.

The indulgence of his fancy was a solace to his soli-

tude in blindness.

Two pamphlets against the Clergy (1658).

Restoration (pp. 127-31
). Beach/ and easy way to establish a

Free Commonwealth. Notes on a Sermon, answered by

No Blind Ghiides. The Restoration drove him into

hiding. His Defence burnt by the hangman. Not men-

tioned in the exec] it ions to the act of oblivion. Burnet

thinks he was forgotten. Prosecuted,—a tradition

says he was saved by Davenant. In custody till

November. Removed to Jewin Street. Married a

third time Being either prudent or grateful, he

offered no opposil ion to the new settlement. . tccidence
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mmeneed Grammar (1661). Elwood the Quaker

engaged by Milton to read Latin. Johnson discusses

the Italian pronunciation.

The lasl residence of Milton, in Artillery Walk.

Paradise Lost (pp. 32-40). Original design unknown,

conception was a dramatic work. Progress

interrupted by private Btudies and state affairs.

Philips -ay> he composed mosl freely in winter.

Milton's Elegies* the spring. Johnson describes

and discusses the belief in the dependence of the soul

upon seasons, the degeneracy of nature, and climate.

He thinks Milton's belief not entirely unreasonable.

Richardson suggests that Milton's poetical faculty

acted spasmodically. Johnson disbelieves his account

of Milton's methods. Internal evidence gives few

indications of the times when the parts of P.L. were

written. The third book refers to his blindness, the

seventh t<> the Restoration. A reference to his treat

ment after the Restoration is quoted and criticised.

In the Plague year Milton retired to Chalfont.

Here Elwood suggest. -d Parodist Regained. Next

year Parad I.
' was licensed for publication.

Account of the editions and sales down to 1690.

Obstacles :
—The Stuart Court, the paucity of

readers, the ignorance of traders, gentlemen and

women, recent enmity to the author, newness of the

versification, timidity of its admirers, few opportunity

of advertisement. The Revolution brought popularity
•

Parodist Lost.

Milton's expedient to supply his lack of sighl

inflicted misery on liis daughters, who were compelled
to read books in many I

cs.
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Closing Years (pp. 41-44). History of England, 1669-70,

mutilated by the licenser. Style harsh and unpleasing.

Paradise Regained and Samson Agonistes followed.

Paradise Regained was his "last poetical offspring" and

his favourite. His high opinion of it is not shared by

Johnson. The poet is entitled to admiration for

condescending to write a manual of Logic (1672).

Treatise of True Religion, a modestly written tract,

advocating toleration to all except Papists, and

recommending diligent perusal of the Scriptures. Ee-

print of juvenile poems. Familiar Epistles in Latin. A
quiet death in 1674. Burial in St. Giles at Cripple-

gate ;
a monument in the Abbey erected, after

opposition, in Johnson's time.

Milton as a Man (pp. 44-48). Handsome in face, light

hair, medium height, active in frame, eyes quick but

not bright.

A severe student, moderate in appetite, passing his

days of blindness with great regularity.

Devoted his estate to the service of Parliament, for

a time neglected, then Latin Secretary at a salary, was

paid for political writings.

A reader of all learned and polite languages, highly

skilled in Latin and Italian, fond of Spenser, Shake-

speare, and Cowley.

A Calvinist in early life, then changeable, thinking

rather to condemn than to approve. With profound

belief in Providence he displayed no visible worship,

public or private. Johnson condemns his neglect of

family prayer.
" An acrimonious and surly republican," opposed

monarchy as not being frugal. Johnson attributes
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this to envy, petulance, and pride. His arbitrary rule

at homo « 1 i < 1 not correspond with his professed love of

liberty. He seemed to look on woman with contempt.

nily Uisiory down to 1G90 (pp. 4^-50).

II. POETICAL WORKS (pp. 50-74).

Juvenile Poems (pp. 50-56).

(a) Italian, have been commended.

(b) Latin,
"
lusciously elegant," delightful rather for

beauty of verse than for originality or vigour.

(<) English, show evidence of genius by being

original, but this is their only excellence. Milton

could not do little things with grace.

Lyeidas, harsh diction, uncertain rhymes, unpleasing

numbers, unnatural sentiment b, destitute of nature and

truth, of art and novelty. The meaning of the alle-

gory is too uncertain and too remote. The pastoral

:oo commonplace to arouse sympathy. Sacred

truths are mingled with trifling fiction and irreverently

handled, though perhaps not consciously. No man
who did not know Milton could read Lyeidas with

pleasure.

UAllegro and II Penseroso, ''two noble efforts of

imagination,"' always give pleasure to the reader.

VThey are designed to show how every disposition of

mind is attracted to that which will give it pleasure.

The pleasure of the ehearful man and of the pensivt

man are delightfully contrasted, but perhaps melan-

choly can be distinguished in Milton's mirth.
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Corn/US, "a drama in epic style, inelegantly splendid

and tediously instructive," the greatest of the juvenile

performances, displays Milton's settled system of dic-

tion and style of verse, his power of description and

vigour of sentiment. Most truly poetical, worthy of

the highest admiration as a poem. Deficient as a

drama. The human part is not reasonable, though

convenient; the prologue is irregular; the speeches
are too long and lack animation, being elegant but

tedious; the language is poetical, displaying noble

sentiments, but too luxuriant for dialogue.

Sonnets "are not bad," but deserve no special

criticism.

Paradise Lost (pp. 56-71).

(i.) The Epic Poem, the greatest proof of a poet's

genius.

It teaches great truths by the most pleasing pre-

cepts.

It relates a great event in the most affecting

manner.

It exercises the highest powers of imagination.

The poet must first find a moral (Bossu). Milton's

moral is an essential part of his poem.
The moral must be conveyed by an attrc.

surprising narrative. Here Milton equals

poets. //

The Bubject must be an important event.

has chosen the greatest possible series of event

The agents must be of elevated dignity,

weakest of Milton's agents are the noblest of

beings, the chief are Divine, the others are com
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by Omnipotence only. Milton succeeded in employing
these powerful agenta

(ii.) Tht Fabric

1. The characters,
—

Angels, good and evil; Man,
innocent and sinful. The lour good angels are suit-

ahly portrayed. Clarke objects to some of Satan's

speeches as impious; Johnson thinks there is little in

them to shock piety. Moloch's ferocity is consistently

displayed. Both the innocence and the guilty state of

im and Eve are suitably shown by their hum-.

The superiority of Adam is diligently sustained in

both states.

2. Parts of an epic poem,—the probable and t he

marvellous. The main fabric is truth, interesting fcp

all men at all times (Addison) j
the probable ie

marvellous and the marvellous is probable.

The machinery, Le. the intervention of Buper-
nattt d power. The visible control of Heaven appears
in evt v action.

I. Episodes,
—two only, introduced by Raphael and

Michael. One is a c v warning to Adam, the

other a necessary consolation.

5. A complete design, as required by Aristotle's

rules. The few digressions in Paradi& I too

beautiful to be omitted.

6. Is this an heroic poem? Milton thus described

it; Dryden denies the heroism of Adam because he

fell: Johnson refute- Dryden because Adam was

restored.

(iii.) Tlo Seniim

In most cases perfectly appropriate. Instructive

passages are rare. The aim is not to human
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conduct, but to raise the thoughts above earth.

Occasional thoughts indicate Milton's fervid and active

imagination, continual study, and inquiring mind.
" The characteristic!* quality of this poem is sublimity."

Greatness and loftiness lift Milton above elegance and

grace. The subject suited his powers. Nature and

human life were too limited for him. He preferred

possibility to reality; his imagination visited higher
worlds. Hence descriptions of scenes of nature are

not real nor original.
" He saw nature through the

spectacles of books" (Dryden). Similes few but

varied, not confined to mere comparison.
Milton's moral sentiments excel those of ancient

poets, who lacked the light of Revelation. His

characters are greater, because they display Christian

virtues. Sanctity of thought is everywhere displayed.

"Sublimity is the general and prevailing quality in

this poem."
The two human beings are tenderly affectionate

and sublimely pious before their fall, venerable for

dignity and innocence. After their fall they are

humble without meanness, and again become worthy

of reverence. The anguish after their fall is justly

described.

(iv.) Defects ninl Faults.

Johnson's plan ignores verbal inaccuracies.

1. Inconvenience of plan, excluding human action

and manners. Hence the reader has little curiosity

or sympathy.

2. The truths taught lack novelty, are neither new

nor unexpected.
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3. The solemnity of the subject obstructs rather

than arouses imagination. The good and evil of

eternity are too great for poetical treatment.

4. Milton has displayed the power of study and

genius in accumulating and selecting materials to

adorn his poem, and to present the subject in a new

a with fresh adornments, but has not succeeded

in supplying the want of human interest.

5. The agency of spirit- is cot consistent through-
out. Philosophy has confused poetry by partially,

but not wholly, investing the spirits with form and

matter.

6. Allegorical persons having no real existence are

introduced. The personification of Sin and Death is

faulty. This "unskilful allegory" is one of the

greatest faults.

7. A few errors in the narrative, and in the descrip-

tions of man and animals before the fall.

8. Dryden remarks that the high level of excellence

is not always maintained. Johnson considers that

this is natural.

9. The "
Paradise of Fools" is too ludicrous for this

great work.

In. Too frequent play upon words; equivocations;

improper use of terms of ail; these are unimportant
faults.

Paradise Regained (p 71), elegant, instructive. The

dialogue requires the aid of action. It Buffers in the

general opinion by comparison with Paradise Lost.

Samson Agonistes (pp. 71, 72) has been too much
ad mi cud.
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Prejudice and bigotry made Milton prefer ancient

tragedies to those of the French and English stage.

Blind admiration of Milton led to praise of un-

necessary and useless intermediate parts of this

drama.

Many beautiful passages but no connected plan.

Milton not a dramatist, had not studied character by
observation but from books. He had little experience

of human nature.

General Eemarks (pp. 72-74).

Diction, uniform throughout greater works, and

peculiarly his own. His chief admirers attribute this

to grandeur of ideas, Johnson to his love of foreign

idiom. In his prose this is condemned, in his poetry

it is admired. Style is not modified by the subject.

Milton wrote no language, but formed a Babylonish

dialect, harsh and barbarous in itself, but appealing

graceful by the pleasure it conveys. Copiousness,

variety, diligent selection of melodi >us words, are to

be praised.

Versification.
"
English heroic verse without rhyme,"

probably in imitation of Italian verse. He thought

rhyme not necessary to true poetry. Johnson considers

the English language, being unmusical, requires the

" music of metre." " The artifice of rhyme
" makes

each line a distinct system of sounds and preserves

the music of the English heroic line. Blank verse

"seems to be verse only to the eye," has not the ease

of prose, nor the melody of numbers, and soon tires

the reader. Milton is to be admired rather than

imitated.
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The Life of Milton has been already writtei in jo many
md with such minute inquiry, that I might perh

eriy have contented myself with the addition ol

to Mi. Fenton'a elegant Abridgement, but thai

b new Darrative was thought i the uniformit

this edit

John Milton was by birth a gentleman, descended from

the proprieton of Milton near Thame in Oxfordshire, one of

who: v forfeited his estate in th< ' 5forkand Lancaster.

Wni( side he t'">k [ know uot
;
his d( scendani inherited no I"

»n for the Whil

His g*andfathi i J eper of the forest of Shotoi

ealous ]>.i|>i-r, who disinherited liis boh because be had

ik'-n the religion of his ire.

Hi
, John, who was the l,hadrecoui

ipport to the pi riveuer. He was a man
eminent for lii- skill in music, manj of his compositions beiu •

still in be found ; and his reputation in his profession •

such, that 1 rich, and retired I He 1

probably more than common literature, as his sou addresses 20

him in one of bif I elaborate Latin poems. II- married

atlewoman of the name of < ton, a Welsh family, by
whom he bad two Bona, John the poet, and Christopher who
studied the law, and adhered, as the law taught him, to the

Kinu- party, for which he was a while persecuted ; but having,

by his brother's interest, obtained permission to live inqu
« A
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he supported himself so honourably by chamber-practice, that

soon after the accession of King James, he was knighted
and made a Judge ; but, his constitution being too weak for

business, lie retired before any disreputable compliances be-

came necessary.

He had likewise a daughter Anne, whom he married with

a considerable fortune to Edward Philips, who came from

Shrewsbury, and rose in the ( Irown-Office to be secondary ; by
him she had two sons, John and Edward, who were educated

10 by the poet, and from whom is derived the only authentic

account of Ids domestic manners.

John, the poet, was born in his father's house, al the Spread

Eagle in Bread Street, Dec. 9, 1608, between six and seven in

the morning. His father appears to have been very solicitous

about his education; for he was instructed at first by private
tuition under the care of Thomas Young, who was afterwards

chaplain to the English merchants at Hamburgh; and of

whom we have reason to think well, since his scholar con-

sidered him as worthy of an epistolary Elegy.

20 He was then sent to St. Paul's School, under the care of

Mr. Gill
;
and removed, in the beginning of his sixteenth year,

to Christ's College in Cambridge, where he entered a sizar,

Feb. 12, 1624.

He was at tins time eminently skilled in the Latin tongue;
and lie himself, by annexing the dates to his first composi-

tions, a boasl of which the learned Politian had given him

an example, seems to commend the earliness of his own pro-

ficiency to the notice of posterity. Bui the products of his

vernal fertility have been surpassed by many, and particu-

30 lnrly by his contemporary Cowley. Of the powers of the

mind it is difficult to form an estimate : many have < xcelled

Milton in their first essays, who never rose to works like

Paradise L
At lift eei i, ,i date which he uses till he is sixteen, he trans-

lated or versified I wo Psalms, 114 and 136, which he thoughl

worthy of the public eye ;
but they raise no great expecta-
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tiona : the} would in any numerous Bchool have obtained

praise,
1 >u t i ted wonder.

Many of his elegies appear to have been written in bis

eighteenth year, by which it appeals thai he had then read

flu- Roman authors with very nice discernment I once heard

Mr. Hampton, the translator of Polybius, remark what I

think is true, that Milton was the Hist Englishman who,

rival of letters, \\
i I tin verses with classic

ince. It any exceptions an be made, they are very

few ; Haddon ami Ascham, the pride of Elizabeth's reign, 10

however they may have succeeded in prose, mi Booner

tnpl verses than they provoke derision. If we produced

any thing worthy of notice before the elegies of Milton, it

perhaps Alabaster's Roxana.

Of these exercises, which the rules <>i the University re-

quired, some were published by him in his maturer years.

They had i o imdoubtedly applauded, for they were such as

few .-an perform ; yet there is reason t" auspeel that lie was

urde in his college with no great fondness. That he

obtained o fellowship is certain; but tin- onkindness with 20

which he was treated was not merely negative. I am
ashamed to relate what I fear is tin.', thai Milton was one

of the last students in either university thai Buffered the

public indignity of corporal correction.

It was, in the violence >'f controversial hostility, objected
to him, that he was expelled. Tins he steadily denies, and it

apparently not true : bul it seems plain, from hi- own
tea to Diodati, that he hail incurred " Eustication ;

temporary dismission into tin- country, with perhaps the I

of a t.rm. 30
This poem, which mentions his rife, proves likewise thai

it was ii' I perpetual : for it concludes with a resolution I

returning some tin mbridge. Ami it may be conjec-

tured from the willingness with which he has perpetuated
the memory of hi- exile, that i' was such a- gave him

shame.
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He took both the usual degrees -that of Bachelor in 1G28,

and that of Master in 1632
;
but he left the university with

hi kindness for its institution, alienated either by the inju-

dicious severity of his governors, or his own captious per-

verseness. The cause cannot now lie known, but the effect

appears in his writings. His scheme of education, inscribed

in Hartlib, supersedes all academical instruction, being in-

tended tu comprise the whole time which men usually spend

in literature, from their entrance upon grammar, till they

\0 proceed, as/•'*

'

• < 17
',
masters of arts. And in his discourse

On the L .test Way to Remove Hirelings out of the Church,
In- ingeniously proposes that the profits of the lands forfeited

by the act for superstitious uses should be applied to such acade-

mies all over the land, "-here languages and arts may be taught

together ; so that youth may be at once brought up to a compe-

tency of learning and an honest trade, by which means such of

them <is had the gift, being enabled to support themselves {without

tithes) by the latter, may, by the help of the former, become

worthy preach rs.

jo He went tu the university with a design of entering into

the Church, but in time altered his mind; for he declared,

that whoever became a clergyman must "subscribe slave,

and take an oath withal, which, unless he took with a con-

ience that could retch, he must straight perjure himself.

He thought it better to prefer a blameless silence before the

office of speaking, bought and begun with servitude and

forswearinj

These expressions are, I find, applied to the subscription of

the Articles ; but it eems more probable that they relate to

30 canonical obedience. 1 know noi anj of the Articles which

hi to thwarl his opinions ;
bul the thoughts of obedience.

whether canonical or civil, raised his indignation.

His unwillingness to engage in the ministry, perhaps not

yel advanced to a -dtled resolution of decifn&g it, appears

in a letter to one of his friends, who bad reproved his sus-

pended and dilatory life, which he seems to have imputed to
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an insatiable curiosity, and fantastick luxury of vario

knowledge. To this he writes a cool aud plausible answer,

in which he endeavours to persuade him that the delay pro-

ceeds not from the delights of desultorj Btudy, but from the

desire of obtaining more fitness foi his task
;
and thai he

taking thought of being late, so it give advantage

to b* "'/.

When he left the university ,
he returned to his father, then

Sorton in Buckinghamshire, with whom he lived

fiv. in which time he is Baid to have read all the < Jreek 10

and Latin writers. With what limitations this uLiversality

o be understood, who shall inform us '.

It might • » supposed thai he who read to much should

done nothing else
;
bul Milton found time to write the

masque of Comus, which was presented at Ludlow, then the

the Lord Pr< ident of Wales, in 163 I
;

and I

the ho 'in- of being acted b} the Earl of Bridgewater's sons

and ilan. 'trr. The fiction is derived from Homer's Circe;

but we nei sr can refuse t>> any modem the libei ty of borrow-

ing from Homer :
20

—a quo ecu fonte perenni

\'.itn!n Piei i anttur aqnis,

Tli- next production was Lycidas, an elegy, written in

1637, .>n the death of Mr. King, the Bon of Sir dr.hu King,
>• for Ireland in the run.- of Elizabeth, - 1 ind

Charles. King was much a favourite at Cambridge, and

many of the wits joined to do honour to his memorj
Milton's acquaintance with the Italian writers may be d

covered by a mixture of longer and Bhorter vi i

t.. the riih poetry, aud bia malignity to the Church 30

by some lines which are interpreted as threatening ii

mination.

FI> is supposed about this time to have written his Ai

for while he lived at Horton he used somel I d from
his studies a few days, which he spent field, the house
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of the Countess Dowager of Derby, where the Arcades made

part of a dramatic entertainment.

He began now to grow weary of the country ;
and had

some purpose of taking chambers in the Inns of Court, when
the death of his mother set him at liberty to travel, for

which he obtained his father's consent, and Sir Henry
Wotton's directions, with the celebrated precept of prud-

ence, ipensieri stretti, ed il viso sciolto; "thoughts close, and

looks loose."

10 In 1638 he left England, and went first to Paris
; where,

by the favour of Lord Scudamore, he had the opportunity of

visiting Grotius, then residing at the French court as am-

bassador from Christina of Sweden. From Paris he hasted

into Italy, of which he had with particular diligence studied

the language and literature : and, though he seems to have
; iit ended a very quick perambulation of the country, stayed

two months at Florence ;
where he found his way into the

academies, and produced his compositions with such applause

as appears to have exalted him in his own opinion, and con-

20 firmed him in the hope, that, "by labour and intense study,

which," says he, "I take to be my portion in this life, joined

with a strong propensity of nature," he might "leave some-

thing so written to after times, as they should not willingly

let die."

It appears, in all his writings, that he had the usual

concomitant of great abilities, a lofty and steady confidence

in himself, perhaps not without some contempt of others
;

for scarcely any man ever wrote so much, and praised so

tew. ( >t' his praise he was very frugal ; as he set its value

30 high, and considered his mention of a name as a security

against the waste of time, and a certain preservative from

oblivion.

At Florence he could not indeed complaiD that his merit

wanted distinction Carlo Dati presented him with an enco-

miastick inscription, in the tumid lapidary style; and Francini

wrote him an ode, of which the first stanza is only empty
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•
•

; the rest are perhape too diffuse on common topicks:
but the last is natural and beautiful

in Florence he went to Sienna, and from Sienna to

Borne, where he was again received with kindness by the

Learned and the great Holstenius, the keeper of the Vatican

Library, who had resided thn at Oxford, introduced

him t.>( 'anlin.it Barberini
;
and he, at a musical entertainment,

waited for him at the door, and led him by the hand into the

mbly. BereSelvaggi praised him in a distich, and Salsilli

in tick
; neither of them of much value. The Italians 10

were gainers by this literary commerce; for the encomiums
with which Milton repaid Salsilli, though not secure againsl

in grammarian, turn the balance indisputably in Milton's

•ur.

Of tli.-' Italian testimonies, poor as they are, he was

proud enough t*. publish them before his poems ; though, he

•Minot I).- suspected but »•> have known that they
were said /•">' torn de se, </>',/„i supra se.

At Rum.-, as at Florence, he ettayed only two months; a

time indeed sufficient, if he desired only to ramble with an 20

explainer of its antiquities, "t- to view palaces and count

pictures; l"it certainly too shorl for the contemplation of
i ning, policy, or mannei 9,

e he passed on to Naples, in company of a

hermit : a companion from whom little could be expected, pel
to him Milton owed his introduction to Manso, Marquis of

Villa, who had been before the patron of Tasso. Manso was

enough delighted with his accomplishments to honour him
with a sorry distich, in which he commends him foi i verything
but his religion ;

and Milton, in return, addressed him in a 3m
Latin poem, which must have raised an high opinion of

Rnglish elegance and literature,

a purpose was no* to have visited Sicily and G
but, hearing of the differences between the King and parlia-

ment, he thought it proper to hasten home, rather than
|

his life in foreign amusements while his countrymen W(
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contending for their rights. He therefore came back to

Rome, though the merchants informed him of plots laid

against him by the Jesuits, for the liberty of his conversa-

tions on religion. He had sense enough to judge that there

i no danger, and therefore kept on his way, .and acted as

before, neither obtruding nor shunning controversy. He had

haps given some offence by visiting Galileo, then a prisoner
in the Inquisition for philosophical heresy; and at Na les he

was told by Manso, that, by his declarations on religious
10 questions, he had excluded himself from some distinctions

which he should otherwise have paid him. But such conduct,

though it did not please, was yet sufficiently safe
; and Milton

stayed two months more at Rome, and went on to Florence

without molestation.

From Florence lie visited Lucca. He afterwards went to

Venice
;
ami having sent away a collection of musick and

other books, travelled to Geneva, which he probably con-

sidered as the metropolis of orthodoxy. Here he reposed, as

in a congenial element, and became acquainted with John
20 Diodati and Frederick Spanheim, two learned professors of

Divinity. From Geneva he passed through France; and came

home, after an absence of a year and three months.

At his return he heard of the death of his friend diaries

Diodati : a man whom it is reasonable to suppose of great

moil, since he was thought by Milton worthy of a poem,
intituled. Epitaphium I (amonis, written with the common but

childish imitation of pastoral life.

He now hired a Lodging a1 the house of one Russel, a

taylor in Si. Bride's Churchyard, and undertook the edi

°;i> lion of John and Edward Philips, his sister's sons. Finding
his room- lo,, little, he took a house and garden in Aldersgate-

treet, which was not then so much out of the world as it is

now
;
and chose his dwelling at th>' upper end of a pas-;

that he might avoid the noise of the street. Here he received

more boys, to be boarded and instructed.

Let not our veneration for Milton forbid us to look with
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some degree of merriment on great promises and small per-

formance, on the ni.iii who hastens home, because his country-

men are contending for their liberty, and, when he reaches

the scene of action, vapours away his patriotism in a private

ltool. This is the period of his lit'.- from which all

his biographers seem inclined to shrink. They are unwilling

that Milton Bhould be degraded to a -. hoolmaster
; but, since

innol be denied that he taught b finds oul that

he taught for nothing, and another that his motive was only

z.-al for the propagation of learning and virtue
;
and all t.'ll lo

what thej do not know t<> be true, only to excuse an act

which in. wise man will consider as in itself disgracefuL His

father was alive ; his allowance was not ample : and he

supplied his deficiencies by an honest and useful employment.
It i- i. >ld, that in the art of education he performed won-

ders irmidable list is given of the authors, Greek

an." uatin, that were read in Aldersgate-street, bj youth

between ten and fifteen "i sixteen years of age. Tin.-.- who

t--ll or receive these stories Bhould consider that nobodj can

be taught faster than he ran learn. The Bpeed of the horse- 20

man must tx limited by the power of hi- hora Ever} man,

that has evei undertaken to instruct others, can tell what

alow advances he has been able t.. make, and how much

patience it requires to recall vagrant inattention, to stimulate

indifference, and t<> rectify absurd misapprehension.

The purpose of Milton, as it seems, v tething

moic Bolid than th.- common literature of schools, by reading

those authors that treat <>f physical subjects; such a- the

gick, and astronomical treatises of the ancienta This

was a scheme <<f improvement which seems to have busied 30

many literary projectors of that age. Cowley, who had more

means than Milton <>f knowing what was wanting t.> the

embellishments "f life, formed tin- Bame plan of education in

his imaginary colic ;

But the truth is. that the knowledge of external nature,

and the sciences which that know, quires or includes,
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are not the great or the frequent business of the human
mind. Whether we provide for action or conversation,

whether we wish to be useful or pleasing, the first requisite
is the religious and moral knowledge of right and wrong; the

next is an acquaintance with the history of mankind, and

with those examples which may be said to embody truth,

and prove by events the reasonableness of opinions. Prudence

and Justice are virtues, and excellences, of all times and of

all places ;
we are perpetually moralists, but we are geome-

10 tricians only by chance. Our intercourse with intellectual

nature is necessary ;
our speculations upon matter are

voluntary, and at leisure. Physiological learning is of such

rare emergence, that one man may know another half his life

without being able to estimate his skill in hydrostaticks or

astronomy ; but his moral and prudential character immed-

iately appears.

Those authors, therefore, are to be read at schools that

supply most axioms of prudence, most principles of moral

truth, and most materials for conversation ;
and these pur-

20 poses are best served by poets, orators, and historians.

Let me not be censured for this digression as pedantick or

paradoxical ;
for if I have Milton against me, I have Socrates

on my side. It was his labour to turn philosophy from the

study of nature to speculations upon life
;
but the innovators

whom I oppose are turning off attention from life to nature.

They seem to think, that we are placed here to watch the

growth of plants, or the motions of the stars. Socrates was

rather of opinion, that what we had to learn was, how to do

good, and avoid evil.

30 "Otti toi ev |A£-ydpoio-i ko.k6v t d\a06v rt Tt'ruKTau

Of institutions we m:i\ judge by their effects. From this

wonder-working academy, I do not know that there ever

proceeded any man very eminent for knowledge : its only

genuine product, I believe, is a small History of Poetry,

written in Latin by his nephew Philips, of which perhaps

none of my readers has ever heard.
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That in his school, as in everything else which he under-

took, he laboured with great diligence, there is n<> reason

for doubting. One part of his method deserves general

imitation. He was careful to instruct his scholars in re-

ligion. Every Sunday was spent upon theology, of which

lie dictated a Bhort system, gathered from the writers that

were then fashionable in the Dutch universities.

He Bel his pupils an example of hard study and spare

diet : only now and then he allowed himself to pass a day
of festivity and indulgence with some gay gentlemen of 10

- Inn.

He now began to engage in the controversies of the

times, and lent his breath to blow the flames of contention.

In 1G4 1 lie published a treatise of Reformation, in two

. against tie- established Church; being willing to

help the Puritan.-, who were, he Bays, inferior to the Prelates

,',, I.

Hall, bishop of Norwich, had, published an Bumble Re-

mold . in defence of Episcopacy ;
to which, in 1641,

ministers, of whose names the first letters made the 20

brated word Smectymnuus, gave their answer. < >f

this answer a Confutation was attempted ly 'he learned

i : and to tin- Confutation Milton published a Reply,

intituled, Of Prelatica] Episcopacy, and whether it may
1.,- deduced from the Apostolical Tillies, 1 >V \iltl f tl

which are alledged to that purpose in sonic

lit.- treatises, one whereof goes under the name of Jan

Lord Bishop of Armagh.
I have transcribed this title, to shew, by his contemptuous

mention .,f F'sher. that lie had now adopted the puritanical 3'»

of manners. Hi- next work was. Tin- Reason

of Church Government urged agaiusl Prelacy, by Mr. John

Milton, 1642. In this book he discovers, not with osten-

tatious exultation, hut with calm confidence, his high

opinion of Li- own powers; and promises to undertake

•thin'';, he yd knows not what, that may be of use
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and honour to his country. "This, says he, "is not to be

obtained but by devout prayer to that Eternal Spirit that

can enrich with all utterance and knowledge, and sends out

his Seraphim with the hallowed fire of his altar, to touch and

purify the lips of whom he pleases. To this must be added,

industrious and select reading, steady observation, and in-

sight into all seemly and generous arts and affairs ;
till which

in some measure be compassed, I refuse not to sustain this

expectation." From a promise like this, at once fervid, pious,

10 and rational, might be expected the Paradise Lost.

He published the same year two more pamphlets upon the

;mie question. To one of his antagonists, who affirms thai

he was vomited out of the university, he answers, in general

terms, "The Fellows of the College wherein I spent some

years, at ray parting, after I had taker! two degrees, as the

manner is, signified many times how much better it would

content them that 1 should staj . As for the common appro-

bation or dislike of that place, as now it is, that I should

esteem or disesteem myself the more for that, too simple

20 is the answerer, if he think to obtain with me. Of small

practice were the physician who could not judge, by what

•lie and hec sister have of long time vomited, that the worser

stuff she strongly keeps in her stomach, but the better she

i ever kecking at, and is queasy : she vomits now out of

-irkness
;
but before it be well with her, she must vomit by

strong physick.
—The university, in the time of her better

health, and my younger judgement, I never greatly admired,

hut now much less."

This is surely the I of a man who thinks- that he

30 has been injured He proceeds to describe the course of his

conduct, and the train of his thoughts : and, because he has

been suspected of incontinence, gives an account of his own

purity: "That if I be justly charged," says he, "with this

crime, it may come upon me with tenfold shame."

The style of his piece is rough, and such perhaps was

that of his antagonist. This roughness he justifies, by great
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aples, in ;i long digression. Sometimes lie tries to be

humorous: "Lesl 1 should take him for some chaplain in

hand, some squire of thebodj to his prelate, one who serves

nut at the altar only but at the court-cupboard, he will

rw on us a pretty model of himself; and sets me out

lalf a dozen ptisical mottos, wherever he had them, hopping
ihort in the measure of convulsion lits

;
in which labour the

v of hi- wit having scaped narrowly, instead of well-

I periods, he greets us with a quantity of thumbring
Ami tlnis ends this section, or rathei dissection of LO

iniself." Such is the controversial merriment of Milton;

is gloomy seriousness is yel more offensive. Such is his

lalignity, that hell grows darker at hit frown.
Hi> •

'.• .. after Beading was taken by Essex, came to

le in his house
;
and his school incri ised At Wnitsun-

.11 his thirty-fifth year, he married Mary, the daughter
f Mr. PoweL a justice of the peace in Oxfordshire. Il>-

nought her to town with him, and expected all the advant-

QJugal life The lady, however, seems ool much
. Iiave delighted in the pleasures oi spare diet and hard 20

nd\ : for, as Philips relates, "having for a month led a

kiloBophical life, after having been used at home to a great

rase and much company and joviality, her friends, possibly
. her own desire, made eamesl suit t.> have her company

mimer
;

« hich wae grant d,

ion a promise of her return at Michaelmas."

Milton was too busy to much miss hi- wife : he pursued
s studies

j
and now and then visited the Lad} Margarel

righ, whom he lias mentioned in one of lii- sonneta \t

-t Michaelmas arrived; but the lady bad no inclination 30

return to the sullen gloom of her husband's habita-

nt, and therefore very willingly I her promise, li-

nt her a letter, but hid no answer; he sent more with

e same era It could be alleged that letters mis-

rry ; he therefore dispatched a messenger, being bj tliis

ne too angry to go himself. Sis messenger was sent
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back with some contempt. The family ot tne iau) »n.
Cavaliers.

In a man whose opinion of his own merit was like Milton's,

less provocation than this might have raised violent resent-

ment. Milton soon determined to repudiate her for dis-

obedience
; and, being one of those who could easilj Slid

arguments to justify inclination, published (in 1644) The

Doctrine and Discipline of Divorce ; which was followed by
The Judgement of Martin Bucer, concerning Divorce

; and

10 the next year his Tetrachordon, Expositions upon the four

chief Places of Scripture which treat of Marriage.
This innovation was opposed, as might be expected, by the

clergy ; who, then holding their famous assembly at West-

minster, procured that the author should be called before

the Lords
;

" but that House," says Wood,
" whether ap-

proving the doctrine, or not favouring his accusers, did soon

dismiss him."

There seems not to have been much written against him,

nor anything by any writer of eminence. The antagonist

20 that appeared is styled by him, a Serving man turned

Solicitor. Howel in his letters mentions the new doctrine

with contempt ;
and it was, I suppose, thought more worthy

of derision than of confutation. He complains of this neglect

in two sonnets, of which the first is contemptible, and the

second not excellent.

From this time it is observed that he became an enemy
to the Presbyterians, whom he h;ul favoured before. He
that changes his party by his humour, is not more virtuous

than lie that changes it by his interest ; he loves himself

;}() rather than truth.

His wife and her relations now found that Milton was not

an unresisting sufferer of injuries: and perceiving that he

had begun to put his doctrine in practice, by courting a

young woman of great accomplishments, the daughter of

one Doctor Davis, who was however not ready to comply,

they resolved to endeavour a re-union. He went sometimes
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the house of one Blackborough, his relation, in the lane

5t Martin's-le-Grand, and at one <>f his usual visits »

Burprised t" see his wife come from another room, and im-

i her knees, i ! her enl real

: i while; "hut partly" sa Phil ps, "his owi »us

nature, more inclinable to reconciliation khan to perseverance
in anger or revenge, and partly the strong intercession of

friends "ii 1 •* > 1 1 1
- on 1 «i .

-uj^li t him to an act of oblivion

and a firm l< It wen injurious to omit, that

Miltni; afterwards ed her father and her brothers in lo

his own house, when they were distressed, with otlier

R yalista

He published about the same time- his "
Areopagitica, a

Mr. John Milton for the liberty of unlicensed

Printh The danger of such unbounded liberty, and the

danger of bounding it. have produced a problem in the

rnment, which human understanding seems

hitherto unable bo solve. If nothing maybe published but

what civil authority shall have previously approved, power
must always be the standard of truth ; if every dreamei of 20

innovations may propagate his projects, there can be n<>

settlement; if every niurmurer a*, government may diffuse

intent, there can be no peace ; and ii •tick in

theology ma h his follies, there can h<- no religion.

The remedy against these evils is t<> punish the authors;

ed that ever) society may punish, though

prevent, the publication of opinions which that societj

shall tli ink pernicious ;
l>ut this punishment, though it ma\

li the author, promotes the !>>..k
;
and it seems not more

reasonable to leave the right of printing unrestrained, 1"' 30
• write] ifterwarda censured, than it would 1»-

with doors unbolted, because by our laws we can

hang a tin

But whatever were his engagements, civil or do stick,

1 try was never long out "f In- thoughts. About this

time (1645 a collection "f his Latin and English poems
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appeared, in which the Allegro and Penseroso, with some

others, were first published.
He had taken a larger house in Barbican for the reception

of scholars ; but the numerous relations of his wife, to whom
he generously granted refuge for a while, occupied bis rooms.

In time, however, they went away ; "and the house again,"

says Philips, "now looked like a house of the Muses only,

though the accession of scholars was not great. Possibly
his having proceeded so far in the education of youth may

10 have been the occasion of his adversaries calling him peda-

gogue and schoolmaster ; whereas it is well known he never

set up for a publick school, to teach all the young fry of a

parish ;
but only was willing to impart his learning and

knowledge to relations, and the sons of gentlemen who were

his intimate friends ;
and that neither his writings nor his

way of teaching ever savoured in the least of pedantry."
Thus laboriously does his nephew extenuate what cannot

be denied, and what might be confessed without disgrace.

Milton was not a man who could become mean by a mean

20 employment. This, however, his warmest friends seem not

to have found
; they therefore shift and palliate. He did

not sell literature to all comers at an open shop; he was a

chamber-milliner, and measured his commodities only to his

friends.

Philips, evidently impatient of viewing him in this st;

i>f degradation, tells us that it was not long continued ; a

tu raise bis character again, has a mind to invest him w

military splendour: "He is much mistaken,'
1

he says,

there was doI aboul this time a design of making him

30 adjutanl general in Sir William Waller's army. But

new-modelling <>f the army proved an obstruction to

design." An event cannol be set at a much greater disti

than by having been only <I<:<i<itfil, nhoui some Hme, if a

be not much mistaken. Milton shall be a pedagogue

Longer; for, if Philips be not much mistaken, somebod

so time designed him for a soldier.
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About the time thai the army was uew-modelled (H545)

lit- removed to a Bmaller house to Bolbourn, which opened

backward into Lincoln's-Inn-Fields. Be is oo1 known to

have published anything afterwards till the King's death,

when, finding his murderers condemned bj the Presby-

terians, he wrote a treatise to justify it. and to compose the

d» of the /• ople.

II. madi M>m< (.'•marks on the Articles of Peace between

Ormond and the Irish Rebels. While he contented himself

to write, he perhaps <li<l only what hi- conscience dictated
;
10

and it" be <lid Dot very vigilantly watch the influence of his

own passions, and the gradual prevalence of opinions, first

willinglv
• \ catted ami then habituallj indulged, it' < d>jec-

tions, "V being overlooked, u>iv forgotten, and desire

Buperinduced conviction; he yet Bhared only the common

weakness of mankind, and might be no less sincere than

opponents. Bui as faction seldom leaves a man bon<

however it might find him, Milton is suspected of having

interpolated the boos called toon Basilike, which the Council

of State, to whom he was now made Latin Secretary, em- jn

ployed him to censure, by inserting a prayer taken from

Sidney's Arcadia, and imputing it to the Bong; whom he

charges, in his [co slastes, with the use of this prayei
with a heavy crime, in the indecent language with which

jperity had emboldened the advocates for rebellion to

insult all that i- venerable or greal "Who would h&\ •

pned bo little fear in him of the true all-seeing Deity
. immediately before liis death, to

J

»« »

J

» int.. the hand- ..f'

the grave bishop that attended him, as a special relique of

his saintly exercises, a prayer stolen word for word from 30

the niouth of a heathen woman praying to a heathen god!"
The papers which the King gave t" Dr. Juxon on the

fold the regicides took away, so that they were at |<

the publishers of this prayer; and Dr. Birch, who had i

amined the question with great eat.-, was inclined to think

them the forgi ra The use of it by adaptation was innocent ;



extension of their malice could contrive what they wanted

to accuse.

King Charles the Second, being now sheltered in Holland

employed Salmasius, professor of Polite Learning at Leyden,
to write a defence of his father and of monarchy ; and, to

excite his industry, gave him, as was reported, a hundred

Jacobuses. Salmasius was a man of skill in languages,

knowledge of antiquity, and sagacity of emendatory criti-

10 cism, almost exceeding all hope of human attainment ;
and

having, by excessive praises, been confirmed in great con-

fidence of himself, though he probably had not much

considered the principles of society or the rights of govern-

ment, undertook the employment without distrusl of his

own qualifications ; and, as his expedition in writing was

wonderful, in 1649 published Defensio Regis.

To this Milton was required to write a sufficient answer ;

which he performed (1651) in such a manner, that Hobbes

declared himself unable to I- ide whose language was best,

20 or whose arguments were worst. In my opinion, Milton's

periods are smoother, neater, and more pointed ; but he

delights himself with teizing his adversary as much as with

confuting him. He makes a foolish allusion of Salmasius,

wlio.-c doctrine he considers as servile and unmanly, to the

stream of Salmacis, which whoever entered left half his

virility behind him. Salmasius was a Frenchman, and was

unhappily married to a scold. Tit es OaZlus, says Milton,

et, ut aiunt, nimiwm gallinaceus. But his supreme pleasure
is to tax his adversary, B0 renowned for criticism, with

30 vitious Latin. He opens his hook with telling that he has

u>ed Persona, which, according to Milton, signifies only a

Mask, in a sense not known to the Romans, by applying it

as we apply Person. But as Nemesis is always on the

watch, it is memorable that he has enforced the charge of

a solecism by an expression in itself grossly solecistical,

when, for one of those supposed blunders, he says, as Ker,
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and I think some one before him, has remarked, propino te

gran a tuit vapulandum. From vctpulo, which has a

nve sense, vapulandiu can aever 1"- derived. No man

bis original trade: the rights of nations, and of

kings, sink into questions "f grammar, if grammarians
discuss them.

Milt"ii when he undertook this answer was weak of body,
and dim of sight ; but his will was forward, and what was

wanting of health was supplied by zeal He was rewarded

with a thousand pounds, and his book was much read
;
for 10

ommendpd by spirit and elegance, easily gains

attention; ;.. i oe who told every man that he was equal

to his Kong could hardly want an audience.

That tin' performance of Salmasius was not dispersed

with equal rapidity, or read with equal eagerness, is rery

ble. He taught only the stale doctrine of authority,

and the unpleasing dutj of submission
;
and he had been

so long not only the monarch hut the tyrant of Literature,

that almost all mankind were delighted to find him defied

and insulted by a new name, not yet considered as any 20

one's rival If Christina, as is said, commended the Defence

of the People, her purpose must 1"- to torment Salmasius,

who was then at her Court : for neither her civic station

nor her natural character could dispose her to favour the

doctrine, who was by birth a queen, and by tempo
despotick.

That Salmasius was, from the appearance of Milton's

book, treated with neglect, there is not much proof; hut

I man so long accustomed to admiration, a little praise
of his antagonist would be sufficiently offensive, and might 30

incline him to leave Sweden, from which, however, he was

disiiu---, .(1. not with any mark of contempt, hut with a

train of attendance Bcarce less than regal
He prepared a reply, which. I. ft as it was imperfect, was

published L\ hi- son in the year of the Restauration. In

the beginning, being probably most in pain for his Latinity,
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he endeavours to defend his use of the word persona; but,

if I remember right, he misses a better authority than any

that he has found, that of Juvenal in his fourth satire :

— Quid agis cum dira & fcedior omni

Crimine Persona est?

As Salmasius reproached Milton with losing his eyes in

the quarrel, Milton delighted himself with the belief that

he had shortened Salmasius's life, and both perhaps with

more malignity than reason. Salmasius died at the Spa,

10 Sept. 3, 1653 ;
and as controvertists are commonly said to

be killed by their last dispute, Milton was flattered with

the credit of destroying him.

Cromwell had now dismissed the parliament by the

authority of which he had destroyed monarchy, and com-

menced monarch himself, under the title of Protector, but

with kingly and more than kingly power. That his au-

thority was lawful, never was pretended ;
he himself

Bounded his right only in necessity; but Milton, having

now tasted the honey of publick employment, would not

20 return to hunger and philosophy, but, continuing to exercise

his office under a manifest usurpation, betrayed to his

power that liberty which he had defended. Nothing can

be more just than that rebellion should end in slavery ;

that he, who had justified the murder of his king, for some

arts which to him seemed unlawful, should now sell his

services, and his flatteries, to a tyrant, of whom it was

evident that he could do nothing lawful.

He had now been blind for some years; but his vigour

of intellect was auch, that he was not disabled to discharge

30 his office of Latin secretary, or continue his controversies.

His mind was too eager to be diverted, and too strong to

be subdued.

About this time his first wife died in childbed, having

left him three daughters. As he probably did not much

love her, he did not long continue the appearance of lament-
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her; but after a Bhorl time married Catherine, the

daughter of one captain Woodcock <>f Hackney ; a woman

doubtless educated in opinions like his own. She died

within a year, of childbirth, or some distemper that fol-

lowed it : ami her husband has honoured her memory
with a poor Bonnet.

The first Reply to Milton's Defensio Populi was published

in 1661, called Apologia pro Rege el Populo Anglicano,

contra Johannis Polypragmatici (alias Miltoni) Defensionem

bructivam »' - e1 Populi Of this the author was 10

not known ;
out Milton and his nephew Philips, under

whose name he published an answer bo much corrected by

1 n in that it might be called his own, imputed it to Bramhal ;

and. knowing him uo friend to regicides, thought them-

Belves at Libert} to treat him as if they had known what

the;, only Buspected.
\'••'.' year appeared Eegii Sanguinis clamor ad Coelum.

Of this the author was Peter du Moulin, who was afl

wards prebendary of Canterbury
-

;
but Moras, or More,

Vench minister, having tie care of it- publication, was 20

treated as the writer bj Milton in his Defensio Sr.-unda,

and overwhelmed by such violence of invective, thai he

:i to shrink under the tempest, and gave his persecul i

the means of knowing the true author. Du Moulin i

now in great da but Milton's pride operated againsl

malignity; and both he and his friends were more

willing that Du Moulin should escape than that he should

ted of mistake

In this second Defence he shews thai his eloquence is

not merely satirical; the rudeness of his invective is 30

equalled bj the groesnesa of his flattery. "Deaerimur,
( romuelle, tu solus Bup d te Bumma aostrarum rerum

rediit, in t.' solo consistit, insuperabili hue virtuti cedirous

cuncti, nemine vel obloquente, nisi 'pii sequales insequalis

honores ribi quserit, ant digniori concessos invidet, aut

non intelligit nihil esse in Bocietate hominum magis vel
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Deo graturu, vel rationi consentaneuni, esse in civitate nihil

sequius, nihil utilius, quara potiri rernm dignissimum.
Euni te agnoscunt omnes, Cromnelle, ea tu civis maximus

et gloriosissimus,
1 dux publici consilii, exercituum fortissi-

naorum imperator, pater patriae gessisti. Sic tu spontanea
bonoruni omnium et animitus missa voce salutaris."

Caesar, when he assumed the perpetual dictatorship, had

not more servile or more elegant flattery. A translation

may shew its servility ; but its elegance is less attainable.

10 Having exposed the unskilfulness or selfishness of the

former government, "We were left," says Milton, "to our-

selves : the whole national interest fell into your hands,

and subsists only in your abilities. To your virtue, over-

powering and resistless, every man gives way, except some

who, without equal qualifications, aspire to equal honours,

who envy the distinctions of merit greater than their own,
or who have yet to learn, that in the coalition of human

society nothing is more pleasing to God, or more agreeable

to reason, than that the highest mind should have the

20 sovereign power. Such, Sir, are you by general confession
;

such are the things atchieved by you, the greatest and

most glorious of our countrymen, the director of our

publick councils, the leader of unconquered armies, the

father of your country ;
for by that title does every good

man hail you, with sincere and voluntary praise."

Next year, having defended all that wanted defence, he

found leisure to defend himself. He undertook his own

vindication again I Mure, whom he declares in his title to be

justly called the author of the Regii Sanguinis Clamor. In

30 this there is no want of vehemence nor eloquence, nor does

he forget his wonted wit. "Morus es ? an Momus ? an

uterque idem est?" He then remembers that Morus is

1 It may be doubted whether gloriosissimus be bere used with

Milton's boasted purity. lies gloriosa is an illustrious thing; but

vir fjloriosus is commonly a braggart, as in miles gloriosus.
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Latin f<-r a Mulberry-tree, and hints at the known tra

formation :

— Poma alba fenbat

Qua? post nijp-a tulit Mom,

With this piece ended his control re s; and he from tin's

time
'

up to his private studies and his civil

employment.
A it)

t.. the IV tector -

supposed to have

written the Declaration "f the i for a war with Spain.

Bis agenc) w..- hsidered b importance ; for when 10

;i treaty with Sweden was artfully suspended, the delay •••

publickly imputed to Mr. Milton's indisposition ;
and the

t was provoked t.» express his wonder, that

only one man in England could write Latin, and that man

Mil

Beim.' now forty-seven years old, and seeing himself d

encumbered from external interruptions, he seems to have

i Uected his former purposes, and t>> have resumed tl

I works which I).- had planned for his future employ-

ment: an epick poem, the history of his country, and a 20

dictionary of the Latin I

T 9 a work "f all others

ticable in a I blindness, be* Is upon

perpetual and minute insp uad collation. Nor would

Milton probably have begun it. after he had lost his eyes ;

had it always before him, he continued it. -

Phi!

poaedan <t, thai 'eu.

Th<- compilers of the Latin dictionary, printed at Cambridge,
Uections in three folios : but what was

fterwards is not known.

T mpil< ry from various authors, when they can

only be consulted by othei - not easy, nor possible, but

with more skilful and attentive li<-lp than can be commonly

obtained; and it was probably the difficulty <>f consulting and

comparing that stopped Miltoi at the Conquest ;
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L

a period at which affairs were not yet very intricate, nor

authors very numerous.

For the subject of his epick poem, after much deliberation,

long chusing, and beginning late, he fixed upon Paradise Lost;
a design so comprehensive, that it could be justified only by
success. He had once designed to celebrate King Arthur, as

he hints in his verses to Mansus : but Arthur tvas reserved,

says Fenton. to another destiny.

It appears, by some sketches of poetical projects left in

10 manuscript, and to be seen in a library at Cambridge, that

he had digested his thoughts on this subject into one of

those wild dramas which were anciently called Mysteries ;

and Philips had seen what he terms part of a tragedy,

beginning with the first ten lines of Satan's address to the

Sun. These Mysteries consist of allegorical persons ;
such as

Justice, Mercy, Faith. Of the tragedy or mystery of Para-

dise Lost there are two plans :

20

30

The Persons.
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PARADISE LOST.

THB PERSONS.

Moses, rpokarylfa, recounting how he assumed his true body;

thai It corrupts not, because it is with God in the mount
;

declares the like of Enoch and Elijah; besides the puritg of

the place, thai certain pure winds, dews, and clouds, pre-

es it from corruption ; whence exhorts t<. the sight of

God; tells, they cannot see Adam in the state of innocence,

by reason of their Bin.

Justice,
i

10

Mercy, ! del>=-'' .g what should hecome of man, if he fall.

Wisdom, }

( horus of Angels singing a hymn of the Creation.

ti i t ACT II.
Heavenly Love.

Evening Star.

irua sings the marriage-song, and describes Paradise.

ACT III.

Lucifer, contriving Adam's ruin.

( 'horns fears for Adam, and relates Lucifer's rebellion and fall. 20

a i % ACT IV.
"'•

- fallen.
f

' .science cites them to God's examination.

Chorus bewails, and tells the good Adam has lost.

A< T v.

Adam and Eve driven out of Paradl

presented by an angel with

Labour, Orief, Hatred, Envy, Wat, Famine, -v

Pestilence, >i. kness, Discontent, Ignorance, -Mutes. 30
Pear, Death. i

To whom he gives their names. Likewise Winter, Heat,

Tempest, A

Faith, \

Hope,
J-

comfort him, and instruct him.

Charity, J

< horns briefly concludes.
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.Such was his first design, which could have produced only
an allegory, or mystery. The following sketch seems to have

attained more maturity.

Adam unparadised :

The angel Cabriel, either descending or entering; shewing,
since this globe was created, his frequency as much on earth

as in heaven
;
des< iil.es Paradise. Next, the Chorus, shew-

ing the reason of his coming to keep his watch in Paradise,

after Lucifer's rebellion, by command from C4od ; and withal

10 expressing his desire to see and know more concerning this

excellent new creature,. man. The angel Gabriel, as by his

name signifying a prince of power, tracing Paradise with a

more free office, passes by the station of the Chorus, and.

desired by them, relates what he knew of man
;

as the

creation of Eve, with their love and marriage. After this,

Lucifer appeals ; after his overthrow, bemoans himself, seeks

revenge on man. The Chorus prepare resistance at his first

approach. At last, after discourse of enmity on either side,

he departs ;
whereat the Chorus sings of the battle and victory

20 in heaven, against him and his accomplices : as before, after

the first act, was sung a hymn of the creation. Here again

may appear Lucifer, relating and insulting in what he had

done to the destruction of man. Man next, and Eve having

by this time heen seduced by the Serpent, appears confusedly

covered with leaves. Conscience, in a shape, accuses him
;

Justice cites him t.> the place whither Jehovah called for

him. In the mean while, the Chorus entertains the sta

ami is informed by some angel tic manner of the Fall. II' re

the < 'loins bewails Adam's fall
;
Adam then and Eve return ;

30 accuse one another ; bul especially Adam lays the blame to

In wife
|

i- atubborn in his offence. Justice appears, reasons

with him. convinces him. The Chorus admonishetfa Adam,

and bids him beware Lucifer's example of impenitence. The

angel is sent to banish them out of Paradise; but before

Causes I" pass before his e\ es, in shapes, a mask of all the
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evils of tin- life and world Be Lb humbled, relents, despairs :

.it last appears Mercy, comforts him,
|

the .M .— i;«li
;

then calls in Faith, Hope, and Charily; instructs him
;
he

r ,.|„ j God thf glory, submits to his penally. The

Chorus briefly concludes Compare this with the former

draught.

'I'll v.tn imperfecl rudiments of Parad I ; hut

it i> pleasant t< works in their seminal state, preg-

nant with latent \ny oiliti scellence ;
nor could there

any inert- delightful entertainment than to trace their 10

iwth and expansion, and to observe how the)

sometimes suddenly advanced by accidental hints, and some-

times slowly improved by Bteadj meditation.

[nvention is almost the onl) bterary labour which blind-

mot obstruct, and therefore he naturally solaced his

solitude by the indulgence of his fancy, and the melody of his

numbers. II. had done what he knew to be urily

previous to
|

tical excellence; he had made himself

tainted witl • art* and affairs, his comprehension
tended by various knowledge, and his memory Btored 20

with intellectual tn He was skilful in many lau

(ml had by reading and composition attained the full

terj of his own. He would have wanted little help from

l"M.k^. had Im retained the power of perusing them.

But while his . designs were advancing, having now,

like many other authors, caught the love of publication, he

amused himself
,
as he could, with little productions He Bent

to the press (16f auscript of Raleigh, called the Cabinet

Council; and next year gratified his malevolence to the clergj .

by i 'i
•

I ivil Powei in E rtical Cases, and the 30

.Means of removing Hirelings out of the Church.

Oliver was now dead : Richard was constrained to resign :

the syst iporar) government, which had been I

ther only by force, naturally fell int.. fragments when
that f i taken away ;

and Milton saw himself and hi.-
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cause in equal danger. But he had still hope of doing some-

thing. He wrote letters, which Toland has published, to

such men as he thought friends to the new commonwealth
;

and even in the year of the Restoration he bated no jot of
heart or hope, but was fantastical enough to think that the

nation, agitated as it was, might be settled by a pamphlet,
called A Ready and Easy Way to Establish a Free Common-
wealth

;
which was, however, enough considered to be both

seriously and ludicrously answered.

10 The obstinate enthusiasm of the commonwealth men was

very remarkable. When the King was apparently returning,

Harrington, with a few associates as fanatical as himself, used

to meet, with all the gravity of political importance, to settle

an equal government by rotation ; and Milton, kicking when
he could strike no longer, was foolish enough to publish, a

few weeks before the Restoration, Notes upon a Sermon

pleached by one Griffiths, intituled, The Fear of God and the

King. To these Notes an answer was written by L'Estrange,
in a pamphlet petulantly called No Blind Guides.

20 But whatever Milton could write, or men of greater activity

could do, the King was now about to be restored with the

irresistible approbation of the people. He was therefore no

longer secretary, and was consequently obliged to quit the

house which he held by his office
;
and proportioning his

sense of danger to his opinion of the importance of his writ-

ings, thought it convenient to seek some shelter, and hid

himself for a time in Bartholomew-Close by West Smithfield.

I cannot but remark a kind of respect, perhaps uncon-

sciously, paid to this great man by his biographers : every
30 house in which he resided is historically mentioned, as if it

were an injury to neglect naming an\ place that he honoured

by his presence.

The Kin^, with lenity of which the world has had perhaps
no other example, declined to be the judge or avenger of his

own or his father's wrongs ;
and promised to admit into the

Act of Oblivion all, except those whom the parliament should
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;.t ; ami the parliament doomed aone to capital punish-

ment Lut the wretches who had innnediateh co-operated in

the murder of the ELing. Milton was certainly not one of

them : he had only justified what they had done.

This justification was indeed sufficiently offensive ; and

(June 16 an order was issued to seize Milton's Defence, and

Goodwin's Obstructors of Justice, another book of the Banie

tendency, and burn then 03 the common hangman The

attorney-general was o> ered u< prosecute the authors; but

Milton was nol seized, nor perhaps verj diligently pursued. 10

Not long after (August 19) the flutter of innumerable

ms was stilled by an act, which the Bang, thai his mercy

might want uo recommendation of elegance, rather called an

;' oblivion than of grace. Goodwin was named, with

nineteen more, as incapacitated for any publick trust
;
but of

Milton there was no exception
( >f this tenderness shewn to Milton, the curiosity of man-

kind has not forborne to enquire the reason. Burnet thinks

he was forgotten; but this is another instance which may
confirm DalrymphVs observation, who says "that whenever 20

Burnefs narrations are examined, h<' appears to be mistaken.'

I irgotten h<- was nol
;
for his prosecution was ordered : it

must be therefore by design that he was included in the general
oblivion II 1 t<< have had friends in the Souse, Buch

as Marvel, Morrice, and Sir Thomas Clarges; and undoubt-

a man like him must have had influence. A verj

particular Btory of his escape is told by Richardson in his

Memoirs, which he received from I 'ope, as delivered l>y

Betterton, who might have heard it from Davenant. In the

war between the King and Parliament, Davenant was made 30

mer, and condemned to die
;

'"it was spared at the re-

quest of Milton. When the turn of Success brought Milton

into the like danger, Davenant repaid the benefit by appeal

bag in his favour. Here is a reciprocation of generosity and

gratitude bo pleasing, that the tale makes its own way to

lit. But if help were wanted, I know m>t where to find
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it. The danger of Davenant is certain from his own relation
;

but of his escape there is do account. Betterton's narration

can be traced i><> higher; it is not known that lie had ii from

Davenant, We are told that the 'hem lit exchanged was life

for life
;
hut it seems not certain that Milton's life ever was

in danger. Goodwin, who had committed the same kind of

crime, escaped with incapacitation ;
and as exclusion from

publick trust is a punishment which the power of government
can commonly inflict without the help of a particular law, it

10 required no great interest to exempt Milton from a censure

little more than verbal. Something may be reasonably
ascribed to veneration and compassion ;

to veneration of his

abilities, and compassion for his distresses, which made it lit

to forgive his malice for his learning. He was now poor and

blind
;
and who would pursue with violence an illustrious

enemy, depressed by fortune, and disarmed by Nature?

The publication of the act of oblivion put him in the same

condition with his fellow-subjects. He was, however, upon
some pretence not now known, in the custody of the serjeant

20 in December
; and, when he was released, upon his refusal of

the fees demanded, he and the serjeant were called before the

House. He was now safe within the shade of oblivion, and

knew himself to be as much out of the power of a griping

officer as any other man. Mow the question was determined

is not known. Milton would hardly have contended, but

that he knew himself to have right on his side.

He then removed to Jewin Street, near Aldersgate Street;

and being blind, and by no means wealthy, wanted a

domestick companion and attendant
;
and therefore, by the

30 recommendation of Dr. Paget, married Elizabeth Minshul, of

a gentleman's family in < 'heshire, probably without a fortune.

Marriage afforded not much of his happiness. Tin- fust wife

left him in disgust, and was broughl back only by terror ;

the second, indeed, seems to have been more a favourite, hut

her life was short. The third, as Philips relates, oppressed

his children in his life-time, and cheated them at his death.
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- on after his marriage, according to an obscure story, he

offered the continuance of his employment ; and, being

.-,1 by his wife to accept it. answered,
" You, like other

women, want to ride in your coach
; my wish is to live and

die an honest man,'9

If he considered the Latin Becretarj

ising ;u i \ of the powers of government, he that had

sliai'd authority ..-r with th<' parliament or Cromwell,

might have forborne to talk very loudly of his honesty ;
and

if h<- thought the oilier purely ministerial, he certainly might
have h stly retained it under the Bang. But this tale has 10

evidence t" deserve a disquisition; large offers

and Bturd) rejections are among the most common topicks <>f

lehood.

Be had bo much either of prudence or gratitude, that he

forbore to disturb the new settlement with any of his political

dastdcal opu ind from this time devoted himself

try and literature. Of bis zeal for learning, in all its

parts, 1m- gave a proof by publishing, tin- uext year (1661),

Commenced Grammar; a little Look which lias

thing remarkable, but that its author, who had been latel\ -iu

defending tin- Bupreme p wers of his country, and was then

writing Paradise Lost, could descend from his elevation to

ue childn n from the pel plexity of grammatical confusion,

and the trouble of lessons un lecessai ily repeat •!.

A!-.nt this time Elwood t ..- quaker, being recommended

to him as one who would read 1 itin to him, for tin- advantage
<-f his conversation, attended bun everj aften l, except on

Sundaya Milton, who, in his lettei to EartUb, had declared,

that /.. r-<i<l I. 'iii, ,,,, English mouth it at HI " hearingat

''. required that Elw I hould learn and practise :j<i

the Italian pronunciation, which, he said, was necessary, if

rould talk witli foreigners. Thi. seems to ha a ; i

e without use. There ?s little reason for pre-

ferring tin- Italian pronunciation to oar own, except that it

is iii. era! : and to teach it to an Englishman is only to

make him a foreigner at home. lie who .ravels, if he speaks
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Latin, may so soon learn the sounds which every native gives

it, that he need make no provision before his journey ;
and

if strangers visit us, it is their business to practise such co7i-

formity to our modes as they expect from us in their own
countries. Elwood complied with the directions, and im-

proved himself by his attendance
; for he relates, that

Milton, having a curious ear, knew by his voice when he

read what he did not understand, and would stop him, and

open the most difficult passages.

10 In a short time he took a house in the Artillery Walk,

leading to Bunhill Fields
; the mention of which concludes

the register of Milton's removals and habitations. He lived

longer in this place than in any other.

He was now busied by Paradise Lost. Whence he drew
the original design has been variously conjectured, by men
who cannot bear to think themselves ignorant of that which,
at last, neither diligence nor sagacity can discover. Some
find the hint in an Italian tragedy. Voltaire tells a wild

and unauthorised story of a farce seen by Milton in Italy,

20 which opened thus : Let the Rainbow be the Fiddlestick of the

Fiddle of Heaven. It has been already shewn, that the first

conception was a tragedy or mystery, not of a narrative, but

a dramatick work, which he is supposed to have begun to

reduce to its present form about the time (1655) when lie

finished his dispute with the defenders of the King.
He long before had promised to adorn his native country

by some great performance, while he had yet perhaps no

settled design. ;mk1 was stimulated only by such expectation.-

aa naturally arose from the survey of his attainments, and

30 the consciousness of his powers. What he should undertake,
it w;is difficult to determine. He was long chusing, and

begmi late.

While he was obliged to divide his time between the

private studies and affairs of state, his poetical labour must

have been often interrupted ;
and perhaps he did little more

in that busy time than construct the narrative, adjust the
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episodes, proportion the parts, accumulate images and senti-

ments, ami treasure in his memory, or preserve in writing,

such hints as 1 ka or meditation would supply. Nothing
ticular is known of his intellectual operations while h<'

w.i- a statesman ; for, having every help and accommodation

at hand, he had no need of uncommon expedients.

Beinur driven from all public stations, he is yet too great
to be traced by curiosity to his retirement; where he

has been found by Mr. Richardson, the fondest of his

admirers, Bitting before his door in a grey coat of coarse cloth, in

.

sultry weather, to enjoy the fresh air; and so, as well

as in his own room, recei ing the visits ofpeople of distinguished
•- ,i.< \oeU as quality. His visitors of high quality must

now be imagined to be few
;
bu1 men of parte might reason-

ably court the conversation of a man so generally illustrious,

that foreigi reported, b) Wood, to have visited the

house in Bread street where he was born.

According to another account, he was seen in a small

hous -

enough dressed in black cloaths, sitting in a mom
hung with rusty green; palt but not coda . with chalk 20

es in his hands. He said, that if it were not for the gout,

his blindness would be tolerable.

In the intervals of his pain, being made unable to use the

i ommon exercises, he used to sn ing in a chair, and somel imes

played upon an "i gan.

Be was now confessedly and visibly employed upon his

poem, of which the progress might be noted by those with

whom he was familiar; for he was obliged, When he had

composed as many lines as his memory would conveniently
•in. to employ some friend in writing them, having, at 30

least for part . »f the time, no regular attendant. Thi

opportunity to observations and reports.

Mr. Philips observes, that there was a very remarkable

circumstance in the composure of Paradise Lost, "which I

have a particular reason," says he, "to remember; for whei
I had the perusal of it from the very beginning, for some

c
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years, as 1 went from time to time to visit him, in parcels of

ten, twenty, or thirty verses at a time (which, being written

by whatever hand came next, might possibly want correction

as to the orthography and pointing), having, as the summer
came on, not been shewed any for a considerable while, and

desiring the reason thereof, was answered that his vein never

happily flowed but from the Autumnal Equinox to the

Vernal
;
and that whatever he attempted at other times was

never to his satisfaction, though he courted his fancy never

10 so much
;
so that, in all the years he was about this poem,

he may be said to have spent half his time therein."

Upon this relation Toland remarks, that in his opinion

Philips has mistaken the time of the year ;
for Milton, in

his Elegies, declares that with the advance of the Spring he

feels the increase of his poetical force, redeunt in carmind

vires. To this it is answered, that Philips could hardly
mistake time so well marked

;
and it may be added, that

Milton might find different times of the year favourable to

different parts of life. Mr. Richardson conceives it impossible

20 that such « work should be suspended fur six months, or for

one. It may go on faster or slower, but it must ;/o on. By
what necessity it must continually go on, or why it might
not be laid aside and resumed, it is not easy to discover.

This dependence of the sou] upon the seasons, those

temporary and periodical ebbs and Hows of intellect, may, I

suppose, justly be derided as the fumes of vain imagination.

Sapiens donrinabitur astris. The author that thinks himself

weather-bound will find, with a Little help from hellibore,

that he is only idle or exhausted. but while this notion lias

30 possession of the head, it produces the inability which it

supposes. Our powers owe much of their energy to our

hopes; possunt qida posse videntur. When success stents

attainable, diligence is enforced
; but when it is admit! sd

that the faculties are suppressed by a < loss wind, or a cloudy

sky, the day is given up without resistance; for who can

contend with the course of Nature ?
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From such prepossessions Milton seems not to have been

There prevailed in bis uc opinion thai the world

was in its decay, and that we have had the misfortune to be

produced in the decrepitude of Nature It was suspected

that the wlml.' creation languished, thai neither trees nor

animals had the height or bulk <>f their predecessors, and

that everything was daily sinking by gradual diminution.

Miltiui appears to suspecl that souls partake of the general

aeracy, and is uot without Borne fear that his book is to

he written in an age too late f<>r heroick poesy. 10

\ imtli. i opinion wanders about the world, and sometimes

finds reception among wise men; an opinion thai restrains

the operations of the mind to particular n gions, and supposes
that a luckless mortal maj be born in a degree of latitude

too high or too low for Wisdom or for wit From tliis fancy,

wild as it is, he had not wholly cleared bis head, when he

feared lesl the climate of his country mighl he too cold for

fli'dits <>f imagination

Into a mind already occupied by such fancies, another not

more reasonahle might easily find its way. He thai could 20

fear lest his genius had fallen upon too old a world, or too

chill a climate, mighl consistently magnify to himself the

influence of the seasons, and believe his faculties t.> be

\ igorous only half the 3

His submission to the seasons was at least more reasonable

than his dread of decaying Nature, or a frigid zone; for

ral causes must operate uniformly in a general abatement

of mental jtower ; if less could he performed by the writer,

likewise would content the judges of his work Among
this lagging race of frosty grovellers be might still have risen 30
into eminence bj producing something which they should not

willingly let die. However inferior to the heroes who were

horn in better ages, h<- might still be great among bis con-

temporaries, with the hope of growing every day greater in

the dwindle of posterity. He mighl still be the giant of the

pygmies, the one-eyed monarch <>f the blind.
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Of his artifices of study, or particular hours of composi-
tion, we have little account, and there was perhaps little to

be told. Richardson, who seems to have been very diligent
in his enquiries, but discovers always a wish to find Milton

discriminated from other men, relates, that " he would some-

times lie awake whole nights, but not a verse could he make;
and on a sudden his poetical faculty would rush upon him
with an impetus or oestrum, and his daughter was immediately
called to Secure what came. At other times he would dictate

10 perhaps forty lines in a breath, and then reduce them to half

the number."

These bursts of lights, and involutions of darkness
;
these

transient and involuntary excursions and retrocessions of

invention, having some appearance of deviation from the

common train of Nature, are eagerly caught by the lovers of

a wonder. Yet something of this inequality happens to

every man in every mode of exertion, manual or mental.

'llic mechanick cannot handle his hammer and his file at all

times with equal dexterity; theve are hours, he knows not

20 why, when his //<//</ is out. By Mr. Richardson's relation,

casually conveyed, much regard cannot be claimed. That,

in his intellectual hour, Milton called for his daughter to

secure what came, may be questioned ;
for unluckily it

happens to be known that his daughters were never taught

to writ" ; nor would he have been obliged, as is universally

confessed, to have employed any casual visitor in disburthen-

ing his memory, if his daughter could have performed the

office.

The story of reducing his exuberance has been told of

30 other authors, and, though doubtless true of every fertile and

copious mind, seems to have been gratuitously transferred to

Milton.

Wnal he has told us, and we cannot now know more, is,

that he composed much of his poem in the night and morning,

I suppose before his mind was disturbed with common busi-

ness
; and that he poured out with great fluency his unpre-
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arse. Versification, free, like his, from the dis-

»f rhyme, must, by a work >i> long, be made prompt
and habitual : and, when his thoughts were once adjusted,

the words would come at his command.

At what particular times "f his life the parts of his work
•

written, cannot often be known. The beginning of the

third book shews that he had lost his sight ;
and the Entro-

duction to the Beventh, that the return of the King had

clouded him with discountenance : and that he was offended

by the licentious festivity <>f the Restoration. There are do 10

other interna] notes <>f time Milton, being now cleared

from al' lisloyalty, had nothing required from

him but tli.- common duty of living in quirt, to be rewarded

with the common i i <_rli t of protection : but this, which, when

from the approach of his King, was perhaps more

than he hoped, >•• ms not to have satisfied him ; for no sooner

is he safe, than be finds himself in danger, fallen on evil days

jues,

'

th darkness and with danger compass'd
I. This darkness, had his eyes been bettei employed,

had undoubtedly deserved compassion: but to add the 20

mention <>f danger was ungrateful and unjust, He was fallen

Indeed on • <U days; the time was (nun- in which regicides

their wickedness. 1 tongues

Milton t" complain required impudence at least equal to

other powers; Milton, whose warmest advocates must

allow, that he never spared any asperity of reproach or

brutality of insolen

But the charge itself seeme to be false; for it would be

dlect any reproach cast upon him, either serious

"i- ludicrous, through the whole remaining part of his life ''>'<

il-
|

irsued his studies, or his amusements, without persecu-

tion, molestation, or insult Such i- the .• paid u>

• t abilities, however misused : they who contemplated in

Milton the scholar and the wit, were conl It" forget the

reviler of his Bang.
When the plague ( 1 66.">) raged in London, Milton t<>"k
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refuge at Chalfont in Bucks
; where Elwood, who had taken

the house for him, first saw a complete copy of Paradise Lost,
and having perused it, said to him, "Thou hast said a great
deal upon Paradise Lost

; what hast thou to say upon
Paradise Found ?"

Next year, when the danger of infection had ceased, he
returned to Bunhill-fields, and designed the publication of

his poem. A license was necessary, and he could expect no

great kindness from a chaplain of the Archbishop of Canter-
10 bury. He seems, however, to have been treated with tender-

ness ; for though objections were made to particular passages,
and among them' to the simile of the sun eclipsed in the first

book, yet the license was granted; and he sold his copy,

April 27, 1667, to Samuel Simmons, for an immediate pay-
. ment of five pounds, with a stipulation to receive five pounds
more when thirteen hundred should be sold of the first

edition : and again five pounds after the sale of the same
Dumber of the second edition : and another five pounds after

t .'he same sale of the third. None of the three editions were

20 to be extended beyond fifteen hundred copies.

The first edition \v;is ten books, in a small quarto. The
titles were varied from year to year ;

and an advertisement

and the arguments of the books were omitted in some copies,
and inserted in others.

The sale gave him in two years a right to his second pay-

ment, for which the receipt was signed April 26, 1669. The
ond edition was not given till 167)

;
it was printed in

small octavo, and the Dumber of books was increased to

twelve, b} a division of the seventh and twelfth
; and some

30 other small improvements were made. The third edition

was published in 1678
;
and the widow, to whom the copy

was then to devolve, sold all her claims to Simmons for eight

pounds, according to her receipt given Dec. 21, 1680.

Simmons had already agreed to transfer the whole right to

Brabazon Aylmer for twenty-five pounds; and Aylmer sold

to Jacob Tonson half, August 17, 1683, and half, March 24,
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lf;f)0, at a price considerably enlarged In the history of

Paradise Lost a deduction thus minute will rather gratify

than fatigue.

The .slow sal.- and tardy reputation of tin's poem havel n

always mentioned as evidences of neglected merit, and of the

uncertainty of literary fame
;
and enquiries have been made,

and conjectures offered, aboul the causes of its long obscurity

and late reception Bui has the case been truly Btated
'

Save not lamentation and wonder been lavished on an evil

that was never f( 11 in

That in the reigns of Charles and James the Paradise Lost

received do publick acclamations, is readily confessed Wit

and literature were on the side of the Court: and who thai

solicited favour or fashion would venture t<> praise the de-

fender of the n gicides ! All that he himself could think his

due, from ( vQ, tongues in evUdayt, was thai reverential silence

which wa> generously preserved. Bui it cannol be inferred

that hia poem was not read, or not, however unwillingly,
admired.

The sale, if it be considered, will justify the publick. Those 20

who have no power to judge of past times bul by their own
should always doubl their conclusions. The call for book

not in M ilti.n's age what it is in the present To read

oof then a genera] amusemenl ; neither traders, nor often

gentlemen, thought themselves disgraced by ignorance. The
women had not then aspired to literature, nor was ev< rj

house supplied with a closel of knowledge. Those, indeed,
who professed learning, were nol less learned than al any
other time ; bul of thai middle race of students who read for

pleasure or accomplishment, and who buy the numerous pro- 30

duets ,if modern typography, the number was then compara-
v smalL T<» prove the paucity of readers, it may 1»-

sufficient to remark, that the nation had been satisfied, from
1623 to 1664, that is. forty-one years, with only two editions
!•' the works of Shakespeare, which probably did not together
make one thousand copies.
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The sale of thirteen hundred copies in two years, in

opposition to so much recent enmity, and to a style of ver-

sification new to all and disgusting to many, was an

uncommon example of the prevalence of genius. The demand
did not immediately increase

;
for many more readers than

were supplied at first the nation did not afford. Only three

thousand were sold in eleven years ;
for it forced its way

without assistance
;
its admirers did not dare to publish their

opinion ;
and the opportunities now given of attracting notice

10 by advertisements were then very few
;
the means of pro-

claiming the publication of new books have been produced

by that general literature winch now pervades the nation

through all its ranks.

But the reputation and price of the copy still advanced,
till the Revolution put an end to the secrecy of love, and

Paradise Lost broke into open view with sufficient security

of kind reception.

Fancy can hardly forbear to conjecture with what temper
Milton surveyed the silent progress of his work, and marked

20 his reputation stealing its way in a kind of subterraneous

current through fear and silence. I cannot but conceive him

caha and confident, little disappointed, not at all dejected,

relying on his own merit with steady consciousness, and

waiting, without impatience, the vicissitudes of opinion, and

the impartiality of a future generation.

In the mean time he continued his duties, and supplied the

want of sight by a very odd expedient, of which Philips gives

the following account :

Mr. Philips tells us, "that though our author had daily

30 about him one or other to read, some persons of man's estate,

who, of their own accord, greedily catched at the opportunity

of being his readers, that they might as well reap the benefit

of what they read to him, as oblige him by the benefit of

their reading; and others of younger years were sent by

their parents to the same end : yet excusing only the eldest

daughter, by reason of her bodily infirmity, and difficult
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utterance of speech, (which. to Bay truth, I doubt was the

principal cause of excusing her . the other two were con-

demned to the performance of reading, and exactly pro-

Qouncing of all the languages of whatever book he should, at

one time or other, think tit to peruse, viz. the Hebrew (and

I think the >\ i iac . the Greek, the Latin, the Italian. Spanish,

and French. All which sorts of books to be confined to read,

without understanding <>n.- word, must needs be a trial of

almost beyond endurance. Yet it was endured by
both for a long time, though the irksomeness of this employ- 10

ment could not be always concealed, but broke out more and

more into expressions of uneasiness
;

ao that at length they

were all, even the eldest also, s.-nt out to learn Borne curious

ami ingenious -"its of manufacture that are proper for women
to learn

; particularly embroideries in gold or silver."

In the scene of miser; which this mode <>f intellectual
*

labour Bete before our eyes, it is hard to determine whether

the daughters or the father are most to be lamented. A
language not understood can never be so read as to give

pleasure, and very seldom to convey meaning. It few 20

men would have had resolution to write books with such

embarrassnK ate, few likewise would have wanted ability

find Bomi better expedient
Three years after his Paradise Lost 1667), he published

his History of England, comprising the whole fable of

ffi % of Monmouth, and continued to the Norman invasion.

Why he should have given the first part, which he seems not

to believe, and which is universally rejected, il is difficult to

conjecture. The style La harsh; but it has something of

rough vigour, which perhaps may often strike, though it 30

cannot pleas

On this history the licei tin fixed his claws, and

before he would transmit it to the press tore out several

Some censures of the Saxon monks were taken away,
lest they should be applied to the modern • and a

character of the Long Parliament, and Assembly of Divio
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was excluded, of which the author gave a copy to the earl of

Anglesea, and which, being afterwards published, has been

since inserted in its proper place.

The same year were printed Paradise Regained, and Sam-

son Agonistes, a tragedy written in imitation of the Ancients,

and never designed by the author for the stage. As these

poems were published by another bookseller, it has been

asked, whether Simmons was discouraged from receiving

them by the slow sale of the former. Why a writer changed

10 his bookseller a hundred years ago, I am far from hoping to

discover. Certainly, lie who in two years sells thirteen

hundred copies of a volume in quarto, bought for two pay-

ments of live pounds each, has no reason to repent his

purchase.
When Milton shewed Paradise Regained to Elwood,

"This," said he, "is owing to you ;
for you put it in my head

by the question you put to me at Chalfont, which otherwise

I had not thought of."

His last poetical offspring was his favourite. He could not,

20 as Ehvoud relates, endure to hear Paradise Lost preferred to

Paradise Regained. Many causes may vitiate a writer's

judgement of his own works. On that which has cost him

much labour he sets a high value, because he is unwilling to

think that lie lias been diligent in vain
;
what has been pro-

duced without toilsome efforts is considered with delight, as

a proof of vigorous faculties and fertile invention; and the

last work, whatever it he, has necessarily most of the grace

of novelty. Milton, however it happened, had this prejudice,

and had it to himself.

30 To that multiplicity of attainments, and extent of compre-

hension, that entitle this great author to our veneration, maj

be added a kind of humble dignity, which did not disdain

the meanest services to literature. The epic poet, the con-

fcrovertist, the politician, having already descended to accom-

modate children with a hook of rudiments, now, in the last

years of his life, composed a book of Logick, for the initiation
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• •t' itudents in philosophy : and published i 1672) Artis Logicse

plenior [nstitutio ad Petri Rami methodum concinnata
;
thai

\ new Bcheme of Logick, according to the Method of

Ramus." I know not whether, even in this 1 k, he

did not intend an act of hostility against the Universities;

Ramus was one of the first oppugners of the old

philosophy, who disturbed with innovations the quiet of

schools.

His polemical disposition again revived Be had now been

j. that he forgot his fears, and published a Treatise 10

i ue Religion, J I Schism, Toleration, and the 1

ns to prevent tin- Growth of Popery.
But this little tract Lb modestly written, with respectful

mention of tie- Church of England, and an appeal to the

thirty-nine articles. His principle of toleration is, agreement
in the sufficiency of the Script res; I he < stends it to all

who. whatever their opinions are. profess to derive them

from the sacred hooks. Tin- papists appeal to other testi

monies, and an- therefore in his opinion not to be permitted
the Liberty °f either publick or private worship ; for though 20

they plead conscience, we have no vrd

Those who air Dot convinced by his . ma) be

perhaps delighted with his wit. Tip' term Roman Catkolick

Pop '» bulla ;
•

univer

or catkoUck tchismatick.

He has, however, something better. As the best pr

against Popery, he recommends the diligent perusal of

; a duty, from which he warns the bus) pari
of mankind not to think themselves excused 3U

He now reprinted his juvenile poems, with some additions

In the last j ear of his life he sent to the press, seeming to

take delight in publication, a collection of Familiar Episl
in Latin ; to which, being to., f,u to make a volume, he

added some academical exercises, which perhaps he perue
with pleasure, as they recalled to his memory the days of
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youth ; but for which nothing but veneration for his name

could now procure a reader.

When he had attained his sixty-sixth year, the gout, with

which he had been long tormented, prevailed over the

enfeebled powers of nature. He died by a quiet and si hi a

expiration, about the tenth of November, 1674, at his house

in Bunhill-fields
;
and was buried next his father in the

chancel of St. Giles at Cripplegate. His funeral was very

splendidly and numerously attended.

10 Upon his grave there is supposed to have been no memorial
;

but in our time a monument has been erected in Westminster-

Abbey To the Author of Paradise Lost, by Mr. Benson, who

has in the inscription bestowed more words upon himself

khan upon Milton.

When the inscription for the monument of Philips, in

which he was said to be soli Miltono secundus, was exhibited

to Dr. Sprat, then Dean of Westminster, he refused to admit

it
;
the name of Milton was, in his opinion, too detestable to

be read on the wall of a building dedicated to devotion.

20 Atterbury, who succeeded liim, being author of the inscrip-

tion, permitted its reception. "And such has been the

change of publick opinion," said Dr. Gregory, from whom I

heard this account, "that I have seen erected in the church

a statue of that man, whose name I once knew considered as

a pollution of its walls."

Milton has the reputation of having been in his youth

eminently beautiful, so as to have been called the Lady of

his college. His hair, which was of a light brown, parted at

the foretop. and hung down upon his shoulders, according to

30 the pii ture which lie has given of Adam. He was, however,

not of the heroick stature, but rather below the middle size,

according to Mr. Richardson, who mentions him as having

narrowly escaped from being short and thick. He was vigor-

ous and active, and delighted in the exercise of the sword,

in which he is related to have been eminently skilful.

His weapon was, I believe, not the rapier, but the back-
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swi.nl, of which In- recommends the use in his book on

Education.

His eyes are said never to have been bright ; but, if he

Lexterous fencer, they must have been once quirk-

Hi- domestick habits, bo fai ae they are known, were those

of a Btudent, He drank little Btrong drink of any

kind, and fed without excess in quantity, and in his earlier

ithout delicacy of choice. In his youth he Btudied

late at night ;
but afterwards changed his hours, and rested

in bed from nine to four in the summer, and five in winter. 10

The course of his day was best known after he was blind.

When lit- first rose, he heard a chapter in the Hebrew Bible,

and then studied till twelve ;
then took some exercise for an

hour; then dined
;
then played on the organ, and sung, or

heard another sing ;
then studied to >i\

;
then entertained

his visiters till eight ; then supped, and. after a pipe of

tobacco and a glass "f water, went to bed.

So is his lit,, described; but thi> even tenour appears
unable only in <

'"lieges. He that lives in the world will

sometimes have the succession <>f his practice broken and 20

confused. Visitors, of whom Milton is represented to h

had great numbers, will come and -ta\ unseasonably ;
busi-

of which every man has some, must be don.- when
others will do it.

When he did not .are to rise early, he had something read
*

to him by his bedside; perhaps at this time his daughters
were employed. He composed much in the morning, and

dictated in th<- day, sitting obliquely in an elbow-chair, with

his leg thrown over the arm.

Fortune appear> nol to have hail much of his care. In the 30

civil war- he lent his personal estate t.. the parliament ; hut

when, after the contesl was decided, he solicited repayment,
he met not only with neglect, but sharp rebuke; and. having
tired both himself and his friends, was given up to poverty
and hopeless indignation, till he Bhewed how able he was to

do greater service. He was then made Latin secretary, with
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two hundred pounds a year ; and had a thousand pounds for

his Defence of the People. His widow, who, after his death.,

retired to Namptwich in Cheshire, and died about 7 729, is

said to have reported that he lost two thousand pounds by
entrusting it to a scrivener ;

and that, in the general depreda-
tion upon the Church he had grasped an estate of aboul sixty

pounds a year belonging to Westminster-Abbey, which, like

other shares of the plunder of rebellion, he was afterwards

obliged to return. Two thousand pounds, which he had
10 placed in the Excise-office, were also lost. There is yet no

reason to believe that he was ever reduced to indigence. His

wants, being few, were competently supplied. He sold Ins

library before his death, and left his family fifteen hundred

pounds, on which his widow laid hold, and only gave one

hundred to each of his daughters.
His literature was unquestionably great. He read all the

languages which are considered either as learned or polite ;

Hebrew, with its two dialects, Greek, Latin, Italian, French,

and Spanish. In Latin his skill was such as places him in

20 the first rank of writers and criticks ; am! lie appears to have

cultivated Italian with uncommon diligence. The books in

which his daughter, who used to read to him, represented
him as most delighting, after Homer, which he could almost

repeat, were Ovid's Metamorphoses and Euripides. His

Euripides is, by Mr. Cradock's kindness, now in my hands :

the margin is sometimes noted ; but I have found nothing
remarkable

Of the English poets he set most value upon Spenser,

Shakspeare, and Cowley. Spenser was apparently his

30 favourite : Shakspeare he may easily be supposed to like,

with every other skilful reader ;
but I should not have

expected that ( lowley, whose ideas of excellence were different

from his own, would have had niueli of his approbation. His

character of Dryden, who sometimes visited him, was, that

lie was a good i livmist, but no poet.

\\\< theological opinions are said to have been first Calvin-
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(I ; and afterwards, perhaps when he began to hat. the

byterians, to have tended towards Arminianisnx In the

mixed questions of theology and government, he aever thinks

tli.it he can recede far enough from popery, <>r prelacy ; bul

whal Baudius says of Ki seems applicable t«> him,
•

< habuit i/"",/ fugeret </>"n/t <jm><l sequeretur. He had

rmined rather what to condemn, than what to approve
He has not ited himself with any denomination of

Protestants; we know rather what he was not, than what he

was. He was ool of the Church of Borne ; he was not of the LO

Church of England.
'!'(. be of no church, is dangerous. Religion, <>f which the

trds are distant, and which is animated only bj Faith

ami H"|>", will glide by degrees oul of the mind, unless it be

invigorated and reimpressed by externa] ordinances, by
stated '-alls t<' worship, and tin- salutary influence of example.
Milton, who appears t" have had full conviction of tin- truth

..f Christianity, and to have regarded the Holy Scriptures
with tin- profoundesl veneration, to have been untainted by
an heretical peculiarity of opinion, and to have lived in a 20

confirmed belief of the immediate and occasional agency of

Providence, yet ji>\\ "Id without any visible worship. In

tribution of his hours, there was no hour- of pra .

either solitary, or with his household; omitting publick

prayers, he omitted all.

Of this omission the reason ha- been sought, upon a bud-

poeition which ought never t" 1m- made, that nun live with

their own approbation, and justif) their conduct t" them-

selves. Praver certainh was not thought superfluous by

him, who represents our first parents a- praying acceptably 30
ii. the -tat-- of innocence, and efficaciously after their fall.

Thai he lived without prayer ran hardlj be affirmed : his

Btudies and meditations were an habitual prayer. The

neglect of it in his family was probably a fault for which he

condemned himself, and which he intended t., correct, hut

that death, as too often happens, i>
-

- reformation.
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His political notions were those of an acrimonious and surly

republican, for which it is not known that he gave any better

reason than that a popular government was the mo.:t frugal;

for the trappings of a monarchy would set up an ordinary
commonwealth. It is surely very shallow policy, that sup-

poses money to be the chief good ;
and even this, without

considering that the support and expence of a Court

is, for the most part, only a particular kind of traffick,

by which money is circulated, without any national im-

10 poverishment.
Milton's republicanism was, 1 am afraid, founded in an

envious hatred of greatness, and a sullen desire of indepen-
dence

;
in petulance impatient of controul, and pride disdain-

ful of superiority. He hated monarchs in the state, and

prelates in the church
;

for he hated all whom he was

required to obey. It is to be suspected, that his predom-
inant desire was to destroy rather than establish, and that

he felt not so much the love of liberty as repugnance to

authority.

20 It has been observed, that they who most loudly clamour

for liberty do not most liberally grant it. What we know of

Milton's character, in domestick relations, is, that he was

severe and arbitrary. His family consisted of women
;
and

there appeals in his hooks something like a Turkish contempt
of females, as subordinate and inferior beings. That his own

daughters might not break the ranks, he suffered them to be

depressed by a mean and penurious education. He thought
woman made only for obedience, and man only for rebellion.

Of his family some account may be expected. His sister,

30 first married to Mr. Philips, afterwards married Mr. Agar, a

friend of her first husband, who succeeded him in the Cro-.n

office, sic had by her firaf husband Edward and John, the

two nephews whom Milton educated; and by her second,

two daughters.
His brother, Sir Christopher, had two daughters, Mary

and Catherine, and a son Thomas who succeeded Agar in
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urn-office, and Left a daughter living in 174i> in

>r-st i

i had children only by bis first wife ; Anne, Mary,

orah Anne, though deformed, married a master

and died of her firal child -Mary died single

married Abraham Clark, a weaver in Spitalfields,

,1 seventy-siz years, to August L727. This is the

• of whom publick mention has been made She

the first Lines of Eomer, the Metamorphoses,

if Euripides, by having often road them. Yel 10

ity is ready to maki d. Many repetitions

. to fix in the memory Lines not understood : and

uld Milton wish or want to hear them so often '.

were at t he beginnii I I he
|

ma < >f a Look

in a Language not undersl 1. the beginning raises

attention than the end
;
and as those that audi

know commonly the beginning best, its rehearsal

I. ,m be necessary. It is not likely that Milton

any passage to 1"- so much repeated as that his

•could learn it : nor Likely that he desired the initial 20

be read at all
;
nor thai the daughter, weary of the

• of pronouncing on-ideal sounds, would voluntarily

hem to memory.
man Addison mad' a prt sent, and pro-

mos establishment
;

but died booh after. Queen
i her fifty guineas She had seven sons and

aghters ;
but aone of them had any children, except

tnd her daughter Elizabeth Caleb went to

•

I . i-t [ndies, and had two sons, of

othing is now known. Elizabeth married Thomas 30
-

talfields, and had seven children, who

She kept a pettj
- or chandler's Bhop, fit I

way. and aJ rds in Cock-lane near Shoreditch

She knew Little of her grandfather, and that Little

d. She told of his harshness to his daughters,

refusal to have them taught to write
;
and. in opposi-

u
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tii hi to other accounts, represented him as delicate, though

temperate, in his diet.

In 1750, April 5, Comus was played for her benefit. She

had so little acquaintance with diversion or gaiety, thai she

did not know what was intended when a benefit was offered

her. The profits of the night were only one hundred

thirty pounds, though Dr. Newton brought a large contribu-

tion
;
and twenty pounds were given by Toneon, a man who

is to he praised as often as he is named. Of this sum one

10 hundred pounds was placed in the stocks, after some debate

between her and her husband in whose name it should be

entered
;
and the rest augmented their little stock, with

which they removed to Islington. This was the greatest

benefaction that Paradise Lost ever procured the author's

descendents
;
and to this he who has now attempted to relate

his Life, had the honour of contributing a Prologue

In the examination of Milton's poetical works I shall pay
.... much regard to time as to begin with his juvenile pro-

duel ions. For his early pieces he seems to have had a degree

20 of fondness not very laudable : what he has once written he

nsolves to preserve, and gives to the publick an unfinished

poem, which he broke off because he was nothing satisfied with

what he had done, supposing his readers less nice than him-

self. These preludes to his future labours are in Italian,

Latin, and English. Of the Italian I cannot pretend to

-peak asacritick; but I have heard them commended by a

man well qualified in decide their merit. The Latin pieces

are lusciously elegant : hut the delight which they afford is

rather by the exquisite imitation of the ancient writers, by

30 1 1 1 1
•

purity of the diction, and the harmony of the numbers

than by any power of invention, or vigour of sentiment.

They are not all of equal value
; the elegies excel! the odes ;

and some of the exercises on Gunpowder Treason might have

been spared.

The English poems, though they make no promises of
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Lost, have this evidence of genius, that they have

iriginal and unborrowed. F.ut their peculiarity is not

if they differ from verses of others, they differ

f( .r ;lu' worse; for they are too often distinguished bj

: •epulsdve harshness
;
the combinations of words arc Dew, but

•

hey are not pli ;

the rhymes and epithets seem to l>e

•riously sought, and violently applied.

That in the early parts of his life he wrote with much care

app manuscripts, happily preserved at Cam-

bridge, in which ina!i\ of his smaller works are found as they 10

were first written, with the subsequent con Such

reliques shew how excellence is required ; what we ho] e

i to <1>< with ease, we may learn first t<> do with diligence.

Those who admire the beauties of this great poet, some-

tim< their own judgement into false approbation of

his Little
|

i kil upon themselves to think that

admirable which is only singular. All that Bhort composi-
tions can commonly attain is neatness and elegance. Milton

never learned the art of doing little things with grace ;
he

overlooked the milder excellence of suavity and softness : he 20

was a /„/,,„ that had no skill in dandling the KH.
e of the poems on which much praise has been bestow ed

Lycidas ;
of which the diction is harsh, the rhymes an

and the numbers onpleasing. What beauty there i-,

must ti. -e.-k in the Bentiments and images. It is

be considered as the effusion of real passion; for

rion runs m.t after remote allusions and obscure opinions
ssion plucks no berries from the myrtle and ivy, nor calls

Lrethuse and Mincius, nor tells of rough satyrs and

/"«/»/„.< tm'tfi '. Where there i> leisure for ti«t i< >

there is little grid
In this there is no nature, for there is no truth ;

there is 1 1
« .

art, for there is nothing new. Its form is that of

a pastoral, easy, vulgar, and therefore disgusting : whatever

images it can supply, are long a<_'.i exhausted
;

and

inherent improbability always forces dissatisfaction on the
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mind! When Cowley tells of Hervey that they studvec

together, it is easy to suppose how much he must miss th<

companion of his labours, and the partner of his discoveries

but what image of tenderness can be excited by these liii

We drove a field, and both together heard

What time the grey fly winds her sultry horn,

fattening our flocks with the fresh dews of night.

We know that they never drove & field, and that they h;i<

no flocks to batten ;
and though it be allowed that th

10 representation may be allegorical, the true meaning is s

uncertain and remote, that it is never sought because i

cannot be known when it is found.

Among the flocks, and copses, and flowers, appear bh

heathen deities ;
Jove and Phoebus, Neptune and iEolus

with a long train of mythological imagers , such as a Col leg

easily supplies. Nothing can Less display knowledge, or lei

exercise invention, than to tell how a shepherd has lost hi

companion, and must now feed his flocks alone, without an

judge of his skill in piping ;
and how one god asks anotht

20 god what is become of Lycidas, and how neither god can tel

lie who thus grieves will excite no sympathy ;
he who thv.

I
naises will confer no honour.

This poem has yet a grosser fault. With these triflin

fictions are mingled the most awful and sacred truths, six

as ought never to be polluted with such irreverend combim

tions. The shepherd likewise is now a feeder of sheep, ai

afterwards an ecclesiastical pastor, a superintendent of

Christian flock. Such equivocations are always unskilfu

but her.- the\ are indecent, and at least approach to impiet

30 of which, however, I believe the writer not to have be<

conscious.

Such is the power of reputation justly acquired, that i

Maze drives away the eye from nice examination. Surely l

man could have fancied that he read Lycidas with pleasui

had he not known its author.
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the two pieces, [/Allegro and II Penseroso, I believe

opinion i> uniform
; every man that reads them, reads them

with pleasure. The author's design is not, what Theobald

remarked, merely to show how objects derive their

urs from th<- mind, by representing the operation of the

.-vim.- things upon th-- gay and the melancholy temper, or

upon the same man as he is differently disposed ;
'"if rather

how, among the successive variety of appearances, everj dis-

mind takes hold on those by which it may be

titi.-d. 10

Tli. fttl man hears the lark in the morning ; the

man hears the nightingale in the evening. The

man Bees the cock strut, and hears the horn and

hounds echo in th<- wood ; then walks not unseen to observe

jlory of the rising sun, or listen to the singing milk-maid,

and view th<- lain.urs of the plowman and the mower; then

.omit him over scenes of smiling plenty, and

looks up to the distant tower, the residence of some fair

inhabitant : thus h<- pursues rural gaiety through a daj

of labour or of play, and delights himself at night with the 20

Fanciful narrati 1
I uperstitious ignorance.

Th. • man. at one time, walks unseen to muse a(

midnight ;
and at another hears the sullen curfew. If the

•h.r drives him home, he -its in a room lighted onlj by
. or by a lonely lamp outwatchee tin- North

Star, to discover the habitation of -•] ids, and vai

the shades of meditation, by contemplating tin- magnificent
•

I pathetick scenes I _ik and cpi<- pot-try. Winn the

morning comes, a morning gloomy with rain ami wind, he

walks into the dark trackless woods, falls asleep by some 30

murmuring water, ami with melancholy enthusiasm exp<

some dream of prognostication, or Borne musick by
ners.

Both Mirth and Melancholy are solitary, silent inhabitai I

of the breast that neither receive nor transmit communication;
no mention i- therefore made of a philosophical friend, or a
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pleasant companion. The seriousness duos not arise from

any participation of calamity, nor the gaiety from the

pleasures of the bottle.

The man of chearfulness, having exhausted the country,
tries what towered cities will afford, and mingles with scenes

of splendor, gay assemblies, and nuptial festivities
; but he

mingles a mere spectator, as, when the learned comedies of

Jonson, or the wild dramas of Shakspeare, are exhibited, he

attends the theatre.

10 The pensive man never loses himself in crowds, but walks

the cloister, or frequents the cathedral. Milton probably
had not yet forsaken the Church"

Both his characters delight in musick ;
but he seems to

think that chearful notes would have obtained from Pluto a

compleat dismission of Eurydice, of whom solemn sounds

only procured a conditional release.

For the old age of Chearfulness he makes no provision ;

but .Melancholy he conducts with gnat dignity to the close

of life. 1 1 is Chearfulness is without levity, and his Pensive-

20 ness without asperity.

Through these two poems the images are property selected,

and nicely distinguished ;
bid the colours of the diction seem

uol sufficiently discriminated. I know not whether the

characters are kept sufficiently apart. No mirth can, indeed,
In found in his melancholy ; but I am afraid that I always
meet some melancholy in his mirth. They are two noble

efforts of imagination.
The greatest of his juvenile performances is the Masque of

* minis
;

in which may very plainly be discovered the dawn
30 or twilight of Paradise Lost. Milton appears to have formed

very early that system of diction, and mode of verse, which

his maturer judgement approved, and from which he never

endeavoured nor desired to deviate.

Nor dm- Conius afford only a specimen of his language;
it exhibits likewise his power of desci iption and his vigour of

sentiment, employed in the praise and defence of virtue. A
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work moro truly poetical is rarely found
; allusions, images,

;ui<1 descriptive epithets, embellish almost everj period with

lavish decoration. A i series of lines, therefore, it maj be

considered as worthy of all the admiration with which the

i! i<-s have iv. eived it.

Asa drama it is deficient. The action is no! probable A

Masque, in those parts where supernatural intervention is

admitted, must indeed be given up to all the freaks of

imagination ; but, bo far as the action is merely human,
it ought to 1" reasonable, which can hardly 1"' said of the 1"

conduct of the two brothers
; who, when their sister sinks

with fatigue in a pathless wildei rander both away
ther in search of berries too far to find their way hack,

and leave a helpless Lady to all the Badness and danger ol

solitude. This however is a defeel overbalanced by its

convi

What deserves more reprehension is, that the prologue

spoken in the wild wood by the attendant Spiril is addressed

\<> the audience; a mode of communication so contrary t<«

the oat dramatick representation, that no precedents 20

support it.

The di of the Spirit is too long; an objection that

may be made to almost all the following Bpeeches : tiny have

riteliness of a dialogue animated by reciprocal

contention, but Beem rather declamations deliberately com

d. ami formally* repeated, on a moral question. The

auditor therefore listens as to a lecture, without passion,

without anxiety.

The song of OomuB has airiness and jollity; but, what

inn mend Milton's moi his poetry, the 30

invitations t>> pleasure ar«- ~.> general, that tiny excite no

distinct images of corrupt enjoyment, ami take no dangerous
hold "ii the famy.
The following Boliloquies of Comus ami the Lady are

elegant, but tedious. The song musl owe much to the voice,

if it ever can delight. At last the Brothers enter, with I
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much tranquillity ;
and when they have feared lest their

sister should be in danger, and hoped that she is not in

danger, the Elder makes a speech in praise of chastity, and
the Younger finds how fine it is to be a philosopher.
Then descends the Spirit in form of a shepherd ; and the

Brother, instead of being in haste to ask his help, praises his

singing, and enquires his business in that place. It is

remarkable, that at this interview the Brother is taken with

a short fit of rhyming. The Spirit relates that the Lady is in

10 the power of Comus
; the Brother moralises again ;

and the

Spirit makes a long narration, of no use because it is false,

and therefore unsuitable to a good Being.
In all these parts the language is poetical, and the senti-

ments are generous; but there is something wanting to allure

attention.

The dispute between the Lady and Comus is the most

animated and affecting scene of the drama, and wants nothing
but a brisker reciprocation of objections and replies, to invite

attention, and detain it.

20 The songs are vigorous, and full of imagery; but they are

harsh in their diction, and not very musical in their numbers.

Throughout the whole, the figures are too bold, and the

language too luxuriant for dialogue. It is a drama in the

epic style, inelegantly splendid, and tediously instructive.

The Sonnets were written in different partsof Milton's life,

upon ditl'eivnt, occasions. They deserve not any particular

criticism
; for of the best it can only be said, that they are

not had; and perhaps only the eighth and the twenty-

first are truly entitled to this slender commendation. The

30 fabrick of a Bonnet, however adapted to the Italian Language,

has never succeeded in ours, which, having greater variety of

termination, requires the rhymes to !"• often changed.
Those little pieces may be dispatched without much

anxiety ;
a greater work calls for greater care. I am now

to examine Paradise Lost
;
a poem, which, considered with

respect to design, may claim the first place, and with respect
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performance the second, an g the productions of the

hum,m liniul.

leral consenl of criticks, the first praise of geniua
he writer of an epick ]

in. as if requires an

of all the powers which are singly sufficient for

ositions. Boetrj is tin- arj of uniting pleasure

with truth, by calling imagination to the help of reason.

Epick poetry undertakes t" teach the most important truths

by
'

ing precepts, and therefore relates some

il event in the most affecting manner. History must 10

supply the writer with the rudiments of narration, which he
;

improve and exalt by a nobler art, must animate by
dramatick energy, and diversify L\ retrospection and antici-

•n ; morality must teach him the exact bounds, and

different shades, of nee and virtue; from policy, and the

tice of life, he has to learn the discriminations of

character, and the tendency of the passions, either Bingle or

combined; and physiology must supply him with illustra-

tions and images. To put these materials to poetical i

is required an imagination capable of painting nature, and 20

realizing fiction. Nor is he yet a poet till he has attained

the whole extension of hi> lai distinguished all the

deli iinl all the colours of word-, and learned

djust their different to all the varieties of metrical

moderation.

Bobsu pinion that the poet work is to find a

• hich his fable is aftei wards to illustrate and establish.

This '" have Keen the process only of Milton; the

moral of other poems is incidental and consequent; in

Milton's only it ntial and intrinsic^ Hia purpose was 30

the i tul and the most ardii vindicate th

. to shew the reasonableness of religion, and

the i y of "1» diem e to the 1 Kvine Law.

T nvej this moral, there must narration

artfully constructed, so is to ej ite curiosity, and surprise
ration. In this part of his work, Milton must be con-
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fessed to have equalled every other poet. He has involved

in his account of the Fall of Man the events which preceded,
and those that were to follow it : he has interwoven the

whole system of theology with such propriety, that every

pari appears to be necessary ;
and scarcely any recital is

wished shorter for the sake of quickening the progress of the

main action.

The subject of an epic poem is naturally an event of great

importance. That of Milton is not the destruction of a city,

10 the conduct of a colony, or the foundation of an empire. His

subject is the fate of worlds, the revolutions of heaven and

of earth
;
rebellion against the Supreme King, raised by the

highest order of created beings ;
the overthrow of their host,

and the punishment of their crime ; the creation of a new
race of reasonable creatures

;
their original happiness and

innocence, their forfeiture of immortality, and their restora-

tion to hope and peace.

Great events can be hastened or retarded only by persons

of elevated dignity. Before the greatness displayed in

20 Milton's poem, ail other greatness shrinks away. The

weakest of his agents are the highest and noblest of human

beings, the original parents of mankind ; with whose actions

the elements consented
;
on whose rectitude, or deviation of

will, depended the state of terrestrial nature, and the con-

dition of all the future inhabitants of the globe.

Of the other agents in the poem, the chief are such as it is

irreverence to name on slight occasions. The rest were

lower powers ;

—of which the least could wield

30 Those elements, and arm him with the force

Of all their regions ;

powers, which only the controul of .Omnipotence restrains

from laying creation waste, and filling the vast expanse of

space with ruin and confusion. To display the motives and

actions of beings thus superiour,
so far as human reason can
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examine them, or human imagination represent them, is

the task which this mighty poet baa undertaken and per-

formed.

In the examination of epick \
ms much speculation is

commonly employed upon r 1 1
*

•

ohgraetera. The characters in

the Paradise Lost, which admit of examination, are those ol

angels and of man
;

-.t" angels good and evil
;
of man in his

innocent and sinful state.

Among tl Is, the virtue of Raphael is mild and

1,1, of "ii and free communication ; that 10

of Michael is regal and lofty, and, as may Beem, attentive to

the dignity of hi- own nature. AbdieJ ami Gabriel appi

tsionally, and ad ry incident requires; the solitary

fidelity of Abdiel is very amiably painted.

Uf the evil angels the characl more diversified. To

:, !~ Addison obsei !i sentiment suit

Uted and n wed being. Milton has been

lured, by < ilarke,
1 for tin- impjejy which sometimes br< aks

from Sar.-m's south. V<>v there are thoughts, as he justly

remarks, which no observation of character can justify, 20

!-< do ur I man would willingly permit them t..
)

however transiently, through his own mind To make Satan

without L< h expre isions as might taint

:.-i'- imagination, was indeed one of the great diffi-

culties in Milton's undertaking, and ! cannot hut think that

he has extricated himself with great happiness. There is in

little that can give pain to a pious ear. The

language of rebellion cannot 1»' the same with that of obedi-

I malignity oi
-

in foams in haughtiness and

>

jgacy : but his expressions air commonl) I,
and no 30

otherwise offensive than as they are wicked

The other chiefs of the celestial rebellion are rery judici-

ously discriminated in the first and second books ; ami the

ferocious character of Moloch appears, both in the battle and

the council, with exact consistency.
1 Essay on Study.
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To Adam and to Eve are given, during their innocence,
such sentiments as innocence can generate and utter. Their

love is pure benevolence and mutual veneration
;

their

repasts are without luxury, and their diligence without toil.

Their addresses to their Maker have little more than the

voice of admiration and gratitude. Fruition left them noth-

ing to ask, and Innocence left them nothing to fear.

But with guilt enter distrust and discord, mutual accusa-

tion, and stubborn self-defence ; they regard each other with

10 alienated minds, and dread their Creator as the avenger of

their transgression. At last they seek shelter in his niercy,

soften to repentance, and melt in supplication. Both before

and after the Fall, the superiority of Adam is diligently

sustained.

Of the probable and the marvellous, two parts of a vulgar

epic poem, which immerge the critick in deep consideration,

the Paradise Lost requires little to be said. It contains the

history of a miracle, of Creation and Bedemption ; it displays

the power and the mercy of the Supreme Being ;
the prob-

20 able therefore is marvellous, and the marvellous is probable.

The substance of the narrative is truth
;
and as truth allows

no choice, it is, like necessity, superior to rule. To the

accidental or adventitious parts, as to every thing human,
some slight exceptions may be made. But the main fabrick

is immovably supported.
It is justly remarked by Addison, that this poem has, by

the nature of its object, the advantage above all others, that

it is universally and perpetually interesting. All mankind

will, through all ages, bear the same relation to Adam and to

30 Eve, and must partake of that good and evil which extend

to themselves.

On the machinery, so called from Qeds a-rrb ni)xav^- by which

is meant the occasional interposition of supernatural power,

another fertile topic of critical remarks, here is no room to

speak, because every thing is done under the immediate and

visible direction of Heaven
;
but the rule is so far observed,
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that do part of the action could have been accomplished by

anj other meana
< H

»,
I think tlu-re are only two, contained in

Raphael's relation of the war in heaven, and Michael's

prophet i«-k account of the changt a t i happen in this world.

I selj connected with the great action; one was
\ to \ lam as a warning, the other as a consolation.

To the compleatness or into ! t the design nothing can

be objected; it has distinctly and clearly what Aristotle

requires, a beginning, a middle, and an end. There is 10

perhaps do poem, of the same length, from which bo Little

can be taken without apparent mutilation. Here are no

funeral games, nor is there anj long description of a sin,. id.

The short digressions at the beginning of the third, seventh,

and ninth l»">k-. might doubtless 1"- Bpared ;
but superfluities

•iful. who would take away I or who does DOt wish

that the author of the Iliad had gratified succeeding a§

with a little knowledge of himself ) Perhaps no passages are

more frequently or more attentively read than those eztrinsick

paragraphs; and, since the end of poetry is
pleasure, that 20

cannot l>e nnpoetical with which all are pleased.

The questions, whether the action of the poem be strictly

whether the poem can be properly termed /<r<>.'<7\ and
who is the hero, are raised by such readei - ae draw their

principles of judgement rather from hooks than from reason.

Milton, though he intituled Paradise Lost onl) a poem, yet
calls it himself heroici song. Dryden, petulantly and in-

otly, denies the heroism of Adam, because he was over-

come; l>ut there is no why the hero should do! be

upfortu lished practice, Bince success and 30
virtue do not go D( ly together. < the hero of

Lucan : but Lucan's authority will not be suffered by Qnin-
tilian to decide. However, if bi necessary, Adam'

ivei was it I.,, i crushed ;\Adam was restored to his

Makers favour, ami therefore may securely resume his

human rank. )
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After the scheme and fabrick of the poem, must be con-

sidered its component parts, the sentiments and the diction.

The sentiments, as expressive of manners, or appropriated
to characters, are, for the greater part, unexceptionably just.

Splendid passages, containing lessons of morality, or pre-

cepts of prudence, occur seldom. Such is the original forma-

tion of this poem, that as it admits no human manner:; till

the Fall, it can give little assistance to human conduct. Its

end is to raise the thoughts above sublunary cares or

10 pleasures. Yet the praise of that fortitude, with which

Abdiel maintained his singularity of virtue against the

scorn of multitudes, may be accommodated to all times
;
and

Raphael's reproof of Adam's curiosity after the planetary

motions, with the answer returned by Adam, may be con-

fidently opposed to any rule of life which any poet has

delivered.

The thoughts which are occasionally called forth in the

progress, are such as could only be produced by an imagina-

tion in the highest degree fervid and active, to which

20 materials were supplied by incessant study and unlimited

curiosity. The heat of Milton's mind might be said to

sublimate his learning, to throw off into his work the spirit

of science, unmingled with its grosser parts.

He had considered creation in its whole extent, and his

descriptions are therefore learned. He had accustomed his

imagination to unrestrained indulgence, and his conceptions

therefore were extensive. The characteristick quality of his

poem is sublimity. He sometimes descends to the elegant,

but his element is the great. He can occasionally invest

30 himself with grace ;
but his natural port is gigantick lofti-

ness.
1 He can please when pleasure is required ;

but it is Ids

peculiar power to astonish.

He seems to have been well acquainted with his own

genius, and to know what it was that Nature had bestowed

upon him more bountifully than upon others
;
the power of

1
Algarotti terms it gigantesca sublimitd Miltoniana.
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displaying the vast, illuminating the splendid, enforcing the

ful, darkening the gloomy, and aggravating the dreadful :

therefore chose a Bubjecf >>n which tm> much could not

Baid, mi which he might tire his fancy without the

in

osure of extravagance.
Tin- appearances of Nature, and the occurrences of life, did

satiate his appetite of greatness. To paint things as

ey are requires a minute attention, and employs tin-

imory rather than the fancy. Milton's delight wastosporl
the wide regions of possibility ; reality was a Bcene too 10

rrow for his mind. He sent his faculties out upon • 1 i m

very, into worlds where only imagination can travel, and

Lighted to form new modes of existence, and furnish senti-

•iit and action to superior beings; tc. trace the counsels of

11, or accompany the choirs of heaven.
•

h< could not be always in other worlds: he must

metimes revisit earth, and tell of things visible and known.

Inn be cannot raise wonder l>y the sublimity of bis mind,

gives delight by its fertility.

Whatever be his Bubject, he never fails to fill the imagina- 20

•n. I'.nt his images and descriptions of the scenes or

i.-iation- of Nature do not seem to he always copied from

iginal form, nor t" have the ft . raciness, and energy
immediate tion, He Baw Nature, as Dryden

presses it. through the spectacles of books; and on mo
ions calls learning to his assistance. The garden uf

1 i brings to his mind the vale of Enna, where Proserpii

athering flowers. Satan makes hi.- waj through 6ght-

lements, like Ajgo between the Cyanean rocks, or

lyases between tin- two Sicilian whirlpools, when he 30

num. -d Charybdis on the larboard. The mythological
lusiona have been justly censured, as not being always used

•ith notice uf their vanity ;
hut they contribute variety tp

La narration, and produce an alternate ex< the

lemory and the fancy.

His similes ai>' less numerous, and more various, than
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Pint lie does not confine himse con

those of his P^T^ous Sanson: his great
excellent

within the limits of "S^ Adventitious image bey^ &

* amplitude,
and he «*«£*n equired.
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the dimensions
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wantm
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.
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-^
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A. state of innocence we can only conceive, if indeed,

d! our present misery, it 1»' possible to conceive it
;
but the

ntiiiM nt • and worship proper to a fallen and offending

i
•• have all i" Learn, as we have all to praci ise.

whatever 1"' d' -ik-. is always Our pro-

-. in their first state, conversed with angels; even

when folly and sin had degraded them, they had not in their

humiliation the port of ruitors; and they rise again

initial regard, when we find that then prayers \.

rd. 10

human passions did not enter the world before the Fall,

a iii tin- Paradise Lost little opportunity for the

etick ; but what little there is has not been lost That

passimi which is
[

uliar to rational nature, the anguish

arising from the consciousni as "f transgression! and the

horrors attending the sense of the Divine displeasure, are

very justly described and forcibly impressed But the

moved only on one occasion
; Bublimity is the

• ral and prevailing quality in this poem ; sublimity

riously modified, Bometimes descriptive, sometimes argu- 20

tentative.
'

The defects and faulto of Paradise Lost, for faults and

every work "f man mud have, it is the business <>f

jfapartial
criticism tod As, in displaying the excel-

e of Milton, I have qo< made long quotations, because of

ting beauties there had been no end, I shall in the aame

ral manner mention that which seems to di

..r whal I delight in transci ibuuj |

if they the reputation of Milton, diminish

[n some d the honour of our country 1 30

The generality of my Bcheme doee not admit tin- frequent

otice of verbal inacciuacies
;
which Bentley, perhaps bet

killed iii grammar than in
i try, has often found, t h. >u

iometimes made them, and which he imputed '" the

obtrusions "f a reviser whom the author's blindness obliged

him t" employ. A supposition rash and Lr i'<"indh's-<. if he
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thought it true
;
and vile and pernicious, if, as is saia

private allowed it to be false.

The plan of Paradise Lost has this inconvenience.,

comprises neither- human actions nor human manners,

man and woman who act and suffer, are in a state

no other man or woman can ever know. The reader

no transaction in which he can be engaged ; beholo

condition in which he can by any effort of iroagi.

place himself
;
he has, therefore, little natural curiosi

10 sympathy.
We all, indeed, feel the effects of Adam's disobedi-

we all sin like Adam, and like him must all bewail

offences
;
we have restless and insidious enemies in the i

angels, and in the blessed spirits we have guardians
friends

;
in the Redemption of mankind we hope t'

included : in the description of heaven and hell we are si

interested, as we are all to reside hereafter either in

regions of horror or bliss.

But these truths are too important to be new
; they 1

20 been taught to our infancy ; they have mingled with

solitary thoughts and familiar conversation, anil arehabitu

interwoven with the whole texture of life. Being there

not new, they raise no unaccustomed emotion in the mi

what we knew before, we cannot learn
;
what is not in

pected, cannot surprise.

Of the ideas suggested l>v these awful scenes, from bi

we recede with reverence, except when stated hours reqi

their association ;
and from others we shrink with horn

or admit them only as salutary inflictions, as counterpoi

30 to our interests and passions. Such images rather obstr.

the career of fancy than incite it.

Pleasure and terrour are indeed the genuine sources

poeti-v ; hut poetical pleasure must be such as human ima

in.ii inn can at least conceive, and poetical terrour such

human strength and fortitude may combat. The good

evil of Eternity are too ponderous for the wings of wit
;
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immateriality out of sight, and enticing his reader to
1

from his thoughts. But he has unhappih perplex

poetry with his philosophy. His infernal and celestial

are sometimes pure spirit, and sometimes animated

When Satan walks with his lance upon the burning
he has a body ; when, in his passage between hell ai

new world, he is in danger of sinking in the vacuity, ,

supported by a gust of rising vapours, he has a bod)
he animates the toad, he seems to be mere spirit, th.

10 penetrate matter at pleasure ;
when he starts up in h

shape, he has at least a determined form
;
and when

brought before Gabriel, he has a spear and a shield, uii

had the power of hiding in the toad, though the arm-

contending angels are evidently material.

The vulgar inhabitants of Panchemoniuni, being incor

spirits, are at large, though without number, in a limited

yet in the battle, when they were overwhelmed by moun
their armour hurt them, crushed in upon their substance

grown gross by sinning. This likewise happened t<

20 uncorrupted angels, who were overthrown the sooner f<>,

arms, for unarmed they might easily as spirits have evao

contraction or remove. Even as spirits tliev are li

spiritual ;
for contraction and remove are images of in;

but if they could have escaped without their armour

might have escaped from it, and left only the empty co'

i»e battered. Uriel, when he rides on a sun-beam, is mat

Satan is material when he is afraid of the prowess of \<

The confusion of spirit and matter which pervade
whole narration of the war of heaven fills it with i

30 gruity : and the book, in which it is related, is, I believi

favourite of children, and gradually neglected as know

is increased.

After the operation of immaterial agents, which a

explained, may be considered that of allegorical per

which have no rea] existence. To exalt causes into a

to
'

'• iei ideas with form, and animate then
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activity, has alw a the right of p<x try. But such airy

beings are, for the most part, suffered only r<< do their

Datura! office, and retire. Thus Fame tells a tale, and

Victory hovers over a general, or perches on a standard;
but Fame and Victory can do no more. To give tbem any
real employment, or ascribe t<» them any material agency, is

t-. make them allegorical n<> longer, but t<. ahock the mind

isiiil.ii:. ta to non-entity. In the Prometheus of

liylus, we see Viol* md & '''-.and in the Alcestis

of Euripides, •'>. brought upon the stage, all as 10

activi ms of the drama
;
but no precedents can justify

irdity.

Milton'e allegory of Sin and heath is undoubtedly faulty.

Sin is indeed the mothei of Death, and may be allowed to be

the portress of hell; but when they stop the journey of

•i, a journey d< I a< real, and when Death off!

him battle, the allegory is broken. That Sin and heath

should have Bhewn the way to hell, might have been allowed ;

but they cannot facilitate the passage l>y building a brid

because the difficulty of Satan'-
;

ribed as real 20

and sensible, and the bridge ought t.. 1»- only figurative. The

h II assigned to the rebellious

than the residence of man. It is placed in Borne distant

part of space, d from '

harmony
order by a chaoticfe waste and an unoccupied vacuity ;

but Sin and Death worked up a

cemented with atpkaUusj a work too bulky foi ideal

archit. I

This unskilful allegory appears '• mi »t

faults of the
i

m : and to this tl no temptation, but 30

-

opinion <>f it- beauty.
To the conduct of the narrative some ••

I maj be

made Sajjaj) is wit' .,

brought bei

del in Paradise, and is suffered t _ iy anmi
The '-r.-ari.ai of man is represented as the consequence of the

vacuity left in heaven by the expulsion of the rebels
; jei
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Satan mentions it as a report rife in heaven before his de-

parture.

To find sentiments for the state of innocence, was very

difficult ; and something of anticipation perhaps is now and

then discovered Adam's discourse of dreams seems not to

be the speculation of a new-created being. I know not

whether his answer to the angel's reproof for curiosity does

not want something of propriety : it is the speech of a man

acquainted with many other men. Some philosophical

10 notions, especially when the philosophy is false, might have

been better omitted. The angel, in a comparison, speaks of

timorous deer, before deer were yet timorous, and before

Adam could understand the comparison.

Dryden remarks, that Milton has some flats among his

elevations. This is only to say, that all the parts are not

equal. In every work, one part must be for the sake of

others
;
a palace must have passages ;

a poem must have

transitions. It is no more to be required that wit should

always be blazing, than that the sun should always stand at

20 noon. In a great work there is a vicissitude of luminous

and opaque parts, as there is in the world a succession of

day and night. Milton, when he has expatiated in the

sky, may be allowed sometimes to revisit earth
;

for what

other author ever soared so high, or sustained his flight so

long ?

Milton, being well versed in the Italian poets, appears to

have borrowed often from them
;
and, as every man catches

something from his companions, his desire of imitating

Ariosto's levity has disgraced his work with the Paradise of

30 Funis : a fiction not in itself ill-imagined, hut too ludicrous

for its place.

His play "it words, in which he delights too often ;
his

equivocations, which Bentley endeavours to defend by the

example of the ancients
;

his unnecessary and ungraceful use

of terms of art ; it is not necessary to mention, because they

are easily remarked, and generally censured, and at last bear
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so little proportion to the whole, that they scarcely deserve

the attent ion of a critick.

Such are the faults of that wonderful performance Paradise
•

; which he who can
|
m t in balance with its beau!

must li«' considered not as nice but as dull, as Less to }><

nred for wanl of candour, than pitied for want of

ibility.

Of Paradise Etegained, 'he general judgment stems now

to Ix- right, that it is in many parts elegant, and everywhere
instructive. It was no! to be supposed that the writer of 10

Paradise Lost could ever write without great effusions of

fancy, and exalted precepts of wisdom. The basis of Para-

dise Etegained is narrow ;
a dialogue without action can never

ise like an union of the narrative and dramatic]: powers.

Had this poem been written not by Milton, but bj some

imitator, it would have claimed and received universal praise.

If Paradise Etegained has been too much depreciated,

Sampson Agonistes has in requital been too much admired.

It could only be by long prejudice, and the bigotry of learn-

ing, that .Milton could prefer t h< ancienl tragedies, with 20

their encumbrance of a chorus, to th<' exhibitions of the

ich and ESnglish Btages ;
and it is only by a blind con-

fidence in the reputation of Milton, that a drama can be

led in which the Intermediate parts have neither cause

nor consequeno , neither hasten nor n tard the catastrophe.

La tin dj are however many particular beauties,

many jusl sentiments and striking lines; but it wants that

if attracting the attention which a well-connected

plan produ
Milton would not have excelled in dramatick writing; he 30

knew human nature only in the gross, and had never Btudied

the Bhades of haracter, nor the combinations of concurring,

or the perplexity of contending pas He had read much,
and knew what honks could teach

;
but had mingled little in

the world, and was deficient in the knowledge which experi-
ence must confei
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Through all his greater works there prevails an uniform

peculiarity of Diction, a mode and cast of expression which

bears little resemblance to that of any former writer, and

which is so far removed from common use, that an unlearned

reader, when he first opens his book, finds himself surprised

by a new language.

This novelty has been, by those who can find nothing

wrong in Milton, imjjuted to his laborious endeavours after

words suitable to the grandeur of his ideas. Our language,

10 says Addison, sunk under him. But the truth is, that, both

in prose and verse, he had formed his style by a perverse and

pedantick principle. He was desirous to use English words

with a foreign idiom. This in all his prose is discovered and

condemned
;

for there judgement operates freely, neither

softened by the beauty, nor awed by the dignity of his

thoughts ;
but such is the power of his poetry, that his call

is obeyed without resistance, the reader feels himself in cap-

tivity to a higher and a nobler mind, and criticism sink.- in

admiration.

20 Milton's style was not modified by his subject : what is

shewn with greater extent in Paradise Lost, may be found in

Comus. One source of his peculiarity was his familiarity

with the Tuscan poets : the disposition of his words is, I

think, frequently Italian
; perhaps sometimes combined with

other tongues. Of him, at last, may be said what Jonson

says of Spenser, that he wrote no language, but has formed

what Butler calls a Babylonish Dialect, in itself harsh and

barbarous, hut made bj exalted genius, and extensive learn-

ing, the \ ehicle of so much instruct ion and so much pleasure.

30 that, like other [oxers, we find grace in its deformity.

Whatever be the faults of his diction, he cannot want the

praise of copiousness ami \ariety: he was master of his

Language in its full extent
;
and has selected the melodious

words with such diligence, thai from his hook alone the Art

of English Poetry might he learned

After his diction, something must he said of his verrifica-
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-
(_vs. is the English f>< roick verse without

le. Of this mode he had many examples among the

Italians, ami aome in his own country. The Earl of Surrej

said to have translated one of Virgil's books without

rhyme; and, 1..
I gedies, .1 few short poems had

appeared in blank verse : particularly one tending to recon-

cile the nation to I
- wild attempt upon (iuiana, and

probably written by Raleigh himself. These petty perform-
ances cannot be supposed to have much influenced Milton,

who more probably took his hint from Trisino's Italia 10

Liberata ; and. finding blank verse easier than rhyme,

iding himself thai it is better.

Rhyme, he says, and says truly, is >
vry_ adjunct of

try. But perhaps, "f poetry as a mental operation,

luetic or musick is no aecessarj adjunct : it is however by
the musick of metre that poetrj has been discrimated in all

ind in languages melodiously constructed with a

due proportion of long and short syllables, metre is sufficient.

•rie language cannot communicate its rules to another:

where met] inty and im] some help is necessary 20

The musick of the English heroick line strike- tl ar bo

faintly that it is easily lost, unless all the -; Qabli erj

line this Deration can he only
obtained bj the preservation of . >. -,- unmingled with

anot m of sounds ; and this distinctness

is obtained and preserved by the artifice of rhyme. 1

variety of pan-.-. so much boasted by the lovers of blank
'

III KlIL'lish poet to the peH"d-
of a declaim.-!- : and th- re are only a few skilful and bappj

Milton, who enable their audience t.. perceive 30

where the lines end or begin. P,li,>k id an ingenious

critick, seems only to //>

P -try may subsist withuut rhyme, but English poetry
vill not often please ;

oor can rhyme evei be safety spared
rut where th.- subject i- able t<. support it-- 11 Blank v.

nakes some approach t>. that which is called tl:
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style ; has neither the easiness of prose, nor the melody of

numbers, and therefore tires by long continuance. Of the

Italian writers without rhyme, whom Milton alleges as pre-

cedents, not one is popular ; what reason could urge in its

defence, has been confuted by the ear.

But, whatever be the advantage of rhyme, I cannot prevail

on myself to wish that Milton had been a rhymer ;
for I

cannot wish his work to be other than it is
; yet, like other

luroes, he is to be admired rather than imitated. He that

10 thinks himself capable of astonishing, may write blank verse;

but those that hope only to please, must condescend to

rhyme.
The highest praise of genius is original invention. Milton

cannot be said to have contrived the structure of an epick

poem, and therefore owes reverence to that vigour and

amplitude of mind to which all generations must be indebted

for the art of poetical narration, for the texture of the fable,

the variation of incidents, the interposition of dialogue, and

all the stratagems that surprise and enchain attention. But,

20 of all the borrowers from Homer, Milton is perhaps the least

indebted. He was naturally a thinker for himself, confident

of liis own abilities, and disdainful of help or hindrance : he

did not refuse admission to the thoughts or images of his

predecessors, but he did not seek them. From his contempo-
raries he neither courted nor received support ;

there is in bis

writings nothing by which the pride of other authors might
be gratified, or favour gained; no exchange of praise, nor

solicitation of support. His great works were performed

under discountenance, and in blindness, but difficulties van-

30 ished at his touch
;
he was born for whatever is arduous

;

and his work is not the greatest of heroick poems, only

because it is nol the first.
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P. i. 1. 4. Mr Fenton's elegant Abridgement. "Elijah Fenton

(1683-1730), who assisted Pope in translating Homers Odyssey,
'undertook,' Bays Johnson in his life of Fenton, 'to revise the

punctuation of Milton's poems, which, aa the author neither
wrote 'lit- original cop; nor corrected the press, was supposed
capable of amendment. To this edition lie prefixed a ahorl ami

rani "f Milton's life, written at once with tender]
ami integrity'" (Matthew Arnold, notes to TJu Six Chief 1

from Johnson's Liven of tin Poets). The more important <:

Li\e> to which Johnson e bj Anthony Wood, in

Attn nd by Edward Philip, or Phillips, Milton's

nephew .

11. 7. x. descended Oxfordshire. Masson, L\fi of Milton, i. 8,

ys thai " as to the alleged Miltonsoi Milton in Oxfordshire,
the remol enitors of the p reh has been fruitle

ami that "Fhflips'a tradition of the ruin <>f the family by the
Wars of the Rosea is l>nt the repetition of a legend common to

many familii

1. !». the times of York and Lancaster, the Wars of the Roses.

1. 11. the White Rose, the House •; York, keeper . Shotover,
th. royal fori Shotover was a tract of wooded land between
the village of Holton, or Halton, and Oxford : but, accordin

on, / '
. i. I" 12, none >; the Miltons discovered as living

in or aboul Holton "
corresponds in all points to th< description

-
grandfather who Mas under-ranger ol ^ln^

1. 12. His grandfather John, according I i is

tian name of Milton's grandfather w ml. not John.
"One of the family [of the poet' Richard Milton, of

Stanton St. John's, yeoman, was very resolute in hie adherence
t>> the Old Religion, and i- mentioned twice in the Recusanl
Roll • Oxfordshire aa among those who were heavily lined

7"'
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towards the end of Elizabeth's reign (1601) for obstinate non-

attendance at their parish-churches. He was the poet's grand-
father, one of his sons, John Milton, being the poet's father

"

( Milfoil's Poetical Works, i. p. 296).

1. 13. disinherited, on account, it is said, of hit. turning
Protestant.

1. 16. scrivener, literally a copyist, notary ; from O. F. escri-

vain, Lat. scriba, a scribe.
' ' The business of a scrivener in Old

London was an important, and sometimes a lucrative, one. It

consisted in the drawing up of wills, marriage settlements, and
other deeds, the lending out of money for clients, and much else

now done partly by attorneys and partly by law-stationers"

(Massqn, P. W. i. 297).

I. 18. profession, sc. of scrivener.

II. 19, 20. had more literature, was a man of more than

ordinary acquaintance with literature. To 'have' in this sense

was a common idiom in former days with such words as ' learn-

ing,' 'literature,' 'scholarship,' etc.

1. 21. one of ... poems, that entitled "Ad Patrem," an hexa-

meter poem of a hundred and twenty lines written when Milton

was staying with his father at Horton in Buckinghamshire in

L632 or 1633.

1. 22. of the name ... family, according to one tradition her

maiden name was Sarah Bradshaw; according bo another, Sarah

Caston ; but recent researches have proved that her mother
was wife of a Paul Jeffrey or Jeffreys, of an Essex family,
and unless this lady was married more than once the maiden
name of Milton's mother must have been Jeffrey or Jeffreys;
"and it was probably," says Bradshaw, Milton's Poetical Works,
Aldine ed., p. xviii., "her mother whom Aubrey discovered to

be a Bradshaw. "

1. 24. as the law taught him, here, as frequently in the Life,

Johnson's Tory principles show themselves.

1. 25. the King's party, the royalist cause. For this adherence,
and for having served as one of the King's Commissioners for

equestrating the estates of the Parliamentarians, he had, in

Hi Hi, to make submission to Parliament by taking the Covenant,
and to sue out pardon by paying a fine on his property. After

the Restoration he continued to practice as a barrister, and be-

came a Bencher of the Inner Temple and Deputy Recorder of

Ipswich. In 1686 he was sworn one of the Barons of the

Exchequer, his character and the fact of his having become a

Catholic recommending him to James. At the Revolution he

retired into private life, and died at Ipswich in 1692, in his

seventy-seventh year.
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1. l'G. in quiet, free from persecution.

P 2, 1. 1. chamber- practice, such as conveyancing, giving a

1 opinion apon matters in dispute, without tin- necessity

tearing as counsel in Court.

I. 4. disreputable compliances, any act of surrendering his

principles
in compliance with the religious views of James the

ml.

II. 0, 7. whom he married Philips, this was in 1624
;
Edward

Philips, or Phillips, was second clerk in the Government office

callea the Crown Office in Chancery.
11. 10, 11. at the Spread Eagle. "In those days, houses in

cities w( number* m : and persons in business, to

whom it was of consequence to have a distinct address, effected

the purpose by exhibiting -it it dooi some sign or emblem .

scrivener Milton had a sign as «> II <- his neighbors. It was
an eagle with outstretched wings; and hence his house w -

known as the Spread in Bread Stret t

"

(Masson, Life, i 2

1. 13. Bread Street, running Bouth from Cheapside, then as

iiou one of the main thoroug I the ( Lty between Lude
Hill and Cornhill The street of Milton's daj was destroyed in

the Great Fire, 1666.

1. 16. Thomas Young, "afterwards a Puritan minister ... and
well known in hi? later lii prominent divine of the Puritan

Masson, Lift . i. 44).

1. 20. St. Paul's School, founded by Dean Colet, the friend of

I'.i ismus. in 1512.

L 21. Mil, Alexander, M.A., of Corpus Christi Colli Ford,

Dinted in It' 11 ^

1. 22. entered a sizar, this is not correct. Milton entered

"pensionarius minor," in the list of entries

m by Masson, Life, i. 7", 6), tin- three classes of stu«!

being then, at he points out, 'greater pensioner, corresponding
with the ' fellow-commoner

'
of modern times,

'
lessei pensioi

and 'sizar.' A sizar at Cambrii responding with a

t Oxl is a Btudenl who pays lower mi a

or ordinary Btudi nt, and has cei tain allowances of food
made to him. whicl tin- word wu I

abbreviation of •. quantity or ration of bread, eb h
a sizar had to perform certain menial and

his soda! position was much lower than that of a
/..

. I
.

sizar, pensioner, fellow-commoner (not 'enti

was .uid still is tin- technical at the

Uhiversit

1. 26. the learned Politian. an Italian poet and dramatist (14">1

1 4f4 1 famous for his Latin a* well a- his Italian poems. These
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former, for which he appears to have had an exaggerated admir-

ation, Johnson in bis earlier days proposed to edit with notes

containing a history of modern Latin verse.

11. 27, 8. seems to commend ... posterity, seems to *">>« that he
wished to draw the favourable notice of posterity to the early
age at which he became highly skilled in Latin composition.

II. 'JO, 30. his vernal fertility, his youthful proficiency and
iv;nlinc.--.s ill versifying.

I. .'{0. Cowley, 1 60S- 1667, one of the so-called "metaphysical
poets," for whom Johnson, like Dryden in his earlier days, had
an admiration which later times have not endorsed.

1. 34. a date... sixteen, i.e. till he had completed sixteen years.
So, as Masson points out, when he says "anno cetalis 17," which
should mean ' in his seventeenth year,' i.e. 16 years old, Milton
means that he was 17 years old, or, as we should say, 'in his

eighteenth year.'

P. 3, 1. 5. nice discernment, accurate discrimination as to their

merits.

1. 6. Polybius, the celebrated Greek historian, born about B.C.

•_>(>4.

1. 8. the revival of letters, a phrase in common use for the

revival of learned studies, about a.d. 1450, after their eclipse

during the "Dark Ages"; also sometimes called the "Renais-
sance."

1. 10. Haddon, Walter (1 516-1572), whose Latinity has been
extolled by many critics, though Hallam, a trustworthy judge,
has not much to say in his favour. His Orations were published
in 1567: Ascham (1515-1568), author of the Schoohnaster and

Toxophilus, "whose knowledge of ancient languages was not

shown in profuse quotation, or enveloped in Latin phrase, but
served to enrich his mind with valuable sense, and taught him to

transfer the firmness and precision of ancient writers to our own
English ..." (Hallam, Littrary History, i. 348).

1. 12. we, i.e. Englishmen.

1. 14. Alabaster's Roxana, a tragedy largely imitated from the

Da/i'l'i of Groto, an Italian dramatist of the sixteenth century;

published in 1632, though written some forty years earlier.

1. 15. exercises, "the periodical Latin debates and declama-

tions, in College or in the Public Schools of the University, which
formed so conspicuous a part of the old system of Cambridge
training" (Masson, P. W. i. p. 5). The exercises here referred

to were seven in number,
"

filling in all about sixty dense octavo

pages," and published in a volume entitled Autorisjam olim, in

Collegio adolesceniis l'rohis'imn s ,/ntnlam Oratorice. Translations

of them arc given in Masson's Life, i 206-31.
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1. 19. with no great fondness, Milton's unpopularity, BUch as it

was, seems to have been among the rougher men of his college, by
whom, Bays Masson, "he was nicknamed ' Tht Lady

' on account

<>f Ids fair complexion, feminine and graceful appearance and a

certain haughty delicacy in liis tastes and morals. That before

he loft college he had won the admiration and respecl of the 'Ions

ami the affection of some of the besl of his fellow Btudents, we
hue certain pi oof

j and the story of his "personal correction"

rests merely on a
" MS. jotting of the old gossip, Aubrey

(MasBon, P. W. L 258).

1. 20. fellowship, a "fellow" of a college is one who as a reward
for the high degree he has taken an annual income from
bis college, with rooms in the college buildings, and other

privi-
That Milton did not obtain a fellowship was probably in

the opini'ins he held on religious questions ; bui in

ivs fellowships were doI always determined by merit,
while the Crown sometimes in! as it did in the case of

Milton's friend, Edward KinL', in behalf <>f those recommended to

it l>y considerations of birth or political connection.

1. 23. in either university, i.e. Oxford or Cambridge In

Johnson's da] ••the Universities
" meant Oxford and Cambrii

Dublin, the only other University in existence, not being r<

Dized as on terms of equality witli its older sisters ; and the

expression is still sometimes used in this restricted Bense.

1. 25. in the violence hostility, when, in later years, he was

engaged in hitter polemical controversies.

11 25, (>. objected to him, east in his teeth.

1. 28. Diodati, (hail'- Diodati, of Italian 'ion, wi

family had settled in England, a schoolfellow of Milton's at St.

Paul's and tl BSt friend through his youth and early man-
hood. To him were addressed two of Milton- l.. _ g, and on
his death, in 1638, was written the Ejritaphium 1><iih<ii,

poem in Latin hexai t some two hundred lines. Rustica-

tion, the being Bent down from college in'" th< counl ; .it

always with the consequence that the student loses a

term, and is not able to take hi- d
' the time lie would

ordinarily have done so. Milton was indeed 'sent down' in

"nsequence of a disagreement with his tutor, Chappell, hie

absence prol«al>ly extending "over the whole of tie

ition and part of the Easter term; l>ut, at length, an

arrangement was made which permitted him to return in tin

that term, and to , the tutorship of Chappell for

that of Tovey
"

Masson, /.'. i. V2\).

1*.
i. IL 2, :;. with no kindness institution, with n

of affection towards it as a University.
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11. 4, 5. captions perv<.csjeness, wrong-headedness, which made
him ever ready to take objection to the discipline prescribed.

1. 6. inscribed, dedicated.

1. 7. Hartlib, this was Samuel Hartlib, a well-known London
merchant, half-Polish, half-English, with whom Milton had
formed a friendship, and to whom in 1644 he addressed his

Tract on Education, supersedes, would do away with.

1. 9. their entrance upon grammar, the first beginnings of

instruction in languages.

1. 10. proceed, a technical term at the Universities for taking
the degree of Master of Arts at the end of seven years from the

date of matriculation.

I. 11. On the Likeliest . . . Church., this Tract on Disestablishment

and Disendowment was in 1659 addressed by Milton to the

Restored Rump Parliament, which however was too busy with
other matters, even if willing, to take up the subject. The

Hirelings are those who had entered the Church merely for the

sake of a livelihood, those who
"

for their bellies' sake

Creep, and intrude, and climb into the fold !

Of other care they little reckoning make,
Than how to scramble at the shearers' feast,

And shove away the worthy bidden guest
"

—{Lyeidas, 114-8).

II. 12, 'A. lands forfeited ...uses, i.e. by the statutes of Mort-

main, by which open conveyances of lands to religious houses

had been prohibited.

11. 15, 6. a competency of learning, the acquisition of learning
sufficient for their station in life.

I. 18. tithes, the tenth of the produce as offered to the clergy.

II. 20, 1. entering . Church, a common, though inaccurate,
term for being ordained a minister.

1. 22. subscribe slave, write himself down a slave to the ordi-

nances and doctrines of the Church. The quotations here are

from 77c tlm-wii <>/
< 'hirrrh < ,'/,n rnim tat, published in 1641.

I. 24. retch, bring up again, vomit up : A.S. hrdcan, to try to

vomit, from VS. hrcec, a rough, or spittle.

II. 25, 6. the office of speaking, i.e. as mouthpiece of the

Church.

1. 27. forsweariug, perjury ; for- in composition represents the

Latin per=through, throughly, and adds an intensive meaning,
as in the Latin perjurare, to swear out and out, and hence to

swear falsely.
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11. 28, 9. subscription of the Articles, the formality of signing
one's name to the xxxix. Articles <>r the Church, wh -sent

ami obedience in matters of doctrine is implied. Such subscrip-
tion had already been made twice by Milton when taking his

B. A and M.A. degrees, and Massou suppos* . i. 247) that

"what he had in view, when he hesitated to become a clergy-
man, was, in all probability, less the letter of the articles to be
subscribed and of the oaths t'> 1» taken, than the general
condition of the Church at that particular time."

1. 30. canonical obedience, obedience to the canons or rules of

the Church a-- regards discipline, etc.

I. 31. to thwart his opinions, to cross, run counter to, the

opinions held by him.

II. 31, 2. but the thoughts indignation, the j,l triction

whether by canonical or civil ordinance was utterly repugnant to

him.

11. 33, 4. not yet resolution, which perhaps had not yet gone
•

<r as to determine him to decline, etc. This letter, <'t which
there are two drafts in the Library of Trinity College, Cam-
bridge, wis apparently written at the end of lti.'jl or the begin
Ding of 1632 "to Bome friend in Cambridge, his Benior in y<
who had been remonstrating with him on his aimless course of

I the University
"

(Masson, /. ife, i.
-

_'44).

11. 35.6. his suspended .. life, his suspension and putting off to

some future time of the serious study which should fit him for

ordination.

P. 5. 1. 1. curiosity, eager prying into all kinds of knowledj
14. 1. 2. fantastick knowledge, fanciful indi of his

thirst for know ..t subjects, as opposed to

concentration of such knowledge as pertained to his unmedi
purji

• Church,—a purpose which his friend still

supposed him to have in view.

I. 2. cool, calm, not angry.
II. 6, 7. not taking .., fit. considering the question of entering

the Church earlier or later as one of Less importance than that of

making himself really tit for the profession.

I. 9. Horton. near Colnbrook, in Buckinghamshire.
II. ]\,2. With what ... us ? When Milton speaks thus, no one

what writei included in this word all, for that
he should have read the whole body of Greek and Roman lit-

ture is impossible. What Milton hi "Then I

spent a complete holiday in turning over tfa I Latin
write

11. 14. 5. the masque of Comus, presented. )'... brought out on
the - • Ludlow Castle. 1634, before the Karl of Kndge.-
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water, John Egerton, born about 1579, son of the famous Lord
Chancellor Ellesmere : masque,

"
it is usual to write mash in the

sense of visor, and masque in the sense of masquerade ; there
is no reason for this distinction. .. No doubt it is, and long
been, generally supposed that the entertainment takes its name
from the visor, according to the French usage ; but it is remark-
aide that the sense of entertainment is the true one, the use of
the visor at such entertainments being (from an etymological
point of view) an accident. The sense" of entertainment is"' the
usual one in old authors ..." (Skeat, Ety. Did.) ; who goes on to
show that the origin is the F. masque, a visor, masquerade, a
mask or mummery, a form borrowed from Span, mascarada, a
masquerade, from mascara, a masker, masquerader, which again
is from Arab, mashharat, a buffoon, a fool, jester, etc.

I. 18. Homer's Circe, a mythical sorceress, daughter of Helios
(the Sun), who lived in the island of Aeaea, and with whom
Odysseus is represented in Homer's Odyssey as having stayed a
year, after she had changed several of his companions into
swine.

II. 21, 2. a quo aquis, from whom, as from an ever-flowing
source, the lips of bards are moistened with the waters of the
Muses' stream

; from Ovid, Amor. iii. 9. 25.

1. 26. much a favourite, we should now say 'much of a favour-
ite

'

or ' a great favourite'

I. 27. the wits, men of intellect and learning.

II. 29, 30. according ... poetry, which allowed of a variety of

length such as is found in Li/cidas ; see Introduction.

1. 31. some lines, the famous vision of St. Peter, 11. 113-131,
in which Milton foretold the downfall of the corrupted English
clergy.

1. 33. his Arcades, probably written in 1(534. To explain the
nature of the poem, Milton added to its title the words "Part of
an Entertainment [i.e. Masque] presented to the Countess
l)owa«er of Derby at Harefield by sonic noble persons of ih>-

Family."
P. 6, 1. 4. the Inns of Court, of these the chief were the

Inner and Middle Temple, Lincoln's Inn, and Gray's Inn, near
which Milton resided.

1. 5. the death of his mother, at Horton, April 3, 1637. So
long as she was alive Milton's love for her made him reluctant to
lea \ e England.

1. 7. precept of prudence, wise maxim. "Wotton (1568-1639),
a scholar, diplomatist, and poet, died Provost of Eton, Tlis life

was written by Izaak Walton" (Matthew Arnold). Wbtton's
letter will be found at length prefixed to Comus. The words
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quoted l>y him, which he sp< ika of as having found a '

Delphian
le,' were part of the advice given him by one Alberto Scipi-

oni, 'an < >1« I Roman courtier
1 with whom he Lodged at Siena.

1. K). Paris, where hi- Beams to have arrived late in April or

early in May. lii.'ix

1. 11 Lord Scudamore, John, Viscount Sligo, then ambassador
of King • h ules.

I. 12. Grotius, "Hugo Grotius (1583 1645), a scholar, theolo

gian, and diplomatist : one of the mosl celebrated men whom
Holland has produced" (Matthew Arnold). Grotius was al tins

time much occupied with a scheme for the union of all the

Protestant Chun hes, and through Lord Scudamore in communi-
cation with Laud on the subject. Foi this among other reasons

he would lie likely to welcome a visit from Milton.

II. 17, 8. found his way into the academies, at Florence Milton

"remained about two months (Aug.-Sept. L638), enchanted with

the beauties and antiquities of the famous city, and forming

acquaintanceships with many of the wits and scholars then

living in ir. Seven Florentines, most of them young men,
leaders in the chief Academies or Literary Clubs of Florence,
are particularly named by him as friends whose merits, and
i curtesies to himself, he could never forget. These were Jacopo
Gaddi, Carlo Dati, Pietro Frescobaldi, Agostino Coltellini,

Benedetto Buommattei, Valerio Chimentelli, and Antonio Fran-

cini" (Masaon, /'. W. pp. 10, 11).

1. 22. propensity of nature, natural inclination, tendency.

I. 23. as they. i.e. that they should not let it die. From Th<

lurch <•'" nam <>', etc.

1.29. set its value high, consi. hied tint praise from him was
Bomethin t value.

1. 31. the waste of time, the ravages of time-, certain, nnfailii

1. 34 wanted, lacked, failed to obtain.

1. 35. inscription, dedication; as "inscribed," p. 4. 1. 6. in

the style, "Bj a 'lapidary style' Johnson n the style

usually adopted in monumental inscriptions ... Elsewhere he

.

- the writer of an epitaph must not lie considered a

nothing hut what is true. Allowance mUfll he made for .-•

degree of exaggerated praise. In lapidary inscriptions 1 man is

'

!i

' "
( Firth).

P. 7, 1. 1. are ... too .. topicks. treat of common subjects in too

elaborate and long-winded a style.

1. 3. Sienna, between thirty and forty mile- due south of

Florence : then the usual route from Flon nee to Lome.

1. •"). Holstenius, or Lucas Holsten, a learned German settled in
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Rome as secretary to Cardinal Barberini, and one of the librarians

of the Vatican.

1. 7. Cardinal Barberini, Cardinal Francesco Barberini, prime
minister of Rome, and chief councillor of his uncle Pope Urban,
a great patron of literary men ;

at his palace Milton first heard
the famous singer Leonora Baroni, by some supposed to be the

subject of his Italian Sonnets.

1. 9. Salsilli, Giovanni Salsilli, a "Roman Poet," as Milton
calls him, to whom is addressed one of the poems among the

Sylvce. Of Selvaggi, nothing has been discovered : distich,

couplet : tetrastick, quatrain, or stanza of four verses. This
distich of Selvaggi, vSalsilli's tetrastick, and Manso's lines men-
tioned below, are prefixed to Milton's Latin poems.

I. 11. commerce, intercourse.

II. 12, 3. though not ... grammarian, though not without faults

of idiom that a severe critic might point out.

I. 18. non tarn de se, quam supra se, not so much about himself

as above himself, i.e. exaggerated encomiums.

II. 21, 2. count pictures, glance at as many as he could in a

hurried walk round the galleries.

I. 22. contemplation, careful observation and study.

II. 24, 5. Naples, probably in November, 163S : a hermit, "a
certain Eremite Friar," as Milton calls him, whose name has not

been discovered.

1. 26. Manso, Giovanni Battista Manso, then nearly eighty

years of age, to Svhom Milton addresses another of his Latin

hexameter poems. Manso was himself an author of poems and
of philosophical dialogues ; but is better known as a liberal

patron of Art and Literature, and as the bosom friend of Tasso

and Mariiii.

1. 20. sorry, poor, indifferent. This distich as translated by
Masson runs as follows: "Mind, form, grace, and morals are

perfect ; if but thy creed were, Then not Anglic alone, truly

Angelic thou'dsl be."

1. 33. differences, points in dispute.

P. 8, 11. 2, 3. plots ... Jesuits, there were English Jesuits,

resident at Rome, of whom Milton says he was warned that they
were on the watch to entrap him into some danger from the

l'a pal police.

1. "). kept on his way, pursued his usual course of life, i.e.,

as Johnson goes on to say, "neither obtruding nor shunning

controversy.'

1. 7. Galileo, born at Pisa in 1563, a poet, a scholar, and a

musician, as well as a mathematician of the highest fame ; first
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Lemned for heresy by the Inquisition in 1616 and a Becond
time in lti.'^'J : "a prisoner to the Inquisition for thinking in

ronomy otherwise than the Franciscan and Dominican
licensers thought," Areopagitica, p. 60, Arbor's Reprints; at

the time of Milton's visit to Florence he x\as living at lii- Villa

d'Arcetri, a littl. thai city, and still, though formally
liberated, under certain restrictions imposed by the Inquisition

1. 15. Lucca, in Tuscany, about forty miles due west of

Florence. Masson supposes Milton t" have visited this place in

r that he "might & >wn whence I >i« >< 1;» t i derived bis

lineage
'

I l.[i- . i. 651 -

I. 16. sent away. >. to England. Many of these boo
•

Phillip bonks of the best masl

flourishing about that time in Italy."

II. IT, 8. which he probably . orthodoxy, Geneva being the

Ivinistic school of theologj : said with
somethii:

1. 26. Epitaphium Damonis, see note p. j, 1. 28. It is not
• in that be did not hear of his friend's death \\ hen b1

1 .a with John Diodati, the uncle.

1. 32. the world. «e. of fashion, the progress of which in London
has for generations been from the east to the west, so thai

strc« Me even in Johnson's timi are now given np to
mercantile purposes.

P. 0. 1. 4. vapours away his patriotism, allows bis patriotism to

evaporate in nothing more adventurous than k BchooL
- is an unworthy sarcasm. Milton when abroad bad been mis-

led as t" the 1 tual rsin England, and on his return
found no scope for. an active interference in political matters.

I. 7. to a schoolmaster, to the position of a schoolmastei It

Id be remembered that Johnson himself was at one tin

schoolmaster and found I s occupation.

II. 12. .1 His father was alive, he bad not yet com.- into any
property from his 1

11. 28, 9. the Georgick. Virgil a poem of th< foui I . in

win dture in its various form ited of.

I. 31. projectors, probably here used in th<

which attached to the word in consequence of the wild and di^

honest projects put forward by men who took this title.

II. .S
-

2, 3. what was wanting . life, what was 1 y to render
life more intere- ad more useful. Cowley is supposed by
Johnson to have had better means of judgu .

• mixed
more in society than did Milton.

1. 34. his imaginary college, his college which, like Plato's
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Republic, Bacon's New Atlantis, or More's Utopia, was nothing
more than an ideal scheme. This "refers to Cowley's scheme
for the establishment of what he terms 'a philosophical college,'
entitled ' A proposition for the advancement of experimental
philosophy'" ... (Firth).

P. 10. 1. 7. prove . opinions, show by the results that the

opinions were founded on reason.

I. 12. at leisure, such as we pursue at leisure times.

II. 12, 3. Physiological learning, "in this passage means know-
ledge of natural science"... (Firth): of such rare emergence, no

seldom coming to the surface, so seldom finding opportunity for

display, use.

1. 15. prudential character, character as a man of sobriety and
foresight. Masson, Life, iii. 252, criticizing Johnson's criticism,

remarks, that in reality "Milton included all that Johnson
wanted to have included, and more largely and systematically
than Johnson would have dared to dream of, and for the same
reasons. The introduction of Natural and Physical Science into

schools was but a portion, though an emphatic portion, of

Milton's project. And. with respect to this portion of his pro-
ject
— ... subsequent opinion has more and more pronounced, ami

is more and more pronouncing, for Milton and against Johnson.
The fairer criticism now won Id be as to the modi in which Mi Hon

proposed to teach Natural and Physical Science, and knowledge
generally [i.e. through the medium of the Greek and Latin

languages] ... . This taken out of tint Scheme, all the rest lasts,
and is as good now, and perhaps as needful, as it was in Milton's
time"....

1. 21. pedantick, a 'pedant' is properly nothing more than a

schoolmaster, from It. ]>edante, but the word early came to be
used for one who makes an ostentatious display of learning.

I. 22. paradoxical, given to the utterance of paradox, that

which is contrary to received opinion; from (Ik. rrapa, beside,
and 56^a, notion, opinion

II. 23, i. to turn. ..life, to direel philosophy towards an inquiry
into the affairs <>f life around ms instead of the study of things in

the natural world that aie beyond our ken; or. as Socrates put
it, to bring down philosophy from the clouds to the earth.

I. ;-S0. "Otti.. TtTUKTcu, what mischance and what good fortune
have happened in your house, Homer, Odyssey, iv. 392 ;

so far as

Johnsons application goes, t€tukto.i is present—
" whatever

happens."

II. 31, 2. this wonderworking academy, this school from which
such great things were to he expected.
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P. ii. II. 6. 7. writers ... universities, Buch as WoDebius, 1536

1626, a divine of Basle, Ax -.•. Ames, an Englishman),
1576-1633, who, driven abroad by Bancroft's severity, lived for

ad afterwards was a professor in the

l'ni .

•

Praneker, in Friesland.

1. 1 1. Grays Inn. "
Only this advantage he had," says Phillies.

it once m three weeks or a month he would drop into tin'

imi yonng Bparks of his acquaintance, whereoJ were
Mr. Alphry and Mr. Miller, two gentlemen of Gray's Inn, the

,\ of those times, bul nothing near bo hail as those nov
With tin -*• gentlemen lu- would so far make hold with

his body as now and then to keep a gandy-di a feast day,
a holiday.

I. 13. lent his breath ... contention, helped by his -writings to

embitter the religious and political controversies of the d

II. 10, 7. inferior ... learning. Firth points out that it was

riority not in learning but in eloquence that Milton referred

•nd that by 'eloquence' he meant tie- 'sharp taunts,' the

'quips and mappinj 'coy flirting style' in

which Flail indulg

1. Is. Hall I "71 1656), hishop of Exeter ami afterwards of

Norwich. His pamphlet, published in January lti4<», with no
name to it, was entitled Hum'.:, Remonstrance to the High Court

"t : l>y a Ihiti/ull Sonii' of (hi Church.

1. 21. Smectymnuus, the five ministers were Stephen Marshall,
Edmund Calamy, Thomas Young, Matthew Newcomen, and
William Spurstow, the first

'

e( bristian names and
surnames make np the word.

1. 23. Usher. Archbishop of Dublin, founder of the Library of

Trinity College, Dublin, and author of Annate of the Old Teeta-

The title of tins pamphlet, published in May 1641, was
'" /'/•. Rama d '

of Ep
>/ confirrm d out </ . I ntiquity '// Jamt », . I rchbiehop

Irmagh. Dr. John Reynolds was an Elizabethan divine win.

.d written on the Bubject of Episcopacy

I. 24. Of Prelatical Episcopacy, apamphh t consisting of twenty-
four small i|iiarto pages, published anonymously.

II. 24, .". may be deduced, can he deduced; may originally
•it t.i | A.s. magan, and this sen-.- i> frequent in

Elizabethan English.

I. 25. Apostolical Times, age of the Apostles who propagated
the < Christian religion.

II. contemptuous mention - mown by the words "goes
Armagh," which in Johnson's opinion evidently infer that
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Milton could hardly believe the treatise to be written by one
in such a position.

11. 30, 1. the puritanical . manners, the rough manners affected

by the Puritans.

1. 32. Prelacy, a ' Prelate
'

is literally nothing more than ' one
set above others,' from Lat. prcelatus, set above, but the term was
restricted to mean 'a church dignitary,'

'

bishop,' and Prelacy is

this system of church government by bishops.

I. 33. discovers, exhibits, allows to be seen.

P: 12, 11. 2, 3. that can enrich ... knowledge, which is able to
bestow all knowledge and the powers of declaring that know-
ledge.

II. 3-5. sends out ... pleases, by means of his angels purifies the
minds of those whom he chooses as his agents and interpret i

and inspires them with his will. Seraphim, a Hebrew plural,
from which we get the English word s< raph ; said to mean 'high'
or '

exulted,' the seraphim being angels of the highest rank in the

angelic order.

1.7. all seemly ... affairs, all studies and matters of a becoming
and noble character.

11. 7-0. till which ... expectation, until he shall have completed
the course of reading which he has laid down for himself, and
shit// /tart found himself incapable of the great end he proposes to

himself, Milton will continue to cherish the hope of producing
something that may be of use and honour to his country.

I. 13. vomited ... university, expelled from the University as

something injurious to its well-being, like food from which the

stomach revolts as being injurious to bodily health. This charge
Milton, Apology against a Pamphlet r.i/1,,1 A Modest Confutation,
etc., describes as a " commodious lie," commodious as giving him
an opportunity of acknowledging publicly the extraordinary
•favour and respect" which he had experienced from the

authorities of his College and others during his student-life

at Cambridge.
II. 17-20. As for the common ... with me, if my critic supposes

me Likely to acknowledge that I in the least value myself upon
the approbation, or think less of m\ self for the disapprobation, of
ilu ordinal}' residents (as opposed to the Fellows of his College)
of the University in its present condition, he only shows his

extreme folly ;
if he think to obtain with me, if he fancies thai

he can gi
I ihc better of me by bringing m<- to admit thai such

considerations weigh with me.

11. 20-6 of small practice ... physick, he would show himself to

be the merest empiric, the merest tiro in knowledge, who could
not sec, by the experience of what persons she and her sister
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(Oxford) have driven oul of their fold, that Bhe ever persistently
cherishes those who are a disgrace to her, while she as persistently

rejects those who would be an honour to her: those Bhe now
thrusts forth from her, she thrusts forth nut because they are

harmful to her, but because she Lb in bo unhealthy a state that

,- unabli tnilate whai is for her well-being ;
l>ut before

she can hope to be brought back t" a Bound state, Bhe will have to

submit to a discipline of the most rigorous kind. To keck, to retch,

choke, be inclined to be Bicfc : queasy, qualmish, feeling nausea

towards; often used in a figurative sense, as in Much A<l", ii. 1.

.Si»;>.
•

I will bo practise on Benedick that, in despite of his

quick wit ami his </n>u.-i/ Btomach, ! fall in love with
>

Throughout tin' passage Milton is keeping np the

figurative language sugg< sted by his opponent's expression
"vomited out of tin- university."

1. l'T. in my younger judgement, even when I was less capable
of forming a sound opinion. What Shakespeare, .1. C. i. 5. T".

calls
" My Balad days. When I \' i in judgement.'

I. 32. incontinence, anchastity. Milton specifically defends
himself from roch a charge in his Apology agaimi <> Pamphlet

id A Me'/'-' Con/utcU . published in 1642 (See Masson,
. ii.

|p|>.
.'i'.is '

-"/'/.i. ami again in his Deftnno Secui

published in 1654 (see Masson, Life, i. ti58).

1' 13, 11. •_', 3. some chaplain in hand, some petty subordii

who is being trained up for tin- priesthood, some squire ..

prelate, some mere personal attendant upon his bishop, w)

duties are rather th< lackey than 01 an ordained nun
of the < hutch.

II. ."!. 4. one who serves court cupboard, one who not only
,.- in the service of the Church, hut takes pari in Berving

eta A court- cupboard >rt of movable sideboard,
without doors or drawers, on which was displayed the plat
the household, flagons, cups,

• • I p. /.' 1
. 1. 5. V "

Away with
the joint-stools. <<-/."

11. 4. 5. he will bestow . himself, he is determined to give us

an outline of his acquirements and capacities : mcdel, used both
of tii<- pattern of something to be ma.ii-. and also of the repre

•

ition in little of something greater already in existence,

11. 5,6. sets me out mottos. i~ good enough b for my
edification a string of ricketty |

me. what grammar]
call the ethical dative, adding vividness, and here •> contempt-
nous tone, to the narrative: ptisical. literally consumptive;
more properly written phthvrical, from <^k <p8Lru, phthisis,

sumption, a decline, decay. The difficulty, as >ke.u points
out. of sounding j>hth was got over by substituting t for the com-
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pound sound, a solution also seen in the Italian tisica, Spanish
tisica, tisis.

I. 6. wherever he had them, picked up heaven only kno

where; again emphasizing Milton's scorn.

II. 6, 7. hopping short ... fits, which fail to reach the poinl a1

which they aim, jusi as some poor wretch, racked with con-

vulsive fits, fails to make his way to the point to which he
would guide his steps ;

in the measure is probably used in a

twofold sense, (1)
= according to the manner and method, (2)

with a sarcastic reference to the word in the sense of a stately
dance.

11. 7-10. in which ... posies, and in the throes of giving birth

to his ideas, his wit, nearly perishing, produces, instead of

shapely and well-balanced periods, a mere farrago of such empty
adages as are to be seen engraved upon rings ;

the figure is that

of a woman in childbirth, the throes of which nearly kill her,

and whose infant owing to the extremity of her agony comes
forth not well-formed and healthy but distorted and incomplete.
The thumbring of former days was a plain broad gold ring which

grave persons used to wear on the thumb; Nares quotes i. //. / V.

ii. 4. 365, "I could have crept into any alderman's thumbring"
and ( Hapl home's Wit in a Constable,

" An alderman—I may say
to you, he has no more wit than the rest of the bench, and that

lies in his thvanhring." The posies, i.e. poetical mottoes, were
common not only upon rings but upon swords, knives, chimneys,
etc. : Cp. M. V. v. 1. 148, 151, "a paltry ring That she did give
to me, whose posy was For all the world like cutler's poetry Upon
a knife,

' Love me and leave me not.'
"

11. !l. 10. this section .. himself, this section of his work in

which he only anatomizes himself for our behalf and amuse-

ment.

I. 13, that hell ...frown, from Paradise Lost, ii. 718.9, "So
frown'd the mighty combatants, that Hell Grew darker at their

frown."

1. 14. Reading, in Berkshire, captured by Essex, the Parlia-

mentary general, in 1643.

1. 15. Whitsuntide, the time of Whitsunday, or White Sunday,
as it was originally written (another name for Pentecost), a word

supposed to have been derived from the tvhiti garments used in

baptisms and ordinations frequent at that season. For a fuller

account, see Sk<at, Wty. hid. 8. v. Whitsunday.

1.17. a justice of the peace, the title given to persons of posi-

tion and credit appoint.,1 to maintain the peace in the counties

in which they reside. The 1'owells lived at Pores! Bill, not far

from the old Forest of Shotover, about four miles from Oxford.
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11. 20, 1. spare . study, what Wordsworth calls "plain living
ami high thinking."

1. 24. to have her company. to be allowed to have her to stay
with them.

I.
-

Jti. Michaelmas, the feast of St. Michael, September '29th.

II. 28, 9. Lady Margaret Leigh, or Ley, one of the daughters
Ley, ;! I Earl of Marlborough, a title conferred upon

him by Charles in Iti'Jti-T. Lady Margaret married a Captain
ami both she ami her husband seem to have taken the

Parliamentarian side. Milton addresses his tenth Soiuiet to

this lady.

I. 33. had no answer, received no answer.

II. :;4. ."> It could ... miscarry, i.e. in order that the excuse

might m>t l>c made that his letters had aevei reached her.

1'. [4, 1 •_'. Cavaliers, and therefore hostile to a man of Milton's

principl

1. 5. repudiate, put away as wiJ

ii. s. (1. The Doctrine Divorce, the first edition of the former
of tn published Aug. l>t, 1643, not, as Johnson

in 1644, tin- 2nd edition in Febr. 1643-4; and the Becond
in .luly 1644. Regarding the former tract, Masson (Life,

iii. 45-7) |x>ints out this dilemma, tint if Phillips is right
in his

statement that it was caused by tin' obstinate refusal of his wif<

to return to him, then Phillips's dates in the wholt matter oi the

marriage ma imewhat wrong; or, it Phillips is right, then

the tract must have been written while Milton's wife u.is .-till

with him, and published before Bhe could have reached her

fath< \ to the Becond tract, Milton shortlj aftei

bring md edition of the first tract discovered that
Mar er had in 1557 published ntitled Di /.'';/»"

- / Bdwardum 17.. in which views similar t<> those of the

first tract had bet th, and hence the title of the Becond

er, coming over from Germany in 1549, had been

appointed by Edward VI. Professor of Divinity at Cambridge,
where he died, Feb. 28, 1550-51.

1. 10. TetrachordoD. Greek for 'of the four string
• title

sen by Milton for the third of his four treatises on Divorce

ppeared in March 1644-5, and its sub-titli I utione

upon the four chief places in Scripture which treat of Marri
or nullities in Man ! t" i" -

xi. ami
xii.

1. 12. innovation, se. of putting away a win- without the

Church's sanction to a divorce.

1. 13. their famous assembly. I bly of Puritan l>i\

which Parliament, having decreed the abolition "t E : y m
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England, summoned at Westminster, July 1, 1C43, to advise it

as to the forms and creed of the future National Church. By
this Assembly complaint was made to Parliament of Mill

doctrines, and his writings as a consequence were twice made the

subject of Parliamentary notice and inquiry.
I. 17. dismiss him, let him off without calling upon him for his

defence. This escape was mainly due to the Independents,
whose views Milton had espoused as against the Presbyterians,
for (Imugh his Divorce doctrine shocked many of them "as well
as the Presbyterians, the general feeling of the Independents
was that it ought to be regarded in his case only as the eccentric

speculation of a very able and noble man. He was therefore let

alone"... (Masson, P. W. i. 241).

II. IS, 9. There seems not ... eminence, this appears to be an
insufficient account of the matter. "It is impossible now,"
says Masson, ubi supra, "to imagine adequately the commotion
caused in the religious world of London and of England by
Milton's four Divorce Pamphlets. He was denounced and stig-
tnatised a1 once as a heretic of the worst kind, the promulgator
of a doctrine of hideous import, that would corrupt public
morals and sap the very foundations of society. He was
preached against from the pulpit, written against in hooks,
named everywhere among the orthodox with horror and exe-
cration."

1. 20, 1. a Serving ... Solicitor, a menial who has taken upon
himself to become an advocate. Who this was is unknown, but"
Milton says that he was once "an actual serving-man," i.e.

menial, and lie further calls him in his Colasterion, or Castiga-
tion, "a serving-man both by nature and function, an idiot by
breeding, and a solicitor by presumption." Howel, James
Eowel or Howell, historiographer to Charles the First, author
of Dodona's Grove, Instructions for Foreign Travel, etc., etc
l.-)!)4-lfi66.

1. 26, From this time ... before. Milton's severance, however,
from the Presbyterian party was not wholly, or even mainly, due
to their attitude towards him in repaid to his Divorce doctrine.

Though he "had been the friend and adviser of the five

Smectymnuans who were now leading Presbyterians in the
Westminster Assembly, though he had himself in his Anti-

Episcopal pamphlets advocated what was substantially a
Presbyterian constitution for the Church of England, and
though, with hundreds of thousands of other Englishmen, he
had signed the Solemn League and Covenant and welcomed the
Scots, he had. by a natural course of events, been led to repudi-
ate utterly the Presbyterians, the Scots, and their principles, and
to regard them as narrow-minded and pragmatical men, enemies
to English freedom

"
(Masson, P. II'. i. 25). In his Sonnet On
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N \f Gon&cienci under tht Long Parliament, written
about 1646, he Bays, "New Presbyter is but old Priest wril

1. 2s. by his humour, according to his fancy and inclinations.

1. 34. of great accomplishments, nowadays generally used in

sense of skill in music, painting, dancing, etc.. but

imprising also more solid acquirements.
1. .'>•!. endeavour a re-union, tin word endeavour in this sense

has now gone out <>f use: we say 'endeavour to procure, etc., a

union, re-union,' etc., but not 'endeavour a union,' <

1'
15, 11. 1. '_'. in the lane of St. Martin's le Grand, near Alders-

gate Street

1. (3. perseverance, we should uow rather say 'persisten
perseverance being more generall] used of tin- continuous exer-
tion of

praiseworthy effort, though tin- word, from Lit. -per,

thoroughly, and aeverus, Btrict, has not in itself any such
restricted sense.

1. 8. an act of oblivion, a technicality taken from legal ena> t

merits, such as the Bill of Indemnity and Oblivion passed at the
Restoration.

1. 9. It were injurious, it would be unfair to his memory.
1. 11. distressed, i > . by the persecution of the Puritan-.

I. 13. Areopagitica. published in November, 1044, and addressed
to the Parliament, urging them to repeal an Ordinance they had

passed in June, 1643, for the Regulation of tin- Press by a stall of

official censors. "
Areopagitica—thai which appertains to the

Areopagus. There is it Athens a hill, formerly called 6 "Apaot
xd-yoy, "the hill of Area

'

the ' Mars' hill' of Actsxvii. •_'•_', wh<
on used to assemble a Council, called 'The Council of the

{US, B me judicial authority i" cases of
wilful murder, this Council 1 i verylai >I influence;
havb general undefined superintendence ol religion, moi
education, and tin- like I' appears to bavi con

itive in tone, and seems to £ ehal similar
Moil ill tli.- Athenian

republic to lli.it of the II- ids
in tin- British constitution" (Arber, Reprints, Areopagitica, p.

II. 17. 8. which human solve, this problem 1m- 1 . • -
1 1 pretty

well solved in modern times by the unrestru I pub-
lication of everything not absolutely obscene, tin- evils resulting
from restraint having been found greater than tin- >i From
sedition and scepticism. .Milton's arguments in the Areopagil

in short made themselves fully and conclusively tilt.

11. 19, 20. power ... truth, it will rest with those in powei
define what is truth and what is falsehood.
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1. 22. settlement, settled government.

1. 25. The remedy, not the remedy which is efficacious, but the

remedy which has been adopted.

1. 29. promotes the book, increases the sale of the book both
on account of men's curiosity and their resentment against any-

thing that looks tyrannical.

1. .34. engagements, occupations that engaged his time and
attention.

P. 16, 1. 1. the Allegro and Penseroso, probably written at

Horton in 1632. The title of the former, L'Allegro, means 'the

cheerful one,' of the latter, H Penseroso (Ital. Pensieraso,
l'i nsordso), 'the pensive one'; and each represents the ideal

day of an educated youth. In the collection were also published
Arcades, Lycidas, and Comus.

1. 3. Barbican, a street still existing in the city under the same
name, and running at right angles with Aldersgate Street. The
derivation of the word is uncertain, but the meaning is an outer
fortification or defence to a city or castle, especially a double
tower erected over a gate or bridge.

1. 12. the young fry, fry is properly the spawn of fishes ; here,

as always when used figuratively, in a contemptuous sense.

1. 16. savoured of, smacked of, had the taste of.

1. 17. extenuate, literally
' thin out

'

: generally, as here,

= palliate, excuse; Bacon, Adv. of Learning, i. 2. 3, and Letter

of Advice to Essex, uses it. in the sense of depreciate, and in his

Colours of Good a 'id, Evil in that of weaken.

I. 21. found, discovered, shift and palliate, have recourse to

evasions and excuses; such as those mentioned in the two next

sentences.

II. 22 3. a chamber-milliner, one who exercises the trade of

milliner in a quasi-private way. We have already had the

phrase "chamber practice," p. 2, 1. 1, where see note ; milliner,

said to be a corruption of Milanor, a dealer m wares from Milan,

celebrated for its small wares, haberdashery, the original sense

in which the word milliner was used, measured, carrying on tire

figure employed in "chamber-milliner."

1. 27. has a mind to, desires, is inclined to.

1. 30. adjutant-general, an officer who assists the general of an

army more especially in matters of correspondence, the issuing

of orders, etc. Sir William Waller, one of the three chief gene-

rals <»f bhe Parliamentarians, Essex and Manchester being the

ol her two.

11 3-2-4. An event ..mistaken, it would hardly be possible to

give greater vagueness and uncertainty to an event than by
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Qualifying its statement as Phillips does; set ... distance, the

I Mi removing in ol.ject to such a distance that the

it only in ;t dim, misty light. "On the whole," says
M ->>ii (L}fe, ii. 482), "Phillips's recollection seems credible

only to this extent, thai sonic time or other in lii-i.S or 1644 there

may have been a talk among some aboul the desirableness of

bringing Milton into the army, and that Sir William Waller's
branch of the army may have been named as the likeliest to suit

him. Phillips puts his recollection rather positively ; and,

though lie may have confused particulars, he is not likely to

have been all ibout such a fact in bis uncle's life."

11. 34, 5. Milton .longer, here Johnson is Btating the deter
mination as it was in Phillips's mind.

P. i~, 1. "_'. Holbourn, now spell Holborn, a street running east

and west between Oxford Street and Newgate Street.

I. 3. opened backward, i.<. a house which looked out from
behind towards and had an opening into.

II. 3, 4. He is not known death, except a metrical translation
of nine of the Psalms, and his Sonnet "To the Lord General
Fairfax."

I. ii. a treatise, entitl r< of Kings and Magistrates,
which though not

published till the month following the Ku
ution, was probably begun, if not completed, while the King
still alive.

II. s, 9. Remarks ... Rebels, this pamphlet, the full title of

which v.
' on OrnumoVs Articles <•/' Peaa with tht

Rebels and "</ a Representation of tin Scotch Presbytery of
published by authority in M,i\, 1649, when

irles II. ltad been proclaimed in Inland, and the Marquis of

Ormond was trying to unite in 1 i the native Irish Roman
Catholics, the English Settlers, and tie Olstei Presbyterians"
(Masson, /'. If. i. 35).

11. !•, Id. contented ... write, we should n >\\ Bay "contented
himself with writ ing."

I. 13. admitted, sc. into bis own mind.

II. 14, "). desire superinduced conviction, the wish to believe

led him to da

1. Is. however it might, in this sequence of tenses, we should
now say

•

may find
'

rather than '

might find,' though might h< re

is perhaps intended to emphasize improbability.

1. 19. interpolated, we now more commonly speak of intei

polating a
i

to book, etc. For this charge, probably
first made by the Royalists in 1(3.30, there is no foundation what-
ever.
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1. 19. Icon Basilike, i.e. Royal Image, or "Portraiture of his

vSacred Majesty in his Solitudes and Sufferings," a work written

by Dr. Gauden, afterwards Bishop of Exeter, but universally
attributed to Charles himself.

1. 20. Latin Secretary, in March, 1649, immediately after the
constitution of the first Council of State, with Bradshaw for its

President, the Secretaryship for Foreign Tongues, or Latin

Secretaryship, a special and independent office, instituted by the
Council itself, chiefly in view of expected correspondence between
the Commonwealth and Foreign Powers, was offered to and

accepted by Milton.

1. 21. to censure, to critize and expose.

1. 22. Sidney's Arcadia, a famous romance published by Sidney
in 1590. The prayer is that made by the afflicted Pamela in the
third book, near the beginning. "In explanation, however,"
says Masson (Life, iv. 138, 9),

"
it ought to be added that the

Prayer in question is not one of those that occur in the Eikon
Basilike proper, ... but is one of a few that were appended to some
of the earlier and more expensive editions of the book "...

1. 23. Iconoclastes, i.e. Image Breaker, an answer to the Eikon

Basilike, published in October 1649. "In one thing/' says
Milton in his Preface, "I much commend his openness who gave
the title to his book, Eikon Basilike, that is to say The King's
Image, and by the shrine he dresses out for him certainly would
have the people come and worship him. For which reason this

answer also is entitled Eikonoklastes, the famous surname of

many Greek emperors who, in their zeal to the command of God,
after long tradition of idolatry in the Church, took courage and
broke all superstitious Images to pieces."

1. 24. indecent, sc. in its violence and harshness.

1. 28. pop, indicating haste and perhaps secrecy.

1. 20. relique, or 'relic,' a memorial, especially the memorial
of a saint.

1. 30. exercises, prayers and meditations ;
the word in this

sense of devotional occupation, performance of religious duties,
was very common in Elizabethan English.

I. 32. Dr. Juxon, ex-bishop of London, who attended the King
in his last days and at his execution.

II. .">.'!, (. were at least ... prayer, if they really found this

prayer among the king's papers, they at least are answerable for

having made it known to the world.

1. 36. The use . . innocent, if the king was guilty of adapting
this prayer from Sidney's Arcadia, there was nothing heinous in

doing so.
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P. iS, 11. 1-3. with a little extension., accuse, by carrying ;i

little further the malice which they certainly showed in making
the matter known, fchej were capable of fabricating that which

they were bo anxious to condemn.

1. 4. being now sheltered, having found shelter and protection
from his enen

I. "». Salmasius. Claude de Saumaise, a Frenchman, born in

1588, at this time residing at Leyden, in Holland, and reputed
to be the moel learned m Bcholar of his time. Polite

Learning, classical literature and learning : what the French call

Jacobuses, i gold coin worth 2 ling coined in thi i

of James tb Jacobus being Latin for James; Milton in his

: ry over this bribe.

II. !). 10. sagacity, criticism, skill and clear-sightedni

emending by conjecture passages in the classical writers which
had been rely copied from I oal uss.

1. 1">. expedition, celerity.

1. 16. Defensio Regis, th< f this book was />/' n*>'n

/,': It appeared in Holland in 1(>4!>, and con-

tain) on the English Commonwealth.

1. 17. a sufficient answer, Milton's answi itled /'

vudii Salmami D
Region, was published in the end of 1650, or tin- beginning of

1651 "8 "i' all Burop a ride with the rumour
of this pamphlet ;

and ml is that Salmasius, who had
•nit of Sweden on the pressing

invitation of the eccentric Queen Christina, was bo chagrined at

the applause with which I iphlel was everywhere n
and especially byChristi sequent coldness to himself, that

<]- died. Hi did quit Sweden, and return to

Holland, where If 'li>'l Sept. -"i. 1653, leaving an unfinished

replv to Milton, and the t.t-k of continuing the contro'

other pei-.!,." (Masson, P. W. i. 333, I

U. 18-20. that Eobbes worst, Johnson, to whom of con
Milt -< >niiiL.

r was unpalatable, is glad to bt able to i it<- the

opinion a philosophei Sobb H words
"
Tl and hardly to be judged which

is !>• '1 both very ill reasoning, hardrj to be judged which
is worse : like two declamations, pro and con, made for •

only in a rhetoric school by one and the same man" (Behemoth,
vol. vi. p. ,St)S. Molesworth's edition).

L 2*2. teizing lias somewl
modern word now spelt

'

teazdng.'

1. ZS. Salmacis. a very I intain in I ibled t,i render
mil effeminate all who drank of it ; see Uvid, .1/-'. i\. 286.
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11. 27, 8. Tu es ... gallinaceus, the pun upon Gallus. which
means both a Frenchman and a domestic cock, and gallinaceus,
that which belongs to domestic poultry, can hardly be kept up
in English ; though the gist of the words may be in a measure
re presented by "You are a cock, and one, it is said, that is

terribly hen-pecked."

1. 30. vitious, faulty, unscholarly.

1. 31. Persona, found, though rarely in classical Latin, for a

person as opposed to things and actions, and occasionally in the

post-Augustan writers simply as a person, as in the quotation
made by Johnson from Juvenal, Sat. iv. 15, and in Suetonius,
Nero, 1.

1. 33. Nemesis, a Greek goddess, originally a personification of
the moral reverence for law, of the natural fear of committing a

culpable action, and hence of conscience. Later on tin; con-

ception of her was that of an avenging and punishing fate, who,
like justice, and the Erinyes, sooner or later overtakes the sinner;
ami in such sense the word is used here, or as = retribution. In
his posthumous reply Salmacius in return twits Milton with bad
Latin as regards grammar, idiom, and prosody.

1. 35. solecism, impropriety in speaking or writing ; from Gk.

"adjective cr6X.oiKos, speaking incorrectly, like an inhabitant of
Soloi in i

'ilioia, a place colonized by Athenian emigrants who
sunn corrupted the Attic dialect which they at lirst spoke cor-

rectly" ... (Skeat, Ety. Diet.).

P. 19, 1. 1. propino ... vapulandum, I pass you on to be chas-

tised by your own grammarians. Though Johnson's criticism of

vapulandus is correct, it seems probable that Milton was only
parodying a passage in Terence, Eunuchus, v. S. 57, ''lame
com* d\ ndum et deridendum vobis propino," and knowingly mis-
used vapulandum.

1. 8. forward, active.

I. 11. recommended ... elegance, when it has the charm of being
stated in spirited and elegant language.

II. 14, 5. was not dispersed ... rapidity, had not so rapid a cir-

culation, as modern phraseology would put it.

1. 18. the tyrant of literature, one whose decrees and decisions

on points of learning were promulgated with such despotic

authority.

I. 22. must be, must have been.

II. 25, 6. who was ... despotick, this parenthesis, which is too

long to come between her and to favour, is by Johnson placed,
\\iih telling emphasis at the end of the sentence. But though
Johnson might use such a collocation, it is not for every one to

conjure with his wand. According to the Journal of YVhitlocke,
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mous skulker : tenebrio means one who shuns the light, a trickster,
swindler, and the words 'John Phillips, an Englishman,' are in

emphatic opposition to one who shrinks from giving his name or

country. This Responsio was published in Dec. 1652, and while
in progress of writing was read over to Milton, who made various
suggestions for its improvement.

I. 13. Bramhal, ex -bishop of Deny and afterwards Archbishop
of Armagh : the pamphlet was, however, by one Rowland , a

refugee English preacher living at Rotterdam'
II. 15, 6. as if ... suspected, i.e. the real authorship of the

Apologia.

1. 17. Regii . . . Ccelum. this pamphlet, of which the full title was
Ttegii Sanguinis Glamor ad Gcelum adversus Parricidas Anglicanos,
i.i'. 'Cry of the King's Blood to Heaven against the English Parri-
cides,' was published anonymously at the Hague in 1652, and
was. says Masson, "so pungent, and contained such charges
against Milton's personal character, that he could not let it pass;
but the Answer was deferred" {P. W. i. 39).

1. 19. prebendary, a 'prebend,' from Lat. prcebenda, a pay-
ment to a private person from a public source, is a portion
received for maintenance by a member of a cathedral church,
and a prebendary is one who holds office among the cathedral

clergy.

1. 20. having the care of its publication, being entrusted with
the business of bringing it out.

1. 21. Defensio secunda, published in 1654. "While defend-

ing his own character in this Reply, Milton made it also a
new defence of the English Nation ; and hence it is entitled
'Joannis Milton! Angli pro populo Anglicano Defensio secunda'
{'Si mn,/ Defence of John Milton, Englishman, for tin- English
People'). Both historically and autobiographically, it is one of
the most interesting of Milton's pamphlets. It contains his

splendid and most memorable panegyric on Cromwell, with
notices of Fairfax, Bradshaw, Fleetwood, Lambert, Whalley,
Overton, and others. Milton assumes throughout that the
author of the book to which he was replying was a certain
Alexander More or Morns, a Frenchman of Scottish descent,
then settled in Holland: and the license he gives himself in his

personal abuse of this Morns is something frightful" (Masson,
/'. W. i. 43).

1. 23. began to shrink ... tempest, could no longer endure the

tempest of invective poured upon him.

1. 25. Milton's pride, which made him ashamed to own that
lie had been wrong as to the authorship of the pamphlet. This
is Du Moulin's statement made in his Ildpep-ya, Poematum Libelli

Tres, published in lt>70; but Morus, though dreadfully alarmed
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mi hearing of Milton'a forthcoming Defensio Secunda, wen! no
further than denying the authorship nf the Regit Sanguinis
Clamor; and when Milton, in lt>.V>, replied to Moras in his Pro

"though he had more correct ideas by thai tin

to the amount and nature of Morus's n sponsibility for the book,
and was aware of some other author at the back of Moras, he

had not ertained who this author was "
(Masson, I

\. 222

I. :\\. deseriinur salutaris. Bee Johnson's translation on the

i

Footnote. It may be doubted . gloriosus. the word, though
used in a good Bense of things, actions, i I events

i _ . applied in such a Bensc t<> men.

!'. 22, 1. 17. tbe perpetual dictatorship, after having I n

tinted dictator at various times and for various periods from
me t<> ten years, In- was, B.C 45, invested with tlie title of

imperator for lii

II. 17. 8. the coalition ... society, that combination which
niak- iciety ;

at present 'coalition' is chiefly used of the

combination of two oppnsed political parties, with an implied

compromise of their most distinctive principles [nthepase
which Johnson is translating, tin- Bingle word societas is the

equivalent of the phrase coalition of human society.

11. IS. 9. agreeable to. in harmony, accordance with.

1. 21. atchieved. an oldei speaking of achit >;,l, tin- / having no

proper place in tin- word, which i> from the (). 1-'. aefo

"fiii ,-, to accomplish, formed from the phi
come to the end, to attain one's object, Lai < ire.

1. 24. father of your country, the Latin title, pater patrice, was
conferred in th< I icerofor having saved Koine

from tbe conspiracy of Catiline,
"

/.' ictronem

I, Sat. viii. 245. It was afterwards used of

Marine, of Trajan, and other emperors.
1. 26. wanted defence, needed defending.

1. '27. found leisure himself, in a pamphlet entitled Joan

Mir | De/ent mdrum Morum,
I < i. in-, of John Mi/ton. English r himself, against Alex-

an answer to Mo died /

followed bj i Supplementum, to which latter Milton

replied in his Authoris ad Alexandri Mori Supplementum, i.e. tip-

Author's reply to Alexander More's Supplement, annexed to the

isio.

I. 20. justly Clamor, jc. in having b -1 tic- 1 are nf its publica-
tion.

II. 31, 2. Morus est': are you rightly called Moms or Mourns,
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or are the two identical '! Morus means not only a mulberry tree,
but a fool, and Momus is the god of mockery.

P. 23, 11. 1, 2. the known transformation, referred to by Pliny.
11. 3, 4. Poma . . Morus, the mulberry tree which once bore

white fruit, afterwards produced black fruit, i.e. with the

suggestion that Morus though he might once have been a reput-
able person had now ceased to be so—in allusion to a low intrigue
of which he had been accused.

1. 8. As secretary, in his capacity as secretary.

1." 11. artfully, with the object of obtaining further advantages.
I. 12. indisposition, ill health.

II. 12, 3. the Swedish agent, the plenipotentiary entrusted by
the Swedish Court with the arrangement of the treaty, pro-
voked, i.e. by the delay.

1. 17. external interruptions, sc. of controversial writing.
1. 20. an epick poem, the actual composition of Paradise Lost

is believed to have been begun during the last year of l.'rom well's

Protectorate : the history of his country, this was a compilation
from Caesar, Tacitus, Beda, the Saxon Annals, Geoffrey of Mon-
mouth, Holinshed, Camden, etc., etc.

1. 21. a dictionary, lie was getting together material for a
'/'/ti'stiin-ii.-i /.,'1,1/11,1 Latinoe, collecting idioms, references, etc., and
Johnson, himself a Dictionary maker, was well capable of esti-
111 m

ing the minute and wearisome work such a project entailed.

I. 20. always before him, sc. as a design he was anxious to

cany out.

II. 27, 8. discomposed, wanting in all arrangement.
11. 33, 4. hut with more skilful, except with, etc.

P. 24, 11. 6, 7. as he hints ... Mansus, 11. 80-4. "If I should
< mi- recall into song the kings of my country, Arthur still from
his under-ground stirring the warlike commotion, Or should tell

of those leagued as Knights of his Table, Oreat-souled heroes

unmatched, and (0 might the spirit but aid me!) Shiver the
Saxon phalanxes under the shock of the Britons!" (Masson's
Translation). For Mansus (Latin of Manso), see note, p. 7, 1. 26.

1. 7, 8. Arthur was reserved ...destiny,
" Fenton here refers to

Blackmore's heroic poem of Prina Arthur, published in 1695; a

poem once famous, but now forgotten" (M. A.).

I. 10. in a library at Cambridge, that of Trinity College.

II. 11, 2. had digested ... Mysteries, had so far arranged his

design as to have sketched out a play after the pattern of the old

Mysteries. These 'Mysteries,' or as they were oftener called in

England,
' Miracles

'

or ' Miracle Plays' were representations on
the stage of religious events ; though properly speaking the
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Mysteries <loalt with Oospel events only, the Miracle Plays with
incidents derived from the Legends of the Saints of the Church.

11. 14, 5. beginning ... Sun, 11. 32-41 of /'. / .. bk. iv.

I' .:;. 1 ">. irpoXo-yi'^ei. speaks a prologue or introduction
;
the

verb 'prologize' Le used l>\ Ben Jonson, and 'epilogize' by
Milton.

1. 4. corrupts not, is not liable to corruption, decay.

1. o. Enoch and Elijah, who were carried up !<> leaven without

experiencing death.

1. 7. 8. exhorts ... God. urges mankind to raise their eyes, by
purifying their hearts, t<> the contemplation of God.

1. 19. Lucifer, literally 'the light-bringer,' the title borne by
Satan 1" - fall; in classical writings, the morning star.

VrllUS.

1. 30. Mutes, dumb personages on tin

P. 26, 1. 4. unparadised. driven oul of Paradise, the Garden of

Eden
; literally a park, pleasure ground

1. 5. Gabriel, one of the three Archangels; called in I' L. iv.

560, "Chief of the angelic guards."
I. 6. frequency, constant visits.

II. 12, 3. tracing ... office, roaming more at large in his capacity
le of the angelic guards.

11. 1 1. 5. as the creation, as for instance the, etc.

1. IS. discourse ... side, angry contention in wands.

1. 22. relating ... what, boastfully relating what.

1. 23. to the destruction, towards bringing aboul tie- destruc

tion, «. by having successfully tempt* 1

1.24. confusedly, with ihame
; Bee Genesis, iii. 7. "And the

eyes of them both were opened, ami tiny knew thai tiny were
naked : and tiny sewed

fig leaves together, and mad.- themselves

aprons."
1. 25. in a shape, presented in visible form.

1.27. entertains the stage, onuphs th< nd sings choral

1. 31. is stubborn ... offence, justifies Id- action in eating of the
forbidden fruit.

1. 36. a mask, see note p. •">. 1. 1 1.

I'. 27,1.2. the Messiah, literally 'the Anointed One'; Bebn
1. 4. the glory, sc. which is due to Him.

1. (i. draught, we now write the word in thi 'draft.'

1. S. In their seminal state, in their tii •; b* ginnin
pregnant, carrying on the metaphoi in seminal.
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11. 14, 5. Invention ... obstruct, in his Essay on Dryden, Ed.
Rev., Jan. 1828, Macaulay speaks of Milton's blindness as prob-
ably having stimulated and heightened his imaginative powers.

11. 16, 7. his numbers, Ids poetry.

1. 19. seemly arts and affairs, see note on p. 4, 1. 11.

I. 2.3. wanted, needed.

II. 2S, 9. a manuscript ... Council, a manuscript given to Milton
"

for a true copy by a learned man at his death
" and which he

"
thought it a kind of injury to withhold longer from the public."
1.- 30. a Treatise .. Cases, tins treatise, of which the full title is

A Treatise of Civil Power in Ecclesiastical Causes, shozvinr/ that
if is not Ian-Jul for any power on earth to compel in matters of
Religion, was addressed to Richard Cromwell's Parliament "in
the hope that the adoption of its ideas, and consecpaently of a

policy less favourable to Church -establishments than that of

Oliver, might tend to the popularity of the New Protectorate and
to the preservation of the Cromwell Dynasty" (Masson, P. W. i.

44). "This was followed in August 1659 by 'Considerations

touching the likeliest means to remove Hirelings out of the
< hurch,' etc. ... Johnson seems to confuse these two pamphlets
and make them into one. Probably, however, he originally
wrote '

gratified Ids malevolence to the clergy by a treatise of

Civil Power in Ecclesiastical ( lauses
'

and ' The means of remov-
ing Eirelings out of the Church '"

(Firth).

11. .SO, 1. the Means ... Church, see note, p. 4, 1. 11.

I. 33. extemporary government, system of government de-

vised to meet the exigencies of the time.

P. 28, 1. 2. Toland, John (1670-1722). a chief leader of the

English Deists, who published a life of Milton in 1698.

II. 4, 5. bated ..hope, lost nothing of courage or hope; from
Sonnet xxii. 6-9, "Yet I argue not Against Heaven's hand or
v ill, oor bate a jot Of heart or hope, but still bear up and steer

Right onward." fantastical, fanciful.

11. 7, S. A Ready... Commonwealth, the full title is The Ready
and Easy Way to establish a fret. Commonwealth, and the Ex-
cellence thereof compared with the inconveniences and dangers oj
n admitting Kingship in this Nation. "Full," says Masson, "of
the undying Republican fervour, and of the unmitigated hatred
and contempt of the Stuart Dynasty in particular, that had
characterized all his intermediate pamphlets, in English or in

Latin, it is peculiar from the wailing and mournful earnestness,
the desperate secret sense of a lost cause, that runs through
1: assumed hopefulness and its dauntless personal courage"
i/'. W. i. 46, 7). enough considered, thought of sufficient

importance.
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1. 12. Harrington, "James Harrington (1611-1677), a writer on

rnmenl and author of Oceana, was for a time groom oi the

bed-chamber to Charlea 1.. ami attended him on tin- Bcaffold"

i Matthew Arnold). <>n March 30 Hiti". there was published a

pamphlet entitled Th Censun o/ tlu Hold u^n,, Mr. Milton's

which though really a. witty burlesque of some

Royalist making fun of Milton ami the Rota-men. was by many
taken for a serious production of Harrington'-.

I. 14. by rotation, each of the members being given supreme
power in his turn. The Rota was the name of Harrington's

political club here referred t<>.

II. 14. • >. kicking ... strike. < •. using such means of annoyance
-till remained in his power.

1. 17. Griffiths, or Griffith, as his name really was. was a

hi who had taken refuge with the King through the

On Sunday, the 25th of March I860, he preached a

og [loyalist sermon in the Mercers" Chapel, and afterwards

published it.

1. Is. L'Estrange. Sir Roger I/Estrange, afterwards Censor of

the I':-- ind Licenser of Plays. This answer was published

April 20, 1660, with the motto "If the Blinde lead the Blinde,
both shall fall into the ditch.

- '

Johnson calls it petulant <>n

ount of the pun on the word l>Hnd.

I. "24. by his office, in virtue of his being Secretary.

II. 24-6. proportioning, writings, attaching u> his writings
an importance in the eyes of tin- world which they ao longer

possessed, and »> exaggerating the danger t" which they ezp
him.

1. 27. West Smithfield, formerly the great cattle market of

London, which in 1862 was rred to Copenhagen Pie!

the new Meat Market being buill on it - site some ten yean later.

Her.- Milton lay concealed from May to August 1660, a period

during which the two houses of the Convention Parliament were

discussing tin- question of the vsng be inflicted on the

Regicides ami on other conspicuous Anti-Royalists. In earlier

called Ruffians' Hull from being the constant scene of

frays among the sword and buckler men.

1. 36. Act of Oblivion, the Bill of ( reneral Indemnityand ' fblivion

v...- brought into the Commons on the 9th <>f May 1660, and

rsed
on the 29th of August, should except, should mention

name as excepted from the pardon conferred by the Bill.

Johnson in this phrase except . except seems to be translating
the legal term exctptit exripi* ndis.

P. 2Q, 1. 4. he had only done, Johnson apparently means this

; sneer.
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1. 6. Milton's Defence, his Defensio pro Popnto Anglicano. His

Ready and Easy Way to establish a free, Commonwealth and his

Tenure of Kings and Magistrates, publications at least equally
offensive, for some reason or other escaped notice.

1. 7. Goodwin's Obstructors of Justice, see note on 1. 14.

I. 8. burn ... hangman, a mark of disgrace commonly set upon
oh.'oxious or obscene writings to a much later date. In this

burning was included also Milton's EikonoMastes.

1. 9. attorney-general, the highest Crown law-officer. An
attorney is one who acts in the ' turn

'

of another, and an

attorney-general, when acting for a private person, is an agent
appointed to represent him in all his affairs and suits as con-
t lasted with those appointed for a special purpose only ; as an
officer of the Crown he has the same general authority.

I. 11. flutter, sc. of terror and anxiety.

1. 13. want... elegance, might wear the most gracious appear-
ance in terms as well as in effect.

I. 14. an act ... grace, an act by which all offences were to be
treated as things buried in oblivion rather than as acts to be

pardoned. In reference to the title act of oblivion Johnson
seems to be paying the king a compliment to which he had no

just claim, the Bill having been introduced into the Commons
before his return, though in conformity with a Declaration

winch he sent over from Holland. Goodwin, "Thomas Goodwin

(1600-1679), a leading Independent minister and theologian, was
made President of Magdalen College, Oxford, by Cromwell, and
attended him on his death-bed

"
(Matthew Arnold).

II. 15, G. of Milton ... exception, no mention was made of

Milton as being excepted from those to whom mercy was to

lie shown or from those capable of being employed in affairs

of public trust.

11. 17, 8. Of this tenderness ... reason, Milton's escape, after

i he Parliamentary order for his special prosecution and punish

ment, is certainly marvellous: but it is probably to be attributed

rather to the influence of his friends in the House of Commons
than to any tenderness on the part of the King. For a full

account of the means by which it is probable that Milton was
saved, see Masson, Life, vi. 1S5-192.

1. '27). Marvel, or Marvell, Andrew, the poet, was a friend oY

Milton's, hut not an important Member of the House. Morrice,

Sir William, (he new Secretary of State, who, with Sir Thomas

Clarges. Monk's brother-in-law, was very active in the conduct

of the liill of Indemnity through the Commons.

1. '27. Richardson, Jonathan, a painter, in whose Notes on
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PanuUat Loot, publiahed in 17-"«4. are various recollections of

Milton's life.

1. •_
>
9. Betterton. a well-known actor brought upon the Btage by

Sir W. Davenant, Poet Laureate in succession to Ben Jonson.

Whatever efforts Davenant may have made in Milton's behalf,

be was uol in Parliament, and it was on the Parliament that

Milton's fate depended.
1. ">•">. 6 makes ... credit, naturally leads as to believe it.

1. .'it!. But if help were wanted. Johnson Beems to imply that

the matter is not worth attempting to invi further.

P. 30, 1. •'>. no higher, to do authority more nearly con-

temporary with the events thema Ives and therefore more

trustworthy. There Beems uo reason to doubt Betterton's word,

though Davenant may hav< ggerated the share lie had in

helping towards Milton's escape.

1. 10. interest, influence.

I. 14. for his learning, on account of his learning.

II. 15, 6. who would pursue... Nature? A question of appeal

equivalent to
' no one of any right feeling would pursue.' 1

1. 1!). the serjeant,
"
Emerging from his concealment in

Bartholomew Close," Bays Masson, "he was beginning to be led

about in the streets again, when, by some mistake, or by malice

on the part of Borne one, h< -was arrested and taken into custody
It is probable that the ot-at-Arms of the Souse of

Commons, who had fees to from bis prisoners, thought
himself still entitled to ad on the order of the Commons of the

6th of .Inn. for the arrest of Milton, notwithstanding
the intervening I'ill of Indemnity. At all events, the Journals

be Hon- mmom record that, on Saturday the loth

mber, 1660, the Sergeant-at-Arms was ordered to release

Mr. Milton forthwith on payment of bis fees, and that, on

following Monday, December 17th. on a complaint from Mr.
Milton that the fees demanded by tin I at Amu- 9

exorbitant, the matter ws red to the Committee of

Privileges, with pov. ill Mr. Milton and the Sergeant-at-
Arms before them am the dispute. From another

lority we harn that th< I inded wen £150, worth
about £500 now, and that the member who brought Milton's
• plaint before the Hi Mr. Andrevi Marvell" (/'. W.
1. 51. 2).

1. 23. griping, extortion

1. 27. Jewin Street, formerly the .1 I trden, and the only

place where Jews had a right to bury before the reign of ll> nry
the Second.

1. 28. wanted, stood in need of.
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1. 30. married, February 24, 1662-3; his bride was a relation

of Dr. Paget 's, and only twenty-four years of age. She made
Milton an excellent wife, and survived him many years.

I. 32. of his happiness, of such happiness as fell to his lot.

II. 35, 6. oppressed ... death, Phillips's statement does not

amount to this, though no doubt Mrs. Milton exercised over them
a control of which they were much in need ; the second assertion

is entirely false. Though it was clearly Milton's intention that

his widow should have all the personal property left by him, the

daughters inheriting only the portion due to Milton from the

estate of Mr. Powell, his first wife's father, yet, they having
disputed their father's intentions, it was decided, on technical

grounds, that the widow should have two-thirds of the property
left by Milton and the daughters one-third among them. This
amount was accordingly paid to them.

P. 31, 1. 2. his employment, sc. as Latin Secretary. The story
comes to us through Richardson, who had heard it on what he

thought to be good authority, but it is incredible that Charles
could have made the offer of such a post to the author of The
T( mire of Kings and Magistrates and of Eikonoldastes.

I. 9. purely ministerial, the service of a mere subordinate

clerk.

II. 11,2. are among, falsehood, are tales such as are commonly
circulated without their having any foundation in fact.

1. 15. the new settlement, government as established by the

restoration of the king.

I. 19. Accidence ..Grammar, Accidence developed into Gram-

mar; accidence properly deals only with the accidents or inflec-

tions of words, and is therefore nothing more than the rudiments
of grammar ; for Commenced, see note, p. 20, 1. 14. Milton's title

was "Accedence Coinmenc't Grammar," and the volume, the

substance of which, as Masson thinks, had probably "been lying

among Milton's manuscripts since the days of his pedagogy in

Aldersgate Street and Barbican," was published in 1669.

II. 26, 7. for the advantage of his conversation, in order thai

he (Elwood) mighi profit from intercourse with him (Milton).

Flwood. the son of a small Bquire at Crowell in Oxfordshire.

Much to his father's disgust through acquaintance with one

Pennington, a neighbour, he had turned Quaker, and coming up
to London was by Dr. Paget, a friend of Pennington's, intro-

duced to Milton.

1. 28. Hartlib, see note, p. 4, 1. 7.

1. 29. with an English mouth, as pronounced by Englishmen,
is as ill ahearing, is as unpleasant to listen to.
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1. 30. Law French, the i irgon of Norman-French terms still

be found in law l«>ok>.

1. .'!:>. use, advantage.

P. J2, 1. 5. There is little .. countries, a piece of Johnson's

,-nnsrrv;
•

j

linst which arguments of a weightier character

have at length to some extent at all events prevailed.

1. 6. by his attendance, by attending to Milton'-; directions as

to pronunciation.
1. 7. curious, nice, aeon

1. 9. open, explain dation of the Latin open

1. II. Bunhill Fields, in Artillery Walk, leading to Bunhill

Fields, opposite to the wall of the Artillery ground, or exercising

pla,, old London Trained Bands, and near to the
|

ill Row.

1. 14. He was now Lost. Milton bad resumed the idea of

l>. ,,-,,.;,.. i the close of the Second Protectorate. He

began the poem Berionsly in 1658, probably concluded tie- two

first books the Restoration, went on with it in Jewin

Bunhill, and had finished it by the middle of 1665.

1. IS. a farce, the reference is to a Scriptural drama entitled

Adamo by a certain oni Battista Andreini. On this sub-

ject generally, see Introduction.

I. 29. survey of his attainments, mental reckoning up of the

ires of l^mwig and observation which he had accumulated.

II. .SI. "J. long chusine- late. "Since first this subject for

heroi l P I me, long choosing and
beginning

/' /. ix. 25, 6. In Tht /.'• rnment, Book II.

Introduction, Milt. long account of the various pro

which his mind "in the Bpacious circuits «>f her musing" had

1 to herself, and among the Milton papers in the Library

Cambridge, there is a li>t. in his own band,

bont one hundred subjects which he had jotted down as

suitable for dramatic at, such treatment that

which had BUgg ted itself t.. him when firsl meditating a work

which he trusted his country would not willingly let

P. J3, L 1. episodes, stories introduced into the main story;
<;k tirticro&os. a coming in besides, something inserted into the

main action of a drama, accumulate, -t. :•• up in his mind.

I. 7. stations, offices.

II. 7, 8. he is yet retirement, he is still a man occupying so

large a space in the public eye that records of his private life at

the time have l>een discovered by the minute search of his

admin

1. 13. parts, mental endowment- quality, rank.
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1. 16. Wood, author of Athence Oxoniens.es.

I. 19. eloaths, cloth, as we should now say.

II. 20, 1. chalkstones, "a concretion chiefly of sodium urate,

resembling chalk, occurring in the tissues and joints, esp. of the
feet and hands, in severe gout" (Murray, Eng. Did.).

11. 23, 4. the common exercises, sc. of walking and riding.

11. 31, 2. This gave ... reports, as to his being engaged on this

poem.
I. 34. composure, composition ; the word in this sense, never very

common, has not been in use for the last hundred years. Jonson,

Cynthia?* Revels, i. I, writes, "It is the same that Demosthenes

usually drunk in the composure of all his exquisite and melli-

fluous orations," though in the next speech he uses "composi-
tions" in the same sense.

P. 34, 1. 1. parcels, small portions ; Lat. particula, diminutive
of pars, a part.

II. 3, 4. by whatever ... next, by any one who chanced to be
at hand.

I. 0. his vein, his poetical fancy ; a figure taken from
mines.

II. 9, 10. though he courted ... much, however much lie might
' woo the Muse,' try to stimulate his poetic powers ;

never so

much, this use of never where we should now use ever was
common in Elizabethan English, and was often due to a confu-

sion of constructions.

I. 14. his Elegies, the term is used by Milton for all his Latin

poems written in elegiac metre, i.e.. alternate hexameters and

pentameters, whether the subjects were properly elegiac, i.e.

pensive, mournful, or not.

II. 15, 6. redeunt ... vires, Elegia Quinta, 1. 5, Fallor? an et

nohis rah mil in rarmina rires ? Am I mistaken, or do my powers
of composing return to me also? i.e. in the same way as he had

just spoken of the powers of the earth being repaired by the

advent of spring.

11. 16, 7. To this ... marked, to this may be added that "the
same fact is stated by Aubrey; to whom Phillips had mentioned
it verbally (1680) many years before printing it himself

"
(Mas-

son, P. W. ii. 73).

1. 26. the fumes of vain imagination, vapours born of morbid

fancy.

1. 27. Sapiens .. astris, the wise man will be master of the

constellations ; a saying ascribed to one of the Ptolemies ; an
allusion to the astrological belief in the intluence of the planets

upon a man's life and actions.
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1. 28. weather-bound, literally, prevented by adverse winds
from putting to bob : figuratively restrained from writing freely,

hellibore, which by the ancients was supposed to cure mental

delusion. Cp. Bacon, Essay of Friendship, "A principall Fruil

of Friendship ... Confession."

1. 32. possunt ... videntur. things are possible to as because

they seem possible, Virgil, Aeneid, v. 231.

1. 33. enforced, stimulated, urged forward.

1. 34. cross, adverse, thwarting.

1. 35. given up, abandoned to idleness.

P. 35, 1. 4. decrepitude, decrepit is from the Lit decrepitus,
that makes no noise : h< in-'' creeping aboul noiselessly like an
old man, aged, broken down, "This opinion is said to have
been first promulgated by Dr. Gabriel Goodman, Bishop of

Gloucester, in a work entitled 'The Fall of Man, or the Cor-

ruption of Nature proved by Natural Reason,' 1G16" (Firth).

1. Id. an age . poesy,
" the reference is to what Milton says in

his Tract, The Reason of Church Oovernmenl uv<j<<l against Pre-

laly" (Matthew Arnold).
"
Milton, it is said, inherited what his

predecessors created; he lived in an enlightened age; he received
a finished education, and we must therefore, if we would form a

estimate of his powers, make large deductions in considi

tion of these advantages. We venture to say, on the contrary,
paradoxical as tin- remark may appear, that no poet has ever had

truggle with more unfavourable circumstances than Milton.

He doubted, as lie has himself owned, whether he had not been
born 'an olate.' For this notion Johnson has thoughl lit

tn make him the butt of much clumsy ridicule. The poet, we
believe, understood the nature of hi- ait better than tin- critic.

II' knew th d genius derived no advantage from the

civilization which surrounded him, or from the learning he had
dred ; and he looked back with something like regret to the

rudei age of aimple words and vivid impressions" (Macaulay,
/.' ay on Milton, pp. 2, 3). See also Maeau!a\ '.- farther remark .

pp.
:

I. 11. wanders ... world, is current anion l' mankind in a vague
shape.

II. 12, 3. restrains . regions, declares that such and such
rtions of the intellect are possible in such anil such regions

only.

11. 16-8. when he feared ... imagination. The allusion is to

P.L., ix. 44-6, "unit _ too late, or cold < 'Innate, or y<

damj) my intended wing Depret ed.' See also Tfo /.'

of Church Qovernment, "If to the instinct of nature ami
the emboldening of art alight may he trusted, and that there
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be nothing adverse in our climate, or the fate of this age,"
etc. (Book ii. Introduction. )

11. 26-8. for general causes . power, the general causes which
should affect him so powerfully as to render him incapable of

producing anything great, would affect also the powers of those
who had to estimate his productions.

I. 30. frosty grovellers, degenerate race whose minds, chilled
into numbness, would grovel in obscurity.

II. 31, 2. which they ... die, which they would so cherish as to

preserve it from oblivion
; again from the Introduction to Book

ii. of The Reason, etc. Milton's words are, "I might perhaps
leave something so written to aftertimes as they should not

willingly let it die."

11. 34, 5. in the dwindle of posterity, as future ages became
more and more mentally dwarfed in comparison with his own.
The substantive dwindle is almost obsolete now.

1. 36. pygmies, fabulous dwarfs on the upper Nile of the

height of a
Triryfvt],

i.e. the distance from the elbows to the
knuckles, about 13 inches. Cp. Homer, Iliad, iii. 2-7, "like
unto birds, even as when there goeth up before heaven a clamour
of cranes which flee from the coming of winter and sudden rain,
and fly with clamour towards the streams of Ocean, bearing
slaughter and fate to the Pigmy men, and in the early morn
offer cruel battle" (translation by Lang, Leaf and Myers); and
Milton, P. L. i. 575, 6, "that small infantry Warred on by
cranes." The word is now more commonly but less accurately
spelt 'pigmy.' : the one-eyed ... blind, an allusion to the proverb
"Among the blind, the one-eyed man is King."

P. 36, 1. 1. artifices of study, here artifices is little more than
'methods,' and has nothing of the commoner modern sense of

'stratagem,' 'cunning device.'

1. 4. discovers, shows, manifests.

1. 8. oestrum, the Lat. ozstrus, <\k. otorpos, was literally the gad-
fly, horse-fly, and figuratively wild desire, especially the frenzy
of a prophet or poet.

1. 9. to secure what came, to preserve, by writing them down.
i he thoughts which thus impetuously inspired him. The question
how far his daughters acted as his amanuenses is one which has
not been fully cleared up. but that they were not his only or even
his chief helps in this matter is certain.

1. 12. involutions of darkness, periods when his inventive

faculty shrunk back into itself, collapsed.

1. 15. train, usual order.

1. 20. his hand is out, his hand forgets its cunning, is not in

unison with his brain and eye.
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I. 21. relation, narrative: casually conveyed, given in an off-

hand, casual, manner, not stated with emphatic purpose, regard,

ntion, belief.

II. 24. 5. were never .write, thi> is not accurate; the eldest

could not write, the Becond could write tolerably well, and the

youngest still better.

1. 29. reducing his exuberance, pruning and cutting down his

ngthen them. Similar Btories are told of

Virgil, among other poets.

1. 31. gratuitously, without authority for the statement.

1. .'(."). disturbed. Le. in the busier hours of the daytime.

1. 36. his unpremeditated verse. /'. L. ix. 24.

I'. \~. 11. I. •_'. the distresses of rhyme, the inconveniences and
limitations which rhyme involvi

1. .*!. adjusted, attuned to the subject.

I. I), cannot known, cannot be known except in certain par-
fcicu] b as ' _,>es on \-

II. 8. 0. had clouded . . discountenance, had east a heavy shadow
over him bj the ill-favour in which he was held by the kin^; the

ad in the next line is to the words "
though fallen

on evil days, On evil days though fallen, and evil tongues. In

dark nd with dangers compassed round, And solitude
"

[P. I.. Nii 25-8). offended, grieved and shocked. "Round a

Court which set an example of Bhamelessness, London and the

_li>li world were whirled, by a rebound from the

a Btricti ' had been in fashion, into an
tioua revelry in Anti-Puritanism. Swearing, swaggering,

and an tion of profligacy, were the proofs of a proper
abhi at of th< ind a proper
loyalty to the existing powers" (Masson, /'. II'. i.

1. 11. notes of time, marks by which « I tin at what
cular times particular parts of the poem w ere compost d.

1. 12. effects, results, consequences.
I. 15. sculked. hid himself away : now more usually spell

skulked The word is lure used in an unnecessarily contemptu-
manner; Milton had only too sufficient reason to dread the

kin^ ii, only too littl . to hope for mercj at the

hands of a party so mortally offended and so thirsting for

vengeai
II. 16, 7. for no sooner danger. Johnson is here apparently

quoting from memory ; see the lines quoted in note on 11. s. ;i.

above. There is nothing to show that when the$ were written
Milton could feel himself tree from danger, in fact, according to

Richardson, Milton " was in perpetual terror of being
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ated, though he had escaped the talons of the law," and even if

danger were past it was not likely that calumny would cease.

11. 10. 20. had his eyes ... employed, if he had not, while lie

retained his sight, been employed in defending the commonwealth
and attacking the monarchy.

1. 22. regicides, murderers of the king ; the word, like

parricide, etc., is used both of the concrete actor and the

abstract act.

1. 24. impudence, effrontery, shameless disregard of truth.

1. 26. spared, failed to employ.

1. 29. ludicrous, involving ridicule.

1. 34. the wit, the man of intellect.

P. 38, 1. 1. Chalfont in Bucks, a village in Buckinghamshire,
about three and twenty miles from London.

1. 3. Thou, the phraseology of the Quakers.

1. 7. design, made arrangements for.

I. 9. a chaplain ... Canterbury, who was the official licenser,

and was not likely to be well disposed towards one who had

written with such bitterness against prelacy. By the Press Act

of May 1662 the duty of licensing books of general literature had

I.ecu -issig.'ied i" the Secretaries of State, the Archbishop of

Canterbury and the Bishop of London, but it was chiefly per

formed for them by a staff of underdicensers, paid by fees. In

the present case the licenser was the Rev. Thomas Tomkyns,
1 h< 'ii domestic chaplain to the Archbishop of Canterbury.

II. 12, 3. the simile ...book, P. L. i. 594-9. These lines seem

very little open to the charge of "treason" objected againsi

them, and, as Masson says, "One would think that Tomkyns
might have found passages more dangerous to Church and

State."

1. 13. copy, copyright.

1. 14. Samuel Simmons, a small bookseller in Aldersgate
Street.

1. 1"). to receive, we should now say,
' that he should receive.'

1. 21. was ten hooks, consisted of ten books.

1. 23. arguments, synopses of the contents.

1. 29. by a division ... twelfth, what Johnson really means is

thai bks. vii. and x. were divided so that the second half of th<

former formed (with three additional prefatory lines) the eighth

book, ami the second half <-f the latter (with five additional pre-

fatory lines) formed the twelfth book.

1. 32. to devolve, i.e. to revert to her, as her husband's heir,
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from Simmons. From the deed, however, it does nol ap]

ih.it any Bncfa reversion \\ ;i^ contemplated.

!. 36. Brabazon Aylmer. a bookseller in Cornbill who later on

published Milton's Familiar Letters.

P. 39, L 2. a deduction ing of tlie progress made by the

hook.

1. s. late reception, the length of time thai elapsed before

it wa Uy received.

1. 12. no publick acclamations, no loud welcome from the

public in general

1. 12,3. Wit.. Court, all the men of the time who were famous

intellect and learning belonged to the king's party.

1. 14. solicited ... fashion, hoped t<> win the kind's favour <>r

the reputation of beinp men "1 fashion.

1. 16. reverential silence, abstention from carping criticism

which was due to the reverence fell for a man of such genius.

1. '20. will justify the publick. will show that the public wore

not stupidly insensible to tin greal merits of the poem.
I. '-'•J. call, demand.

I. 24 often, in many cases.

II. 25, (i. The women, womankind.

1. 27. a closet of knowledge, a library.

I. 28. professed learning, followed learning as a profession.

II. 34, •">. two editions. Shakespeare, tin- 6rs1 folio was pub-
lished in 1623, the Becond in 1632, ami the third in 1664

I*. }". 1. '2. a style of versification. ><. blank vei Even

Dryden thonght thai Paradia* Lost would have been much finei

if written in rhymed verse, and endeavoured to improve upon the

poem in a drama called Th(
' written in such

ie. The story is that he applied to Milton for permission to

make this " improvement," and that Milton replied, "Ay, yon
may tag my verses if you will."'

1. 3. disgusting, distasteful : .

• rather than a positive
sense, such as tin- word now bears.

I. 4. the prevalence of genius, the powerful effect produced
upon people by Milton- genius.

II. 8, 9. its admirers opinion, ic and therefore the work
could not make that way which it would have made had they

Spoken out. This, however, is not the fact. The fullest

admiration was accorded to the poem from numerous 'pint'
and, among others, Dryden never lost an opportunity of |>ul>licly

extolling its merits.
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1. 10-3. the means ... ranks, i.e. books nowadays help to

advertise other books.

1. 14. But the reputation ... advanced, in 1680 or 1681 th(

printer Simmons, who had then acquired the entire copyright of

Paradist Lost, sold the future copyright to Brabazon Ayline i for

625, and in 16S3 Aylmer in his turn sold half the copyright to

Jacob Tonson at a higher rate than he had given to Simmons for

the whole. In 1690 or 1691 Tonson acquired from Aylmer the
other half of the copyright, again "at an advanced price,'" and
he and his nephew having later on obtained possession by pur-
chase of the copyright of Milton's entire works, had a monopoly
of the sale till 1731. Copyright at the time of these purchases
was considered perpetual, but in 170!' the first general Copyright
Act annulled this perpetuity, and holders of existing copyrights
in England and Scotland were secured undisturbed possession of

them only for twenty-one years after the 10th of April, 1710.

I. 15. put an end ..love, made it unnecessary for readers to

conceal the admiration they felt. This secrecy, as has been

pointed out, was a piece of Johnson's imagination.
II. 19-21. marked ... silence, saw his fame stealthily making

its way in spite of the fear which kept men from openly avowing
their admiration.

I. 31. catched, we now use the 'strong
'

preterite.

II. 32, 3. as well ... as, not only ... but, both ... and.

1. .'!.'!. oblige him, do him a kindness.

1. 36. her bodily infirmity, she was both lame and deformed.

P. 41, 11. 5, 6. the Hebrew ... the Syriac, etc. i.e. in the
I Icl new, Syriac, etc., languages.

1. 7. confined, obliged, tied down.

1. 14. proper, suitable. This seems to have been the judicious

arrangement of their stepmother whereby they should learn an

occupation likely to be of use to them hi earning a livelihood.

1. 22. wanted, lacked, been without.

1. 26. the whole fable, i.e. fabulous account. Geoffrey of Mon-
mouth (1 110-1154), Bishop of St. Asaph's, author of the Chronicon,
sin Historia Britonum. See note on p. 23, 1. 20.

1. 30. strike, be impressive.

1. 32. fixed his claws, Johnson's comparison of the licenser to

a ravenous bird of prey indicates his sympathy in this matter even
with one most of whose opinions he so cordially detested.

1. 36. Long- Parliament, which sat from 1640 to 1653. Assembly
of Divines, see note on p. 14, 1. 13.

P. 42, 11. 1. 2. the earl of Anglesea,
" the same who, under his

former name of Mr. Arthur Annesley, had been the chief manager
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[> with Monk. nd who had since been a

member of Charles's Privy Council and one of the most active

politicians through Clarendon's Administration and that of the

(Masson, Life, vi 637). He, Davenant, Aubrey, and

many others, were among the visitors to Milton at this time.

11. 4. .">. Samson Agonistes ... Ancients, as early as 1640-1, Milton,
>n points out, had entered among his jottings (already r»

ferred to) of subjects for possible Scripture Tragedies Sai

I'ii, / brand-bringer), or ffybrintes [i.e. Violent),

\farryin i. or Ram i

;
I chi, and Dagonalia, in other

ontemplated two dramas, one on Samson's first mar-

riage with a Pbilistian woman, and bis feuds with the Philistines

wing out of that incident : the oth< r on the closing Bcene of

life, when he t<>uk his 6nal venj a the rhilistini -

at their feast to Dagon. These Bnbjects he has combined in his

in bis
|

to that drama he vindicates

gedy from the small est which in the account of many it

undi
• this day." points out the principles of construction

followed, and defends it- mechanism borrowed from the

ancients. Namson Agonwtes, therefon Masson,
"

offered to the world as a tragedy avowedly of a different order
from that which had l istablished in England It was
a tragedy of the a order, according to the nobh
Greek model which had been kept up by none of the modern
nations, unless it might be the Italian.-. In reading it, not

Shakespeare, uor Ben Jonson, nor Massinger, must be thot

of, l>ut JEechy lus, Sophocles, and Euripides" . .{P. W. ii. 584 ,

l. 'Jo. Elwood. not EHwood but Phillips. Sis statement, how-
ot go the length of Johnson's, foi ill he tells as is

that "though /' d was 'generally censured to b
much inl the other,' Milton himself 'could not bear with

pati< y such thing when related to him" Masson, -

\ i. f.

1. '29. had it to himself. ling it.

1. 32. a kind dignity, a kiml of dignity whicl i itself

in his condesc* nding to undert ike work "t bo humble a uatui

1. .'!.'!. controvertist. now more usually
'

list.'

1. 34 to accommodate, to meet the wan'

P. 43, 1. 4. Ramus. I

the University i I I who in 1643 published his Institute

Din/"'"'< in opposition t" Aristotle's Logic. M
that the outline of this treai the manuscript- that

Milton had by him. and that while at Cambridge, taking the

Ramist Bide, he had compiled the material afterwards worked up
into this Latin digest of the Ramist Logic.

1. 6. oppugners, adversaries, attack'
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1. 8. the schools, the followers of the scholastic, or Aristotelian

philosophy.
I, 9. polemical, controversial; literally '-warlike,' from 6k.

udXejAos, war. " This tract was called forth by the controversies
excited by Charles the Second's Declaration of Indulgence
(March 1672), and the passing of the 'Test Act,' 1073" (Firth).

II. 15, (5. agreement ... Scriptures, agreement in believing that
the Bible contains everything necessary to salvation, is able to
meet all doubts and difficulties on points of religious belief.

il. 21, 2. to regard ... Scripture, to acknowledge as a guiding
principle any dictates of a conscience not based upon the doc-
trines laid down in the Bible.

I. 25. one of the Popes bulls, the word bulls is here punned
upon ; as derived from the Lat. bulla, it meant a seal attached to

an official document, especially the leaden seal attached to the

Pope's edicts, and thence those edicts themselves ; in its sense of

a self-contradictory proposition, an expression containing a mani-
fest contradiction in terms or involving a ludicrous inconsistency
unperceived by the speaker (now often qualified by the epithet
Irish) the origin of the word is unknown.

II. 25, 6. it is particular ... schismatick, as catholick means
'

universal,' to speak of anything as being Roman Catholick is a

contradiction of terms as great as particular universal or

catholick schismatick.

1. 31. his juvenile poems, see note, p. 16, 1. 1.

1. 33. Familiar Epistles, so called after Cicero's E/nstoke ad

FamUiares, or letters to his intimate friends.

1. 35. exercises, see note, p. 3, 1. 15.

P. 44, 11. 5, 6. by a quiet ..expiration, breathing his last

calmly and peacefully.

1. 12. Mr. Benson, this monument by the sculptor Rysbrack
was erected at the expense of Auditor Benson, whose egotism is

satirized by Pope, Dunciad, iii. 325,—
"On poets' tombs see Benson's titles writ."

1. If), soli Miltono secundus, inferior to Milton alone. John

Phillips was the author of '11k Splendid Shilling, and of him
Johnson, Lives of the Poets, says, "whatever there is in Milton
which the reader wishes away, all that is obsolete, peculiar, or

licentious, is accumulated with great care by Phillips." The
line erased was " Uni Miltono secundus, priinoque pa?ne par," i.e.

si cond to Milton alone, and almost equal to him.

1. 17. Sprat (1636-1713), Dean of Westminster, and Bishop of

Rochester, one of the authors of the famous Rehearsal.
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1. 20. Atterbury, Francis (1662-1732), appointed in 1715 l><':m

nf Westminster and Bishop of Rochester.

1.
-

24. a statue, a monumental bust.

I. 29. at the foretop. in tin- middle, a- we now more commonly

Q. 29 ''•<>. according Adam. "
byacinthine locks Round from

hi- parted forelock manly hung Clustering," /'. /.. iv. 301-3.

II. 32, 3. as having. ..thick. i.e. hie figure was Buch thai with a

litti- ration he might have been described as, etc.

1. 36. rapier, a light, narrow sword, especially used in duel-

ling: backsword, a sword with only one cutting edge ;
bul also a

:< with a basket-bill used instead of a sword in fencing, .<

;le-stick ; iii which latter sense the word is probably used in

Milton's treatise on education.

1'. 45, 11. 1. 2. his book on Education, see note on 1. (>, p. 4

1. lf>. to six. till six o'clock in tin- eveni

1. lti. visiters. Johnson used both the earlier and the later

the wonl ; see 1. 21, below.

1. 18. even tenour. regular manner of life.

1. 20. the succession of his practice, the uniformitj of his mode
of life.

L 23. of which ... some, which even the most retired must
attend to at times.

I. HO. Fortune ... care, he seems to have thought little of making
mom

II. .'!4. .">. given up ... indignation, allowed to live in poverty
without any heed 1 >*-i i >^r paid to the indignation he Bhowed at the

poor return n his sen u

P. 46, 1. 3. Namptwitch. aov spell Nantwitch.

I. .">. scrivener, Bee note. p. 1, 1. 16.

II. .">. 6. the general Church. th< I scramble for the

revenues and • Btat< - of the Church when h was disestablished

institutio

1. K». placed in the Excise office, the m d been invested
at interest with the Commissioners of Excise and w a- lost to him
after tin l;, storation.

1. Hi. His literature, his knowledge of literature and learning.

1. 17. polite, polished, as bo, tit for use by civilised nations.

1. is. its two dialects, k. pure Hebrew, and the Aramaic
dialect found in portions of Daniel and Ezra.

1. 24. Metamorphoses, a poem in fifteen hooks consisting of

legends or fables involving a transformation (metamorphosis).
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I. 31. skilful, intelligent.

1. 36. Calvinistical, in accordance with the doctrines: of John
Calvin, the Protestant Reformer (1509-1564), the most Important
of which were those on predestination and grace.

P. 47, 1. 2. Arminianism, the doctrines of James Arminius or

Harmensen, a Dutch Protestant theologian, who put forth
views opposed to those of Calvin, especially on predestination.
Arminius died in 1609.

1. 5. Baudius, Dominic, a Belgian of the latter half of the six-

teenth century, celebrated for his Latin poetry.

1. 6. magis ... sequeretur, translated by the next sentence.

I. 8. denomination, sect bearing some particular name, e.g. the

Calvinists, Arminians, Arians, etc. Firth points out that
Johnson's strictures are based on no better authority than an
assertion of Toland's.

II. 19, 20. untainted... opinion, free from all heresy in regard
to doctrines of vital importance.

11. 21, 2. the immediate ... Providence, the interference by
Providence in worldly affairs upon such occasions as seemed

proper to it.

11. 27, 8. live . . approbation, need no other approbation than
their own judgment.

1. 30. praying acceptably, praying in such a way as was accept-
able in l he sight of God, though in a state of innocence, having
committed no sin, they used no prayers of repentance such as

those of which after their fall they had need in order to obtain

pardon.
1'. 48, 1. 4. the trappings, the mere show and outward magnifi-

cence, set up, be sufficient for the maintenance <>f. The words

quoted are from a conversation between the poet and Sir Robert
Howard recorded in Toland's Life of Milton, p. 139 (Firth).

1. 11. Milton's republicanism ... authority, perhaps nowhere
else in this Life does Johnson allow his political prejudices to

bias him to such an extent in his estimate of Milton's character;
I nit his injustice is not in these days likely to carry weight with

persons of any intelligence.

1. 24. a Turkish contempt, the doctrines of Islam deny women
all freedom in this world and all place in the next. "Milton's

views may be gathered from Paradise Lost. iv. 295-311, 635-638:
viii. 540-559 Tix. 1182-1186; x. 145-156, 867-908; xi. 614-636;
Samson Agonistes, 1010-1000. Some of these utterances are of

course dramatic ; others Milton's biographers have taken to

represent the opinions and experiences of the author himself"

(Firth).
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1. •_?• >. break the ranks, emancipate themselves from the sub-

ordinate position which be considered propel to them by any
manifestation of independent thought.

P. 4u, 1. 11. to make a stand, se. against the generally received

belief.

1. ~2'2. un-ideal. that conveyed 1 her mind.

1. '_'."• some establishment. Borne substantial support. Queen
Caroline, wife oi I

• ond.

1. -'>. Fort St. George, still the official name for the city and

Presidency of Madi

1'. 50, 1. •'< for her benefit, i.e. the proceeds of the performance
being handed over to her; hence the rm 'a benefit night,'

alone.

1. 7. Dr. Newton, editor of /'" n 174M.

1. s. Tonson. " a celebrated publisher of tin- last century, \\ 1

it-uncle and pn or in business, Jacob Tonson, 'the

prince of booksellers,' and the first of tin gr< I English pub-
li.-li entioned in the Life of Dryden. This Jacob died in

1736 j
!.> nephew in 1767" (Matthew Arnold).

1. 10. the stocks, tin Funds: the idea in *'o<k is that of any-

thing ick.

1. 2"2. nothing satisfied, not at all satisfied, The poem refei red
t.. 1- 1 ion," '.v hich grew out oi bis "Ode on the Morning

rist'a Nativity." and ••
vi as probably," says Masson, "written

f<.r 1 630." At the end of it Milton appends as a note,
"This subject the Author finding to be above the years he had
when he wn ind nothing satisfied with what pin,
left it unfinished.

"

1. 23. nice, particul

L 28. lusciously elegant that cloys.

1. 30. the numbers, tin- versification : Lat. nutm

I. 32. the elegies ode3, tin- former, even in number, >!<• all

in the elegiac metre; the latter, which Milton calls ">>h
various m< tres, hexami I i'-. hendei asyllabic,

•

II. .'J:>. 4. some, spared. Johnson is referring
to tin- four short

grams on tin- sub I tin- Gunpowder Plot, t" be found

among his
'

I the « >d. b there i- some
two hundred and twentj me Bubject, and
this is one of thi Milton's juvenile Latin poen

1. 35. make no promises of. give us no reason to we
should now in the singular.

I*. 51, 11. "J. .".. their peculiarity is not excellence, if fchej ire

unlike the writu litis, this fact i- not in itself sufficient

to make them excellent.
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1. 9. happily, fortunately : preserved at Cambridge, in the

Library of Trinity College.

I. 12. Shew how ... required, show by what steps excellence
has to be sought ; required, sought and thus acquired.

II. 12, 3. what we hope ... ease, that which we hope sooner or
Inter to do without trouble.

1. 21. he was a Lion ..Kid, a figurative allusion to Milton's

lines, P. L. iv. 343, 4, "Sporting the lion ramped, and in his

paw Dandled the kid."

I. 27. remote ... opinions, the former refer especially to the
allusions to classical poetry, the latter to the doctrinal points of
the poem.

II. 28-30. Passion ... heel, see 11. 1-3
; 85, 6 ; 34.

I. 29. Arethuse, the name of a nymph and also of a famous
fountain called after her in the island of Ortygia, near Syracuse:
Mincius, Virgil's native river, falling into the Po, a little below
Mantua. The invocation of these two streams indicates Milton's
imitation of the pastoral poetry of Virgil and Theocritus, the
latter a Syracusan by birth.

II. 30, 1. Where there is .. grief, when a man's mind is so
much at ease that it can have recourse to such fables as those in

Lycidas, it cannot be occupied by any strong feeling of grief.
See "ii this subject Introduction, pp. xi.-xix.

1. 33. disgusting, see note, p. 40, 1. 3.

1. 3."). are long ago exhausted, sc. in the pastoral poetry of
former day -, such as that of Theocritus, Virgil, etc.

I". 52,1. 1. Where Cowley ... Hervey, in his "poem on the
death of Mr. William Hervey

"
(Firth).

1. 5. We drove afield, we drove our flocks to pasture in the fields.

1. ('). grey fly, by Warton supposed to be the trumpet-fly ; by
others, the cricket: sultry horn, "according to the classical

e by which an epithet is employed for an adverbial phrase
denoting Time

"
(.Terrain) ; who compares Collins, Ode to />< ning,

"where the beetle winds his small but sullen horn." In reality
the sound is produced by the motion of the wings.

1. 7. Battening, •'usually intransitive, 'to grow fat,' as in

Shakespeare, Hamlet, iii. 4. 67, 'batten on this moor' [and
Conohnnis, iv. 5. 35]. It is used transitively in J. Philips'
Ctih r, lik. i..

'

the meadows here with battening ooze enriched,'
and in Brown's Brit. Pastorals, l>k. ii., 1st song,

' the batning
earth.' The original root is hat-, whence also bet-ter and O. E.
hii-m,

"
(Jerram).

1. 10. the true meaning . . . found, a piece of illogical perversity ;

the meaning is perfectly plain and clear, being, as Masson remarks.
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"the recollection, pastorally expressed, of their companionship
1

ambridge, their walks and talks there, and their common
• a

"
i /'. W. i. 194).

11. 1"', »>. such as . supplies, such as would readily occur to

students familiar with classical poetry.

11 18, 9. without piping, with. no companion in the pursuit
to judge of the merit of his songs, which shepherds in pastoral

y are represented as doing.
1. 28. equivocations, terms used in a double sense ; the earlier

and more li1 se of the word.

I. 33. nice, close, particular.

P. 53, L 3. Theobald, one of the older commentators on
Shak<

II. 4. 5. derive their colours, are made to look bright or gloomy.

1. 7. differently disposed, inclined to mirth or to melancholy.
I. 11. chearful, an older spelling of the word.

II. 11,2. The cheerful ... evening, see L'AUegro, 11. 41, 2,
// /' II. 56 s

. and for the rest of the allusions the

two poems passim. They must, as Masson remarks, be read
td the studied antithesis of mood and occupation

be kept in mind in the reading.

1. 14. not unseen, openly, not trying like the melancholy man
to escape notice : L*Allegro, 1. ">7.

1. ltJ. plowman, the older spelling of the word, used l>y Milton
and re-introduced bj Tennyson.

1.21. fanciful ignorance, thefaiiy tales and fabulous wond<
winch superstition and ignorance have invented. See L'AUegro,
II. 101-14.

1. 23. curfew. 0. F i fire-cover, thence the time I

ering or putting out I ell rung every night
signal for doing so.

1. '2.">. glowing embers, // /'•
>,

1. 70.

I. 26. to discover souls, "m of Plato, to

unfold What worlds or what \ hold The immortal
mind that hath forsook Her mansion in this fl< ok"; II

38

II. 26, 7. varies . meditation, gives new food to the meditative

gloom that is upon him.

1. 3'2. some dream of prognostication, some dream whi<

foreshow to him events of his life about to happen. "And let

som< •

mysterious dream W •-. • at his [sleep's] wing-, in

airy stream Of lively portraiture display I, Softly on my eyelids
bid," U Penseroso, "ll. 147-50.
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11. 34, 5. Both Mirth ... communication. i.e Mirth and Melan-

choly as depicted by Milton in these two poems.

1. 36. philosophical friend, in the case of the melancholy man.

P. 54, 1. 1. pleasant companion, in that of the chei pful man,

1. 4. The man of cheerfulness ... theatre, see &Allegro, lb 117,
etc.

I. S. wild dramas, fanciful plays, such as a Midsummer Night's
Priam.

II. 10, 1. The pensive man ... cathedral, II Penseroso, 155,

1. 12. forsaken the Church, left the communion of the Church
of England, for ordination in which he was still preparing him-

self, if, as is supposed, the poems were written while he was

living at Horton immediately after leaving Cambridge.
1. 13. Both . . . musick, as Milton himself did, he being an

accomplished musician and daily spending much of his time in

playing on the organ, especially after he became blind.

I. 15. dismission, dismissal, permission to leave. Orpheus by
his music obtained leave from Pluto to carry back to earth his

dead wife, Eurydice, on condition that he should not, look back
to see whether she was following him till they reached the upper
world. On its confines Orpheus in his anxiety turned round,
when Eurydice immediately vanished from his view and returned
to the infernal regions.

II. IS, fl. he conducts ... life, 11 Penseroso, 11. 167 to end.

I. 22. nicely, accurately.

II. 22, 3. the colours ... discriminated, the language, as John-
son thinks, not beinp s>< cially appropriate to the subjects.

II. 25, 6. I always ... mirth, cp. Shelley, To a Skylark, 88, 9,
" Our sincerest laughter With some pain is fraught."

1. 28. Masque, see note, p. 5, 1. 14.

I. 31. system of diction, peculiar phraseology, mode of verse,
blank verse.

('. 55. 1. 2. period, .sentence
; F. periode, perfect sentence,

l,;ii. periodus, ^k.-n-epioSos, a going round, circuit, a well-rounded
sentence.

II. 8, !». given up to imagination, allowed to abandon itself

to all manner of whimsical contrivance and license of action.

11. 15, 6. its convenience, 8C. as regards the working out of the

plot.

11. 19-21. a mode . support it, in the English drama the pro-
logue whether spoken by an actor or somebody else, and by the
actor whether in character or not, was always something distinct
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; the plaj : in the Greek drama, especially the playa oi

Euripides, the openi ch was often as much a prologue as

that of tli*- Attendant Spirit in Comun.

11. -i. 5. a dialogue contention, a dialogue in which each

answers the other with sprightly rejoinder ana repari

L 29. jollity, easy mirth, joyous abandonment oi spirit: the

rtantive is almost obsolete now, and the adjective survives

only in schoolboy slai

1. .'!i». recommend, give as a favourable idea of.

I. .'{.">. must owe . voice, if this song is ever to delight an

audience, it can only I"- by it- being sung bj one whose voice

would charm, whatever th<- Bong mighl be, i.e. in itself il

could give but little pleasure to an audience. Johnson, a

well known, was absolutely without eai foi music, hi "just
knew the bell oi St. Clement's Church from the organ,

mlav puts it. 1'iit his eat must been Btrangelj deaf

to the melodj oi vera it he could thus Bpeak of this exquisite

P. -;6, 11. I. 2. when they have feared, danger, when they
hav< their fears and hopes as !> their Bister's

situation.

II. ."{. i. the Elder philosopher, i.e. instead oi hurrying, as

thej might 1 to do, to succour their sister.

11 s. 9. the Brother rhyming, 11. 494-500.

11. 11. 2. of no use Being, what Johnson means by Baying that

the nan
'

it is difficult to tell, am! therefore to

judgi the suital.ilii -. •! otherwise of the epithet.

1. 14. generous, noble.

1. 17- wants, needs, lacks.

1. is. a brisker replies, a dialogue in which objections and

replies are bandied about in brisk and pith] alternation, not

drawn out in lengthy arguAii

L 21. harsh .. numbers, perhaps only Johns mild bo have

criticized tin- Spiril
" Sabrina fair," 11. 859-889, Sabru

I all the melody thence to the . ad of the

poem.
1. 22. figures, hope-, metaphors.

1. 23. too luxuriant for dialogue, not sufficiently

1. 24. inelegantly splendid, too ornate in ! and mi I

phor to desen e I he pi aise i d

1. 28. eighth and the twenty-first, the formei " When the

Assault was intended to the ('it' latter addressed to

ick Skinner.
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I. 30. however adapted, even though it be excellently suited.

II. 31, 2. which having ... termination, so large a proportion of

the Italian vocabulary ending in vowels. Though there are some

splendid sonnets in English, such as those of .Shakes];.

Wordsworth, and others, this form of poetry has never adapted
itself to the language with the success it has met with in Italy.

I. 34. anxiety, careful attention and examination.

P. 57, 1. 5. assemblage, combination.

II. 15-7. from policy ... character, from the conduct of men in

pursuing their objects, and from the rules that govern their

manner of life, he must learn how characters are to be dis-

tinguished from each other.

1. IS. physiology, the science of nature, the science based upon
an inquiry into the nature of things.

I. 20. capable of painting ... fiction, capable of depicting nature
as it actually is, and of presenting as a reality what has exist-

ence in the fancy only.

II. 21, 2. has attained ... language, has mastered the full capa-
city of the language in which lie writes.

I. 23. the colours of words, the various shades of meaning that

a word possesses.

II. 22-5. learned ... moderation, learned to use his words in

Buch a way that their different sounds may harmonize with the
various changes that may be rung upon metrical arrangements ;

moderation, here modification, adjustment.
I. 2G. Bossu, a French critic of the seventeenth century, of

whom Mulgrave "lias thought fit to say that wc should have

stared, like Indians, at Homer, if Bossu had not taught us to

understand him. The book is, however, long since forgotten ;

and we fancy that we understand Homer not the worse .. Bossu
is judicious and correct in taste, but without much depth"...
(Hallam, Literary History, iv. p. 305).

1. 27. fable, story.

1. 28. only of Milton, purists would demand that we should

say
'

of Milton only.'

1. 29. is incidental and consequent, arises out of the story

incidentally and not of set purpose.
1. 30. intrinsick, necessarily involved, inherent.

1. 31. to vindicate, to justify, show to be in accordance with
the highest justice ;

" what in me is dark Illumine, what is low

raise and support : That to the highth of this great argument, I

may assert Eternal Providence, And justify the ways of God to

men," P. I., i. 22-6.
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11. 35, 6. surprise expectation, take expectation unawares,

arrest attention and startle the expectant mind by something
for which it was not prepared.

!'. 58, 1. 5. any recital, *c. of particular events.

1. lo. the conduct of a colony, the leading forth, or planting,

colony.

1. 15. reasonable, endowed with the faculty of reason.

I. 22. with whose actions consented, to the performanct >•(

wh< "lis the elemental powers of nature were d

subservient, were adapted in their creation.

II. 29-31. of which ...regions. /'. /.. vi. 219 -'4
;
arm him, arm

himself : regions, the realms overwhich tiny reigned.

1'. 59, 1. 9. Raphael, "tin- affable Archangel," as lie is called

in /'."/. vii. 41.

1. 1<>. of easy .. communication, readily condescending, sub-

mitting his dignity, to free intercourse with the inferior nature

of created in

1. 11. Michael. "oi d armies prince," /'. A. \i. 44. Mis

r is displayed at length in his int. n oui Be \\ ith Adam in

l»k. \i. attentive to, alwaj dful of, carefully preserving
the. etc.

1. 17. the most being, a being who i- at the same time most

Ited in liis original nature, ami has sunk to tl : depths
of wickedness by la- rebellion against God.

1. '20. which no Justify, which cannol 1»- justified by the

nd depicting U r.

(, taint, repel by horror.

I. 26. with great happiness, skilfully, felicitously.

II. •_*>, 30. foams obstinacy, 1' rth in pai

II. 30, 1. and no otherwise wicked, are offensive only so far

ricked, shock us by insoli ace

towards ' iod.

1. 34. Moloch, "Firsl Moloch, horrid kit 1 <1 with

hi. .0,1 of human sacrifice, and par P. ' i. 392, :<.

P. 60, 1. 8. Fruition, t!,, ould desire.

1. 12. soften to repentance, graduallj
till at length they became repentant.

1. 13. diligently, carefully.

1. 15. vulgar, ordinary, as opposed t- 1 >n< dealing with

subjects as thai of Parad

1. 16. which immerge consideration, which demand of the

critic the keenest considerat:
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11. 19, 20. the probable., probable, that in which we recognize

probability is marvellous, that which is marvellous in its

appearance is also probable to our imagination from what we
can infer of God's nature ; the two things which in an ordhi

epic are distinct, are in Paradise Lout interwoven with i

other.

I. 23. adventitious, not necessarily inherent.

II. 24, 5. But the main ... supported, but the poem as a whole
is based upon foundations of eternal truth.

1. 26. It is ... Addison, in the Spectator, No. 273.

1. 32. 0ebs dirb fj.Tixavfjs, literally 'the god from the machine,'

a theatrical contrivance to represent the coming down of a god,
the Latin </< us ex mackina ; the introdurtion of some god to effeel

results which human agency could not bring about.

I. 'Mi. the rule, such as is laid down by Horace. Ars Poelica, 191 .

2, "Nee deus intersit, nisi dignus vindice nodus Incident," noi

let the interference of a god be resorted to on the stage, unless

some difficulty arise demanding such a solution.

P. 6i, 1. 4. Raphael's ... heaven, P. L. v. 563-907, vi., the

whole.

II. 4, 5. Michael's ... world, P. L. xi. 453, etc.

I. 6. the great action, the main action of the poem.

II. 9, 10. it has distinctly ... end, as laid down in Aristotle's

Poftii-s : a beginning, sc. the war in Heaven and the fall of the

rebel angels; a middle, sc. the creation of earth and its inhabi-

tants; an end. sc. the banishment of Adam and Eve from Para-

dise in consequence of their sin.

1. 13. funeral games, such as those related in Virgil's Aeneid,
lik. v. description of a shield, as that of Achilles in the Iliad,

viii. 4i')l -(il7.

1. 14. The short digressions ... books, where Milton refers to

himself and the circumstances in which the poem was written ;

iii. 1 -55, vii. 1-39, ix. 20-47.

1.18. a little ... himself, personal revelations by which we

mighl know something of the poet himself.

1. 19. extrinsick, not necessarily belonging to the subject of

the poem.

1. 26. intituled, the older spelling of the word we now write
•

entitled,' and closer to the Latin form

1. 27. indecently, in unbecoming language.

1. 31. Cato, Uticensis, who put an end to himself rather than

fall into the hands of Caesar.
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L 32. Lucan, a Roman poet horn at Corduba in Spun, a.d. 89,

author of an heroic poem, the Pharsalia, narrating the struggle
- u and Porapey.

11. 32, 3. but Lucan s decide, hut the fact of Lucan having

adopted is Ins hero one who, like Dato, was unsuccessful is not
in Quintili. m's opinion a sufficient authority for the practice;
Qulntilian, M. FabiuB, the most celebrated of the Roman
rhetoricians, born \.i». 4').

P. 62, 1. 1. scheme and fabrick, plan and construction.

1. 3. appropriated, fitted, adjusted.

1.7. admits ... manners, Adam and Eve being till then situ-

ated as none of their descendants, the human race, have b

situated.

1. 11. his singularity of virtue, "the Seraph Abdiel, faithful

found ; Among the faithless faithful only he
; Among innumer-

able false unmoved, Unshaken, nnseduced, unterrified, His

loyalty he kept, his love, his seal," /'. /.. v. .S96-900.

I. 12. accommodated, made applicable to.

II. 13. Raphael's reproof. /'. /.. viii. 158-178.

11. 13, 4. curiosity motions, inquisitive desire to be made

acquainted with, etc., /'. L. viii. 13-38

11. 14, f>. may be confidently opposed, may he compared with-
out any feai of being surpassed.

11. 17, B. in the progress, ee. of the narrative.

I. 21. curiosity, inquiring spirit.

II. 21. 2 to sublimate, to refine and el< hnical t< rm
in alchemy.

11. 22. .'{. to throw science, so as to permeate his work with
the essential and spiritual pari of science

1. 28. his element, the element in which he is at home.

I. 30. his natural port, the carriage or demeanoui which is

natural to him.

P. 63, 1. 1. enforcing, forcibly impressing upon his readers.

II. 4. ") without extravagance, without incurring tin- charge
of being,

1. 13. new modes of existence, such ae human experience has
no acquaintance w ith.

1. 14. trace, track, follow out.

1. 1"). accompany, heaven, in the music of his poetry afford

an accompaniment to the harmony of the angelic chorus;
accompany, used is a technical term in music for playing on an
instrument in company with word- to 1.,- sung
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11. 16, 7. be must ... earth, i.e. it was necessary to the subject
of his poem for him to do so.

11. 22, 3. from original form, from Nature herself, raciness,
spirit, vivid flavour. "

Racy undoubtedly means indicative of its

origin, due to its breed, full of the spirit of its raa . and so is a
derivative of Race [in the sense of lineage]

"
(Skeat, Ety. Diet.),

1. 25. through ... books, Dryden, Essay of Dramatic Poetry.

1. 27. Enna, "Not that fair field Of Enna, where Proserpin
gathering flowers, Herself a fairer flower, by gloomy Dis Was
gathered," P. L. iv. 268-71. Persephone, called by the Romans
Proserpina, was the daughter of Zeus and Demeter. The story
of her being carried off by Pluto (Dis) and being made his queen
in the infernal regions is not mentioned by Homer, but appears
first in Hesiod's Theogojiy.

I. 21). the Cyanean rocks, or Symplegades, two small rocks at
the entrance of the Thracian Bosporus into the Euxine, are

represented in mythology as having once been moveable and
as inshing together and crushing every ship that attempted to

pass between them. After the Argo had passed through them,
they became stationary; "harder beset And more endangered
than when Argo passed Through Bosporus betwixt the justling
rocks, Or when Ulysses on the larboard shunned Charybdis, and

by the other whirlpool [Scylla] steered," P. L. ii. 1016-20.

II. 33. with notice vanity, with due caution being given as

to their unreality ; they being presented as though actual
i vents.

1. 36. His similes ... various, his similes, though less numerous,
are drawn from a greater variety of subjects than those, etc.

P. 64, 11. 4-7. Thus, comparing discovers, "The broad cir-

cumference Hung on his shoulders like the moon, whose orb

Through optic glass the Tuscan artist views At evening, from
the top of Fesole, Or in Valdarno, to descry new lands, Rivers,
or mountains, in her spotty globe," P. L. i. 286-91.

1. 13. amiable, lovable.

1. 1!». may be ... vain, may be supposed to have had no bene-

ficial influence upon the author.

1. 20. pravity, vicious life.

1. 21. Deliverance of Jerusalem, the Gierusalemme TAhtrata. of

Torquato Tasso, a famous Italian poet, the first complete edition

of which was published in 1581. Tasso died in 1595.

1. 24. train, order, course.

1. 27. confirms, strengthens.

1. 2'. 1. venerable, deserving of our respect.
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1. 34. in mutual forbearance. bj each yielding Bomewhal to

the other.

P. 65, 1. 1. can only conceive, form an idea of, but nol

in.

I. r>. whatever be done, in every circumstance ->f his narration.

1 8. the port . suitors. " Wt their porl Not <>f mean snitoi

/'. /.. xi.
-

II. s, ;». they rise regard. th< demand oi as thai

; which their fall had forfeited.

II. 17. 8. the passions ... occasion, llie referei e is t<> /'. /..

ix. 1011-6

1. '20. argumentative, is evinced in the arguments <>f the

various disputai

1. 24. to discover, t<> Bet forth.

L 351 Bentley, the famous edition by this great classical

published in 1732, and abounds in emendations
ami corrections which have found little favour with modern
criticism.

I 34. made them, iiiia<_rin<<l tin nee,

1. .'{"). obtrusions, thrustings forward.

I'. 66, 1. 1. comprises ... manners. Bee note, )>. 62, 1. 7.

I. 7. he can be engaged, can imagine himself taking part.

II. 13, 4. in the fallen angels, in the persons of the, 1 tc.

1. 27. recede, avert our thi

1. 36. too ponderous ... wit, such as human intelligence is in-

capable of eel imal

1*. 67, 11. 4, .">. a new train images, .1 be a of im.i

wlii- ion by oner in which they
conni

1. 6. pregnancy, vitality, force.

1. 7. the few radical positions, the small number of topics of

I. 0. ramified them, caused them i.> branch <"it in different

dire btons.

II. 10, 1. from licentiousness of fiction, from indulging in

trava if invention.

1. 17. impregnated, fertilized and endowed with t city

for produciiu
1. IS. fermented, which was fermi

bread is by yeast, leaven.

1. 19. without hyperbole, withoul imi in the langt
of ex _ _ ion.

12
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1. 22. original deficience, that which is necessarily wanting
from the very nature of the subject ;

the more modern form is
'

deficiency.'

I. 27. harassed, troubled in mind by the vastness of the

subject.

II. 33, 4. instruments of action, those agencies and media

through which alone action is possible to human beings.

P. 68, 11. 2, .'?. perplexed ... philosophy, mingled philosophy
with his poetry in a manner that renders the latter obscure.

I. 5. When Satan ... marie,
" to support uneasy steps Over the

burning marie," P. L. i. 295, 6; marie, or 'marl,' as we now
write it, is a rich, deep-soiled earth.

II. 8, 9. animates the toad, P. L. iv. 8.

11. 10, 1. starts up ... shape,
" So started up, in his own shape,

the Fiend," P. L. iv. 819.

1. 12. spear and shield, "nor wanted in his grasp What seemed
both spear and shield," P. L. iv. 989, 90.

1. 15. Pandsemonium, "A solemn council forthwith to be held

At Pandnsmonium, the high capital Of Satan and his peers," P.

L. i. 755-7.

I. 16. at large ... number, "Thus incorporeal spirits to smallest

forms Reduced their shapes immense, and were at large, Though
without number still, amidst the hall of that infernal court," P.

L. i. 789-92.

II. 18,9. crushed ... sinning,
" Their armour helped their harm,

crushed in and bruised ... though Spirits of purest light, Purest

at first, now gross by sinning grown," P. L. vi. 656-61.

11. 20-2. The sooner .. remove, P. L. vi. 593-7, "but down

they fell ... The sooner for their arms. Unarmed they might Have

easilj . as Spirits, evaded swift By quick contraction or remove."

the sooner, here the is the ablative of the demonstrative.

1. 2<!. Uriel, "So promised he; and Uriel to his charge
Returned on that bright beam, whose point now raised Bore him

slope downward to the Sun," P. L. iv. 5S9-91.

1. 27. Satan ... Adam, P. L. ix. 482-5, "Her husband ... Whose*

higher intellectual more I shun, And strength, of courage

haughty, and of limb Heroic built, though of terrestrial mould."

1. 30. the book, the sixth.

1. 36. abstract ideas, ideas abstracted, detached, from .-ill

concrete being.

1*. 69, 1. 8. non-entity, that which has no existence [ens).

Prometheus, the PrometJu u& Vinctus, a tragedy representing the

sufferings inflicted by Zeus upon Prometheus ( Forethought), son
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of tin Tit. in [apetus and Clymene, for having earned down
Leaven and bestowed it upon morl

I. '.». Alcestis, daughter of Peliae and wife of Admetus who

gave up her lit'- I I ier husband from death.

L 13. allegory of Sin and Death, told in /'. /.. ii. 648-814.

II. 22, 3. no less local, ool Less defined ae to position.

11. 26. 7. a mole asphaltus. "Th - 1 •-« i soil Death with
his M and dry, As with a trident smote, and
fixed k« firm As Delos, floating I bis look Bound
with Gorgonian rigour not to mi 1 with aaphaltic slime,

1

P. L. >. The true reading . regated no\ aggravated.

1. 33. with great expectation, with Buch detailed description
that we are lfl t<> bu] It of importano
at hand ; see P. L. iv. 877-1015.

P. 70, 1. 1. rife in heaven. 3] may produce new Worlds;
whei nt a fame in Beaven thai 1!'

/'./.. i. peech);
"

'I I

nt and prophetic fame in Heaven Err not)—
another World, the happy & ome new race, called .Man,''

P. L. ii. 345

1. 4. something of anticipation, some anticipation
•

thin.:- which .so far lias no 63

1. 5. Adam's discourse of dreams, /'. L. \\\\. 287

I. 7. his answer. /'. L. iii. 17'»

II. 12, '.i. hefore Adam comparison, deei not

'. and Adam
This -

. minim exceptii i> 1

(he variety of knowledge which Ai with the

1. 14. Dryden remarks. •• Milt- admiral
luit am I therefore bound t" maintain, that ti

among his elevation! ident he reeps dong some
times far above an hundred lu the

ad Miscellany).

I. 22. expatiated, i wandered at

II. 29, 30. the Paradise of Fools, "all these, upwhirled aloft

Plj the World far ofl Into a Limbo Large and
called The Paradise of I .". /.. iii

I. 33. equivocations, set 1. 28.

II. .'!4. .">. his unnecessary art.
'

fault I shall t

notice of in Milton'.- style is the frequenl use of what the leai

call technical words or terms of art
"
(Addison, The Spectator,

N 297).
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P. 71, 1. 5. not as nice but as dull, remarkable rather for his
dulness of ideas than for his accuracy of observation.

1. 9. elegant, gracefully written.

1. 11. effusions, pourings forth.

I. 16. it would... praise, sc. which its inferiority to Paradise
Lost makes us refuse.

II. 20, 1. with their encumbrance of a chorus, the Greek drama
originated in the choric dances in honour of Dionysus (Bacchus),
and in its fuller form the chorus still retained a place, its
function being principally to moralize upon the purport of the

play and to interpret its movement.

1. 24. the intermediate parts, such as the dispute between
Samson and Ids wife, Dalila, the conversations of Samson and
his father, Manoah, and the reflections of the Chorus.

1. 31. In the gross, as a whole, not by study of individuality.
P. 72, 1. 10. sunk under him, was not adequate to the sub

limity of his subject. The Spectator, No. 297, "Our language
sunk under him, and was unequal to that greatness of soul which
furnished him with such glorious conceptions.

"

1. 1.3. discovered, seen.

I. 23. the Tuscan poets, Tasso, Dante, Ariosto, etc.

II. 2."), (i. Jonson ... language, "Spenser, in affecting the
ancients, writ no language; yet would 1 have him read for his

inciter, but as Virgil read Ennius" (Jonson, Discoveries, exxv.).

1. 27. Butler, author of Hvdibras, in which poem, iii. 93, he
speaks of "A Babylonish dialect, which learned pedants much
affect

"
; Babylonish, babel-like, confused in language. Cp. /'. L.

xii. 343.

1. 31. he cannot want, he cannot be denied.

1*. 73, 11. 1, 2. The measure ... rhyme, in his prefatory note to
Paradise Lost.

1. 3. The Earl of Surrey, who translated the Second Book of

Virgil's /Eneid into blank verse, and first introduced that form
of verse into English poetry.

I. 7. Raleigh's ... Guiana, in 1616 Raleigh was liberated from
prison in order thai lie might discover the gold mine in Guiana
of which in his previous voyage he had heard rumours.

M. 10, 1. Trisino's Italia Liberata, Trisino, or Trissino, an
Italian poel of ihe first half of the sixteenth century, and the
father of blank verse in that country, wrote a, poem on the liber-

ation of Italy from the Goths by Belisarius.

II. 13, 4. Rhyme poetry, in his preface to Paradise Lost,
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where he speaks of "rime" ae being "bul the invention of a
• off \\ retch< 'I matter and lame mi

11. 14,5. But perhaps ... adjunct, Isaiah, for instance, or the

ins, though cot in their English translation metrical in form,
Done the l< as poetry to oui underatandin

11. unless all ... together, unless the syllables of each
line are so adjusted to each other as to produce a harmony ol

sound.

1. 'J.">. a distinct sounds. ture <>f Bounds complete in

If ami independent for its effect upon our car of what -

befor fter,

1. 29. happy, skilful, felicitous.

1. .SI. Blank verse eye, only to Ik distinguished from pn
by being written or printed in lines which do Dot run on in

unbroken continuation.

I. .'HJ. lapidary style. »
|>. fi, 1. :;

I'. 74, 11. •_', :;. the Italian writers precedents. Milton di

ii"t •

particular poets, though In- speaks of them

II. 14, .">. cannot be said .. poem, that having been already•
contrived

"

by Somer.

11. *2'2-4. he did not refuse ... them, b* e Introduction.

1. •_'!). under discountenance, i.e. when, even though ln's life \-

ho was still under the cloud of the kind's ill-favour.
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